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ABSTRACT 
The object of the research reported herein was to develop a 
general mathematical model and solution methodologies for 
analyzing the structural response of thin, metallic shell 
structures under large transient, cyclic, or static 
thermomechanical loads. Among the system responses associated I 
with these loads and conditions are thermal buckling, creep 
buckling, and ratcheting. Thus geometric and material 
nonlinearities (of high order) can be anticipated and must be 
considered in developing the mathematical model. The methodology 
is demonstrated through different problems of extension, shear 
and of planar curved beam. Moreover, importance of the inclusion 
of large strains is clearly demonstrated, through the chosen 
applications. This report describes the computer program 
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ling behavior of shell-like structures. The main features of the program include: 
Buckling and postbuckling predictions of shell-like structures 
Response of the structure ata elevated temperatures 
Creep buckling predictions 
Freedom to choose different t hermo-mechanical loading path 
Bodner-Partoin's constitutive equations as an elastoviscoplastic material model 
Walker's constitutive equations as anot, her elas toviscoplas tic material model 
Nonlinear elastic calculations 
Crisfield's iQeration schemes for limit point. load problems 
Tanaka-Miller's method used to integrate the unified constitutive equations 
The program works for material B1900-tHf now. With minor change, it can work 
for other materials. 
Input Format 
File DT i s  the main input data file. File RD is used only when the program needs 
to resume a unfinished job. File RD can be copied from file WRT which is an output 
file in the last execution. 
The format of file DT is the following: 
(I). Control data (lines 1 through 8) 
Line 1: 11, I2,13, I4 
11-number of elements, I2-number of nodes, 13-number of steps planed to run, 
14-maximum number of iterations allowed in each load step 
Line 2: A l ,  A2, A3, A4, A5, A6 
Al-elastic modulu the material, A2-Poisson's ratio, A3-thickness of the 
structure, A4-load coefficient (take l .O) ,  A5-load coefficient (take 1.0)) A6-initial 
load step (take 1.0, not. use now) 
2 
Line 3: 11, 12, I3 
11-the node number of the output. displacement, 12-the component. of t  
displacement, I$--the control variable 
Line 4: 11, 12, A l ,  A2 
11-determine whether the execution from the beginning (choose 0) or from the 
last execution (choose 1): 12-number of loading steps before the program write data, 
for further execution, A 1-the displa.cement increment of control variable, A2-the 
increase rate of A1 in next. step (take 1.0 generaly) 
Line 5: 11, 12,13: 14, A l ,  A2, A3, A4 
11-determine whether the thermal expansion is considered (take 1) or not. {take 
0 ) ,  12-number of steps for the change of temperature, 13-number of iterations exe- 
cuted before writing temporary data, 14-maximum number of iterations allowed in 
the equilibrium iterations, Al-thermal expansion coefficient, A2-initial tempera- 
ture, A3-increment of temperature, A4-highest temperature 
\ 
Line 6: 11: 12, A l ,  A2 
11-option whether to use unified constitutive equations (1 for yes, 0 for no), 12- 
option of which constitutive model to use (1 for Bodner-Partom’s model and 2 for 
Walker’s model), Al-calculation coefficient (take l . O ) ,  A2-the increment. of time in 
a load interval 
9 
Line 7: 11, I2 
I l -op t ion  for creep calculation (1 for yes and 0 for no), 12-number of steps 
beyond which creep is calculated 
Line 8: 11, I2 
I1 and I2 are used to control the output of the calculated results. The value of I1 
can be an integer from 1 to 6 which correspond to the stretch of 
shell unter axial compression, cylindrical sh 
2 co e w  output subroutine OUTPUT). 
2 
3 
(2). Initial nodal coordinates 
format: 11, A l ,  A2, A3 
11-node number (it does not matter whatever to write, but the real nodal number 
must, in order of 1, 2, 3...), A1-X, A2-Y, A3-2 
(3).  Constraint- specification 
format: 11,12, 13, 14, 15, I6 
11-node number, 12-displacement in x direction, 13-displacement in y direc- 
tion, 14-displacement. in z direction, 15-rotation along local x axis, 16-rotation 
along local y axis (0 for free movement and 1 for constraint) 
(4). Applied load 
format: 11, A l ,  A2, A3, A4, A5 
11-node number, Al-load applied in x direction, A2-load applied in y di- 
rection, A3-load applied in z direction, A4-moment. applied in local x direction, 
A5-moment applied in local y direction 
(5). Elment and its corresponded nodes 
format: J l ,  12, 13, 14, 15, I6,17, 18, I9 
Il-element number, I2 through 19-the node number of the element 
(6).  Direction cosines of the structure 
format: 11, A l ,  A2, A3 
11-element number, A1 through A3-the initial direction cosines of local coordi- 
nates to global coordinates at position of the node 




The output files are WRT, OUT, OT, OUTl,OT2 and OITT3. File MT nt ain s 
the necessary data for further execution. File OUT is the data used to locate any 
problem occurred during execution. Files OT, OT1, OT2 and OT3 are output. files for 
the calculated results controlled by subroutine OUTPUT. In the subroutine, Dl(1,J) 
is the displacement matrix where I and J are the nodal number and displacement 
component number, respectively. The updated coordinates of node I are XX(I), YY(1) 
and ZZ(1). The corresponding load can be calculated as the product. of TROOT ( a  
variable in the subroutine), load coefficient, and the applied load (given in file DT). 
Files OT, OT1, OT2 and OT3 are associated with tape 3, 9, 11 and 12. Users can 
change subroutine OUTPUT to get desired out,put. 
Subroutines from Library 
The subroutine LINRG from software IMSL is called in the program to invert the 
stiffness matrix. The corresponding version in Cyber is LIISV3F. 
4 
Main Flowchart 
tempera ture  
inc rement  
c a l c u l a t i o n  of  
m a t e r i a  1 cons t  ant 
Inc rement  o f  c o n t r o l  
e f f e c t  ca l cu la t i on  param e t  e r  
ca l cu la t i on  o f  the rma l  
Stress, s t r a i n  and displacement 
ca l cu la t i on  o f  load 
and d isp lacement  
ca l cu la t i on  of 
(2) I ca lcu la t i on  o f  t he rma l  
tempera ture  
inc rement  
s t ress,  s t r a i n  and d isp lacement  
ca l cu la t i on  o f  the rma l  
I 
5 
( 1  ). creep calculation 
I 
I 
(2 ) .  thermal effects  calculation 
and equivalent load vector 
caused by thermal effects  
and viscocity 

































and equivalent load vector 
caused by viscocity 
calculate displacement 
calculate s t r e s s ,  strain,  
s t a t e  variable increments 
and nodal forces 




































































































( 1 ) .  calculation o f  load and displacement increment 






























calculate s t i f fness  matrix 
and load vector caused by 
viscocity and load increment 
I 
t 




calculate s t r e s s ,  strain, 
s t a t e  variable increments 
and nodal forces 






























0'"' - - ----- A * v  
CBtA*A*~:A*~~R***;?B**********~*****~~***********~r**~:****~c***$~~:********c 
c Program pstbkl is for the pbstbuckling analysis with either C 
+., Bodner-Partom's or Walker's*material model. The program can C 
c deals with the following problems: C 
c 1 .  Postbuckling responses of thin-walled structures under C 
C normal loading C 
C 2. Creep buckling analysis C 
C 3. Thermal effects C 





















I MPL I C IT REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C IT I NTEGER*8 ( I  -N) 
PARAMETER (MAXR=150000,MAX1=~000) 
D I MENS I ON RWKSP (100000) 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPlO 




4 lR35, IR36, IR37, IR38,lR39, IR40, IR41, IR42, 
5 l R 4 3 , l R 4 4 , l R 4 5 , l R 4 6 , I R 4 7 , I R 4 8 , I R 4 9 , I R 5 0  
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (MAXR) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I PT (MAX I )  
COMMON /WORKSP/ RWKSP 
If the program is used in cyber, active lrbl=lr23 statement. 
OPEN (3,FlLE='ot') 
OPEN (4, F I LE=' rd ' ) 
OPEN(5,FILE='dt') 
OPEN (6, F I LE='out ' ) 
OPEN(7,FILE='wrt') 
OPEN (9, F I LE=' ot 1 ' )  
OPEN (1 1 ,F ILE='ot2') 
OPEN (12,F I LE='ot3') 
CALL CMPTl 
Call cmptl to make initial memory arangement 
CALL I WK I N (1 00000) 
IWKIN is used to set work space for subroutine LINRG wich is 
given in IMSL library. 
CALL PREPC(IPT(IPl), IPT(IP2), IPT(IP3) ,VR(IRl) ,VR(IR2), 
VR (I R3) ,VR ( I  R4) ,VR ( I  R5) , VR (I  R6) ,VR (I  R7) 1 1 
STOP 
EN0 
Subroutine PREPC is used to read input data and make memory 
arragement 
SUBROUTINE PREPC(IEL,ID911D,XX,YY,ZZ,DDl,DD2,DLOAD,HORlZ) 
I MPL I C I T REAL*8 (A-H , 0-Z) 
IMPL I C IT I NTEGER*8 (I -N) 
D I MENS I ON I EL (NELM,8) , I D (1) , I ID (NNODE,5) ,XX (1) , Y Y  (1) ,ZZ (1)  , 
DD1 (1) ,002 (1) ,DLOAD (1) ,HORIZ(l) 1 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNO 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NST BW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 






COMMON /PNTRRL/ I R 1, I R2, I R3, I R4, , IR6 ,  I R 7 ,  I R 8 ,  IR9 ,  
1 l R l l , l R l 2 , l R l 3 , l  , I R l 5 , I R 1 6 , l R 1 7 , 1  
2 I R 1 9 , l R 2 0 , I R 2 1 , 1  , l R 2 3 , l R 2 4 , l R 2 5 , l R 2 6 ,  
3 IR27 , IR28 , IR29 ,1  
4 
5 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ IR51 , IR52 , IR53 ,1  
COMMON /DIRCS/ IR60 ,1R6191R62 ,1  
COMMON / D I S V l /  l R 7 0 , 1 R 7 1 , l R 7 2 , 1 R 7 3 , I R 7 4 , 1  
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
CALL G E T D T ( I P T ( I P l ) ,  I P T ( l P 2 )  , l P T ( I P 3 ) ,  I P T  
1 I P T ( I P 6 ) ,  I P T ( I P 7 )  , I P T ( I P 8 )  ,VR( I  
2 VR ( IR4)  ,VR (I R5) ) 
C a l l  GETDT t o  read data.  C a l l  CMPT2 t o  m a k e  m e m o r y  a r r a n g e m e n t .  
C a l l  RDSUP t o  ge t  f u r the r  da ta  input. 
CALL CMPT2 
CALL RDSUP (VR (I R60)  VR (I R61)  , VR ( I  R62) ,VR (I R63) , VR (I R64) , VR (I R65) , 
1 V R ( I R 7 5 ) )  
CALL PROCS(VR(IR6) ,VR(IR4)  ,VR(IR5)  ,VR(IRS) ,VR( IR27)  , V R ( I R 2 0 ) ,  
V R ( I R 4 3 )  ,VR(IR44)  ,VR( IR45)  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  , V R ( I R 3 ) ,  









CLOSE ( 1  1) 
CLOSE (1 2) 
RETURN 
END 
S u b r o u t i n e  procs i s  used t o  arrange the loading scheme,  so t h a t  
the n o r m a l  loading, creep and t e m p e r a t u r e  e f f e c t s  can be considered 
e i t h e r  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  or separa te l y .  
SUBROUTINE PROCS(DLOAD,DDl,DD2,PLD,ACMDIS,SIGMA,XXl,YY19ZZl, 
I MPL 1 C I T  REAL*8 (A-H , 0-Z) 
I M P L I C I T  I NTEGER*8 ( I  -N) 
DIMENSION DLOAD(1) ,DD1 (1) ,DD2(1) , P L D ( l )  ,ACMDIS( l ) ,  
SIGMA(NELM,2,2,2,9) , X X ( l )  ,YY (F) , Z Z ( l )  , X X I  (1) ,YY I  (I), 
ZZ1 (1) ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,FRCINC( l )  ,FRCO( l ) ,  





COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQTYNSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOW1,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ I P ~ , I P ~ , ~ P ~ , ~ P ~ , ~ P ~ , I P ~ , I P ~ , I P ~ , I P ~ , ~ P ~ O  
COMMON /PNTRRL/ I R1, I R2, I R3, I R4, I R 
1 I R l l , l R 1 2 , I R 1 3 , I R 1  , IR16 , IR17 , lR18 ,  
2 I R 1 9 , I R 2 0 , I R 2 1 , l R 2  




IR7,  I R 8 ,  IR9 ,  I R l O ,  
3, I R 4 4 ,  IR45 ,  I R 4 6 , l R 4 7 , 1 ~ C 8 ,  I R 4 9 ,  I R 5 0  
COMMON /UNIFBD/ IR51 ,  I R 5 2 ,  IR53 ,  I R 5 4 ,  I R 5 5 9  l R 5 6 ,  I R 5 7 , l R 5 8 ,  I R 5 9  








DO 10 I=l,NN 
X X I  ( I ) = X X  ( 
YY1 ( I ) = Y Y  ( I )  
zz1 ( I  ( 1 )  
CONT I NU 
IF (INSIDT.EQ.1) THEN 
I f  the execution is based on the previous calculation, get 
additional informat on 
CALL RDCDT(VR(IR27) VR(IR2O) ,VR(IR43) ,VR(IR44) ,VR(IR45), 
VR(IR1) ,.R(IR2) ,VR(IR3) ,VR(IR47) ,VR(IRlO), 
VR(IR51) ,VR(IR58) ,VR(IR60) ,VR(IRbl) ,VR(lR62), 




4 VR (IR75) 1 
END IF 
DO 200 J=l,NT 







Calculate material constants according to the chosen model 
IF (lDO.EQ.0) THEN 
TMPP=TMMIN 
I F (NCONS . EQ.0) THEN 
















DO 205 I= l ,NTEM 
NUM= I 
TMPP=TMINC+TMPP 




I F (TMPP . GT .TMMAX) THEN 
WRITE(6,f:) 'THE MAXIMAM L I M I T  OF TEMPERATURE I S  REACHED, STOP' 
STOP 
END I F  









8 VR (I R4) ) 
I P T ( I P 9 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  ,VR( IR3)  ,VR( IR6)  , V R ( l R 8 ) ,  
V R ( l R 9 )  , V R ( I R l O )  , V R ( I R l l )  ,VR( IR12)  , V R ( I R 1 3 )  , V R ( I R 1 4 ) ,  
V R ( I R 1 5 )  , V R ( I R 1 6 )  ,VR( IR17)  ,VR( IR21)  ,VR( IR22)  , V R ( I R 2 3 ) ,  
V R ( I R 2 4 )  ,VR( IR18)  ,VR( IR26)  ,VR( IR27)  ,VR( IR42)  , V R ( I R 4 3 ) ,  
V R ( I R 4 4 )  , V l i ( l R 4 5 )  ,VR( IR46)  , V R ( I R 4 7 )  ,VR( IR20)  ,VR( IR48)  
V R ( I R 4 9 )  , V R ( I R l g )  ,VR( IR50)  ,VR( IR51)  , V R ( I R 5 8 )  , V R ( I R 5 9 ) ,  
V R ( I R 6 0 )  ,VR( IR61)  ,VR( IR62)  ,VR( IR63)  ,VR( IR64)  , V R ( I R 6 5 ) ,  
2 0 5  CONTINUE 
END I F  
C 
C N e x t  i t e r a t i o n  i s  t o  c a l c u l a t e  creep responses ( w i t h  or w i t h o u t  
C t h e r m a l  e f fec ts )  or the n o r m a l  loading responses ( w i t h  or w i t h o u r  
C t h e r m a l  e f fec ts )  
C 
DO 900 I= l ,NSTEP 
ROOT-0 . 0 
NUM= I 
IF(NBDN.GT.NBCRP.AND.ICRP.EQ.1) THEN 
CALL NTCRP( I ,  I P T ( I P l ) ,  I P T ( I P 2 )  , I P T ( I P 3 ) ,  I P T ( l P 4 ) ,  I P T ( I P 5 ) ,  
I P T ( I P 9 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  ,VR( IR3)  ,VR( IR6)  , V R ( I R 8 ) ,  
V R ( I R 9 )  , V R ( I R l O )  , V R ( I R l l )  , V R ( I R 1 2 )  ,VR( IR13)  ,VR( IR14)  
V R ( I R 1 5 )  ,VR( IR16)  ,VR( IR17)  , V R ( l R 2 1 )  ,VR( IR22)  , V R ( I R 2 3 ) ,  
V R ( l R 2 4 )  ,VR( IR18)  ,VR( IR26)  , V R ( I R 2 7 )  ,VR( iR42)  ,VR( IR43)  
V R ( I R 4 4 )  ,VR( IR45)  ,VR( IR46)  ,VR( IR47)  , V R ( l R 2 0 )  , V R ( I R 4 8 ) ,  
V R ( I R 4 9 )  ,VR( IR19)  ,VR( IR50)  , V R ( I R 5 1 )  ,VR( IR58)  , V R ( I R 5 9 ) ,  
V R ( I R 6 0 )  ,VR( IR61)  ,VR(IR62)  , V R ( I R 6 3 )  ,VR( IR64)  , V R ( I R 6 5 ) ,  
V R ( I R 6 6 )  ,VR( IR67)  ,VR( IR68)  ,VR( IR69)  ,VR( IR71)  , V R ( I R 7 2 ) ,  











CALL ARCLS( l  , I P T { l P l ) ,  I P T ( I P 2 ) ,  l P T ( I P 3 )  , I P T ( I P 4 ) ,  I P T ( I P 5 ) ,  
1 I P T ( I P 9 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR(IR2)  ,VR( IR3)  ,VR( IR6)  , V R ( I R 8 ) ,  
2 V R ( I R 9 )  , V R ( I R l O )  , V R ( I R l l )  ,VR( IR12)  ,VR( IR13)  ,VR( IR14) ,  
3 V R ( I R 1 5 )  ,VR( IR16)  ,VR( IR17)  ,VR(IR21)  ,VR( R22)  , V R ( I R 2 3 ) ,  
4 V R ( I R 2 4 )  , V R ( I R 1 8  VR( IR26)  ,VR( I  ) ,VR( R42)  , V R ( I R 4 3 ) ,  
5 VR (I R44)  ,VR (I R 4 5  V R ( I R 4 6 )  , V R ( I  ) ,VR( R20) ,VR( IR48) ,  
6 ) , V R ( I R l g )  ,VR(IR50)  ,VR( IR51)  ,VR( R 5 8 ) ,  59) 9 
7 ) ,VR( IR61)  ,VR( IR62)  ,VR( IR63)  ,VR( R 6 4 ) ,  65) , 





I F (MODEL. EQ. 1) CALL BDCNS (TMPP) 
11 
IF (MODEL.EQ.2) CALL WKCNS (TMPP) 










PLD (J) 10.0 









C S u b r o u t i n e  ARCLS i s  used fo r  n o r m a l  loading c a l c u l a t i o n .  








I MPL 1 C I T REALn8  (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  I NTEGER*8 (I -N) 
DIMENSION IEL(NELM,8 ) ,1D( l )  ,I ID(NNODE,S),L( l )  ,MAXA( l )  , L D ( l )  
D IMENSION XX(1)  , Y Y ( l )  , Z Z ( l )  ,DD(NNODE,5) ,D(1) , P L D ( l ) ,  
DLOADT(1) ,DLDINC( l )  ,VTEMP( l )  ,VF (NNODE,5), 
D l  (NNODE,5) ,VFE (NT, 1) ,DDD (1) ,VRT(4),  
H l S l N C  (1) ,ACMDIS (1) ,FRCINC (1) ,XX1 (1) ,YY1 (1) , Z Z 1  (1) , 
DELTA(1)  ,FRCO(l)  ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,ACTFRC( l )  , 








7 DEFVRT(4) ,STIFFN(NT,NT) ,ETT(4) ,EXLVC( l ) ,  
8 BETA(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,GCLl  (NNODE,3), 
9 GCL2 (NNODE,3) ,GCL3(NNODE,3) ,UCL1 (NNODE,3), 
1 UCL2 (NNODE ,3)  , U C L j  (NNODE ,3) , ADC (NDBC ,NDBC) , 
2 ADD (NDBC,NEQT) ,AD (NEQT,NDBC) ,ADVC (1) ,TLTY (1) , T Y l  (1) , 
T Y 2  (1) ,ANGL (1) ,DBVC (1) 
C 
COMMON /DISVC/  I 
COMMON / D I S V l /  I 
COMMON /UNICT/  N 
12 
s B e g i n  i t e r a t i o n  
,. 
I I I - 1  
CALL MNU (NNODE ,5, VF) 
DO 2 0 0  I = l , N T  
r " 
DLD I NC ( I )  =DLOADT ( 1 )  
200 CONTINUE - 
c 
DO 195 I - l ,ND 
TDLD ( I )=O.O 




C a l l  ASSMBL i s  t o  f o r m  the s t i f f e n e s s  m a t r i x  





I P T ( I P 9 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  ,VR( IR3)  ,VR( IR6)  , V R ( I R 8 ) ,  
V R ( I R 1 2 )  ,VR( IR14)  , V R ( I R 1 5 )  , V R ( I R 1 6 )  ,VR( IR19)  ,VR( IR21) ,  
V R ( l R 2 3 )  ,VR( IR24)  ,VR( IR19)  ,VR( IR41)  ,VR( IR50)  ,VR( IR52) ,  
VR (I R66) ,VR ( I  R67) ,VR ( I  R68) , VR ( I  R74) ) 
\ 
I CDD=l 
I F  ( I  I I .GT.2) GOT0 577 
I F (NDC.EQ. 1) THEN 
F o r  d i s p l a c e m e n t  boundary v a l u e  p r o b l e m ,  ca l cu la te  ADVC 
CALL D I SBN (VR ( I R69) , VR ( I R75) 
DO 570 I= l ,ND 
DDD(I)=O.O 
DO 570 J=l ,NDBC 
DDD (I) =DDD (I) +AD ( I  , J) *ADVC (J) 
570 CONTINUE 
533 FORMAT(113,6F9.3) 
DO 572 I = l , N D  
D D D ( l ) = D ( l ) - D D D ( 1 )  
572 CONTINUE 
END IF 
I F  (NDC.EQ.0) THEN 
DO 573 I= l ,ND 
DDD ( I )=D ( I )  
573 CONTINUE 
E N D  I F  
1 6  FORMAT('D(1) AND D D D ( I ) :  ' ,113,2F14.5)  
577 CONTINUE 
36 FORMAT('TH1S I S  THE ITERATION ' , 113 )  
c 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 6 )  I I I 
I F  ( I  I I .EQ. I T R L M  THEN 
) ' I T E R A T I O N  L I M I T  REACHED. STOP.' 
C 
I F  (I I I .EQ.l) THEN 
DO 444 J=l ,ND 
DO 444 I= l ,ND 
TDLD ( I ) =TD LD ( I ) +A ( I , J) *DDD (J) 
444 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 755 I=l ,ND 
VTEMP ( I ) =O . 0 
DO 755 J=l,ND 























DO 857 I-l,ND 
CONTINUE 
ASL=ASL+VTEMP ( I  j ATDLD ( I 
WRITE (6,n) 'ASL ' ,AS& 
ETA=l .O 
Next statement is important. It determines the controvariable. 
FAC=DTLMl/ABS (TDLD (NSHOW3) ) 
FAC=DTLMl/ABS (TDLD (ND-NSHOW3) ) 
WRITE (6,f:) 'TDELT=' ,TDELT 
F ACE- F AC 
WRlTE(6,A) 'CHANGED SIGN OF F A C '  
I F  (ASL.LT.O.0) THEN 
END I F  
I F  (DETMNT.LT.O.0) WRITE (6,A) 'NEG. DET. STOP' 
I F  (DETMNT.GT.O.0) FAC-ABS (FAC) 
DO 550 I=l,ND 
DLTTMP ( I  1 =O .O 
DELTA (I) =O .O 
VTEMP ( I )  =O .O 
FRCINC(I)=O.O 
CONTl N U E  
END I F  
Finish i i i = l  calculat 









start poi nt d i sp 1 asment H I S I NC ( I ) 
ON 
EQ.2)) GOT0 624 
Prepare the coefficients of the equation which determines the 
load parameter. 
CALL CALCDT(ND,DTL,ROOT,FAC,Cl,C2,Dll,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,A4, 





WRITE (6,*) 'RTL=',RTL 
Calculate the root of the equation 




C No acceleration iteration 
C 
c 
C For first and second iterations, there is no acceleration calculation 
C 
I F  ((I  1 I.EQ.l) .OR. ( I  I I .EQ.2)) THEN 
ETA=l .O 
CALL CALCDT(ND,DTL,ROOT,FAC,Cl ,~2 ,D l l ,D2 ,D3 ,D4 ,D5 ,D6 ,D7 ,A4 ,  
15 
1 VR( IR18)  ,VR( IR17)  ,VR( IR26)  ,VR( IR46)  ,VR( IR42) )  
!; 
IF ( I  I I .EQ.l) GOT0 625 
END I F  




C C a l c u l a t e  the d i s p l a c e m e n  rement 
C 
DO 635 I= l ,ND 
DLTINC( I )=O.O 
I F  ( I  1 I .EQ.l) THEN 
DO 634 J=l,ND 
IF (NCONS.EQ. 1) THEN 
D L T l N C  ( I )  -DLTINC ( I ) + A  ( I  , J) f:EXLVC (J) 
634 CONT I NUE 
D L T l  NC ( I )  =FACf:TDLD ( I )  +DLT I NC ( I )  
DLTINC( I )=FAC*TDLD ( I )  
ELSE 
END I F  
ROOT=F AC 
ELSE 
END I F  
DELTA ( I ) =DLTTMP ( I ) +DLT I NC ( I ) 
635 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6 , a )  ' F I R S T  ITERATION OF STEP ' ,NUM 
DLT I NC ( I ) =ETA* (H I s I NC ( I ) +ROOT~:TDLD ( I ) ) 
IF ( l l l . E Q . 1 )  THEN 
END IF 
I =NEQT 
C WRITE (6, ") I CURRENT ROOT ' ,ROOT 
C WRITE (6,*) 'TDLD (25) ' ,TDLD ( I )  
C WRITE (6,*) I , '  ROOT*TDLD ' ,ROOT&TDLD ( I )  
C WRITE (6,*) I ,  ' FRCINC ' ,FRCINC ( I )  
C WRITE (6,n) I ,  H I S I N C  ' , H I S I N C ( I )  
C WRITE (6 , f : )  I ,  ' DLT INC ' , D L T I N C ( I )  





DO 580 I=l,NNODE 
DO 580 J=l,5 
I F ( I I D ( I , J ) . E Q . O )  THEN 
VF ( I ,  J) =DLTI  NC (K) 
DD ( I , J) =DLT I NC (K) 
K=K+ 1 
END IF 
I F  ( I  I D ( I  ,J) .EQ.2) THEN 
VF ( I  , J) 5 (ROOT-RTL) f:ADVC (KK) 







DO 901 I=l,NNODE 
DO go1 ~ = 1 , 5  
VFE(I2?5-5+J,l)=VF ( I  ,J) 
9 0 1  CONTINUE 
3 0 2  FORMAT(' I ,VFE ( I )  IS: ' , 212 ,1F i2 .6 )  
C 
C E s t i m a t i o n  of the n e w  coordinates 
16 
T l N C = l  .o 
U p d a r e  the coord inates 
DO 900 I=l,NNODE 
XX ( I ) =XX ( I ) +T I N CJ:D D ( I , 1 ) 
Y Y i I j =Y Y ( I ) +T I NCJ:DD ( I ,2) 
zz ( I ) =ZZ ( I ) +T I N WDD ( I ,3) 
TMP=O .O 
DO 903 J=l ,3 
GCL3 (I, J)=GCL3 ( I  , J) +TI NCJ: (-GCL2 (I , J) WID (I ,4) +GCLl ( 1 ,  J) JcDD (I ,5) ) 
TMP=TMP+GCL3 (I , J) J:GCL3 (I, J) 
TMP=TMPJ:?;*O. 5 
DO 9 0 2  J=1,3 
303 CONTINUE 
GCL3 (I, J) =GCL3 (I, J) /TMP 
9 0 2  CONTINUE 
900 CONTINUE 
c WRITE(6 ,267)  I , X X ( I ) , Y Y ( I )  , Z Z ( l )  
i: 
c U p d a t e  the d i r e c t i o n a l  cosines 
:: 
C 
C C a l c u l a t e  i n te rna l  f o rces  
C 
CALL CNND (VR ( I R60) ,VR (I R61)  ,VR ( I R62)  ) 
CALL l N T F R C ( I  I I, I P T ( I P 1 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  , V R ( I R 3 ) ,  
1 V R ( I R 1 4 )  ,VR( IR22)  ,VR( IR28)  , V R ( I R g ) )  
C 
C SHRINK THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
C 
DO 500 I = l , N T  
DO 500 M=l,ND 
I F  (I .EQ.L(M)) THEN 
FRC I NC (M) = (PLD (I) -FRCO (M) ) 
ACTFRC (M) =PLD (I) 




DO 447 I= l ,ND 
H I S I N C ( I ) = O . O  
447 CONTINUE 
DO 448 l=l ,ND 
DO 449 J=l ,ND 
H I S 1  NC ( l ) = H  I S INC ( I)  - A  (I, J) W R C l  NC (J) 
449 CONT I NUE 
448 CONTINUE 
C WRlTE(6,J:) I , '  H I S I N C = ' , H I S I N C ( I )  
C 
DO 549 I= l ,ND 
EXLVC (I) =O.O 
TDLD(I)=O.O 
DO 446 J=l ,ND 
TDLD (I)=TDLD (I )+A (I, J) ADDD (J) 
446 CONT I NUE 
549 CONTINUE 
C 




IF (ISEC.GT.10) ISEC-10 
C WRlTE(6,fC) 'I, D D D ( l ) ,  ROOT*DDD( I ) ,FRCINC( I ) ,  E X L V C ( 1 ) '  
C 
17 
DO 665 I= l ,ND 
DLTTMP ( I ) =DELTA ( I ) 
ACMD I S ( I )  =ACMD I S ( I ) + D L T I  NC (I) 




DO 585 I=l,NNODE 
DO 585 J=l,5 
I F ( I I D ( I , J )  .EQ.O) THEN 
D1 ( I ,J )=ACMDIS(K)  
K=K+l 





























CALL C R l T R l  ( I  I I ,ND,VR( IR8)  ,VR( IR42)  ,VR( IR59)  ,VR( IR17) ,  
WRITE (6, *) 
IF (ICNCl.EQ.0) THEN 
1 V L I N J T ,  ICNC1,VALS) 
' VL I N IT= ' , VL I N  I T  
I F  ( I  I I .EQ. 1) VLSl=VALS 
IF ( I  I I .EQ.2) VLS2=VALS 
I F  ( I  I I .GT.2) THEN 
WRITE (6,*) 'BREAK=' , L I M  
DTLMl=DTLM1/2.0 
I F  (VALS.GT.VLSl.AND.VALS.GT.VLS2) THEN 
L IM=L IM+ l  
I F  (LIM.EQ.20) THEN 




VLS 1 =VLS2 
VLS2=VALS 
L I M=O 
ELSE 
END I F  
END IF 
END IF 
IF ( ( ICONCL.EQ.1)  .OR. ( ICNCl.EQ.1))  THEN 
IF ( I  I 1  .LT.3.AND,NUM.LT.24) DTLM1-DTLMlfcSQQ 
DTLMlEDTLMl  W Q Q  
IF (I I I .LE.4) DTLMl -DTLMl fc l .1  
IF (lll.GE.8.AND.lll.LT.10) DTLMl=DTLMl/1.1 
lF(lll.GE.lO.AND.tll.LT.15) DTLMI=DTLMl / l .Z  
IF ( I  1 I .GE. 15) DTLMl=DTLMl / l  .O 
WRlTE(6,*) ' F I N  VAL OF l l l = ' , l l l , '  NDTLMl=' ,DTLMl 
TROOT=TROOT+ROOT 
For displacement boundary p r o b f e m :  
I F  (NDC.EQ. 1) THEN 
KK= 1 
DO 590 I=l,NNODE 
DO 590 J=1,5 
IF (I I D ( I  ,J) .EQ.2) THEN 
D 1 ( I  , J) =D 1 (!  , J) +ROOT*ADVC (KK) 
KK=KK+l 
END I F  
590 CONTINUE 
DO 599 1=1,20 
WRITE(6,*) I , '  D l = ' , ( D l ( I , J ) , J = l , 5 )  
599 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE BOUNDARY TRACTION 
TTLD=O .O 
DO 636 I=l,NDBC 
18 
TYl ( I ) = O . O  
TY2 ( I )=O.O 
DO 637 J=l ,ND 
TY 1 (I) =TYl ( I )+ADD ( 1  , J) $:DELTA (J) 
637 CONT I NUE 
DO 638 J=l,NDBC 
TY2(I)=TY2(I)+ADC(I ,J)AADVC(J)*ROOT 
638 C UE 
T 
C W 6,n) I, TLTY=',TLTY (I) 
T TLD+TLTY ( I ) 
) =TLTY (I)+TY 1 ( I )  +TY2 (I) -D 
TY 1=( ,TY 1 ( I )  , TY 
636 














END I F  
CRPTM=CRPTM+TDELT 
csess fu l  i t e r a t i  w r i t e  t h e  output data.  
CALL OUTPUT (TTLD,VR (I R15) ,VR (I R75) ,VR (I R71) ,VR (I R1) ,VR (IR2) , 
1 VR ( I  R3) 1 
I TYPE=l 
For successful  i t e r a t i o n ,  update some va r iab les .  
CALL UPDT( ITYPE, IPT( IP3) ,VR( IR l )  ,VR(IR2),VR(lR3) ,VR(IR12), 
VR(IR15) ,VR(IR27) ,VR( IR43)  ,VR(IR44) ,VR( IR45) ,  
VR( IR46)  ,VR( IR47)  ,VR(IR20) ,VR(IR48) ,VR(IR49), 
V R ( I R 5 1 )  ,VR(IR58) ,VR(IR60) ,VR(IR61)  ,VR(IR62), 






I f  the  
f o l  l o w  




i t e r a t i o n  requiment i s  not s a t i s f i e d ,  c a l c u l a t e  the  
ng c o e f f i c i e n t s  and go back t o  t h e  i t e r a t i o n s  again. 
+1 
1=1 ,ND 
E l=E l+H I S I NC ( I )  J:FRC I NC (I) 
E2=E2+TDLD (I) W R C  I NC ( I )  
510 CONTINUE 
I C D D = I C D D + l  
c I F  (ICDD.GT.4) THEN 
C GOTO 579 
C ELSE 
C END I F  
670 CONTINUE 
GOTO 577 
END I F  
C 
DO 555 l= l ,ND 
DO 555 J=l,ND 
VTEMP (I)=VTEMP (I)+STI FFN (I, J) $:DELTA (J) 
C I F  (I .EQ.J) THEN 




DO 557 I=l,ND 
ASLOP=ASLOP+VTEMP (I ) *DELTA (I) 
19 557 CONTINUE 
DO 730 l=;,NEI 
FRCO ( i )  =FRZO ;I)+FRCINC (I) 
I F (KPDT . EF .NUMj THEN 
730 CONTINUE 
!7 
I f  the required number of iterations has reached, save the 
nessisary data in harddisk. It can be used for further calculation. 
C 
CALL WTCDT (VR ( I  R27) ,VR ( 
1 VR ( I  R45) ,VR ( 
1 VR(IR47) ,VR( 
3 VR(IR61) ,VR( 
END IF 
1000 CONT I N U E  
RETURN 
END 
C END ARCLS 
C 
R20) ,VR(IR43) ,VR(IR44), 
R1) ,VR(IR2) ,VR(iR3), 
RlO) ,VR(IR51) ,VR(lR58) ,VR(IR60), 
~ 6 2 )  , VR ( I  R 15) , VR ( I  R7 1) , VR ( I R75) ) 
C Subroutine CALCDT is used to calculate the coefficients of 
C the equation which determines the load parameter 
C 
SUBROUTINE CALCDT(ND,DTL,ROOT9FAC,C1,C2,Dll,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7, 
IMPLICIT REALJc8 (A-H,O-2) 
I MPL I C IT I NTEGERJc8 ( I  -N) 
DlMENSiON TDLD(1) ,D(l) ,HISINC(l) ,DELTA(l) ,FRCING(l) 
COMMON /SCHALRI/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,IP2,1P3,lP4,lP5,tP6,IP7,IP8,~Pg,~PlO 








3 IR27, IR28, IR29, 
5 IR43,IR44,IR45, 
4 IR35, IR36, IR37, 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 




















DO 652 I=l,ND 
C WRlTE(6,Jr) 'TDLD ',TDLD(I) ,'HISINC ',HISINC(I) ,'DELTA ',DELTA(I) 
C WRlTE(6,Jr) I I -  ',l,'D(l) ',D(I),'FRCINC ',FRCINC(I) 
C 1=C l+TDLD ( I ) *TDLD ( 1  ) 
CZzCZ-TDLD ( I )  JcD ( I )  
D ~ ~ = D ~ ~ + T D L D ( I ) ~ ~ D E L T A ( I )  
D2=D2+TDLD ( I )  *HI S I NC ( I )  
20 
D3=D3+H I S I NC ( I ) AH I S I NC (I ) 
D4=D4+H I S INC ( I )  $;DELTA ( I )  
D5tD5-H I S I NC (I) +D (I) 
D6=D6+H I S I NC ( I ) WRC I NC ( I ) 
D7=D7+TDLD ( I  ) WRC I NC ( 1 )  
652 CONTINUE 
c ,  WRITE (6,a) ' C 1 = '  ,C1,  D1=' ,D11, ' D2=' ,D2 
c WRITE (6,f;) 'D3=',03, ' D4='  ,D4 
C 
DTL=FACAFACW 1 
DO 660 I= l ,ND 
A4=A4+DELTA(l)*DELTA(I) 
660 CONTINUE 
C WRITE (6,f;) 'A4, DTL ' ,A4,DTL 
C 






C N e x t s u b r o u t i n e  c u l c u l a t e s  t h e  roo ts  of eqs. for  lamda(i+l)  
C 
SUBROUT I NE CLCRT (ETAO, ETA, ATERM, C 1, D 1, D2,D3, D4, Ah, DTL, ROOT) 
I MPL I C I T  REALA8 (A-H, 0-Z) 




I F  (K.EQ. 10) THEN 
, 
C 
WRITE(6,f:) 'NEGATIVE VALUE FOR SQRT OPER. APPROXM. G I V E N '  
WRITE (6,:';) 'THE SQUARE VALUE I ,UDRT 
ROOT=-A2/2.O/Al 
GOTO 200 
END I F  
Al=ETAWl+ATERM 
A2=2.0*D1+2 .OJcETA$cD2 
A 3= E T A 9; D 3+2 . 0 ~ c D  4 
I F  (ABS (A3) .LT.0.00000000001) THEN 
WRITE (6,fc) 'A1 ,A2,A3 , A l ,  ' I ,A2, I ' , A 3  
ROOT=-A2/A1 
WRITE ( 6 ,  *) ' ATTENT I ON: A3=0' 
RETURN 
END I F  
C 
C 
C SOLVE THE EQUATION FOR LAMDA(l+l) 
C 
UDRT=A2*A2-4 .O*A 1*A3 
I F  (UDRT.LT.O.0) THEN 
WRITE(6,h) 'NEGATIVE VALUE FOR THE ROOT, STOP.' 
STOP 
ETA= (ETA+ETAO) /2 .O 
GOTO 20 
ROOTl=(-A2+SQRT (UDRT))/Z.O/Al 
ROOT2- (-A2-SQRT (UDRT) ) /2 .O/A l  
END I F  
cs i= i  .O+ETA* ( D ~ + R O O T I ~ D ~ )  ~ D T L  
CS2=1 .O+ETA* (Dk+ROOT2*Dl) /DTL 
C WRITE(6,*) 'ROOTl,ROOT2 ',ROOTl,ROOT2 
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' C S l  ,CS2 ' ,CS1 ,CS2 
I F  ((CS1 .LT.O.O) .AND. (CS2.GT.O.O)) THEN 
ELSE 
ROOT=ROOT2 
I F  ((CS2.LT.0.0) .AND. ( C S l  .GT.O.O)) THEN 
21 
ROOT=ROOTl 
I F  (ABS (ROOTl+A3/A2) .LT.ABS (ROOT 
I F  (ABS (ROOT1-1 .O) .LT.ABS (ROOT2-1 .O 
ELSE 




END I F  




Subroutine ASSMBL install the stiffness matrix and the load vector 
SUBROUTINE ASSMBL(III,IEL,ID,IID,L,MAXA,LD,XX,YY,ZZ,DD,D~ 
1 DLDINC,VF,D l ,VFE,TS,AM,P ,A ,ST IFFN,AlNV,EXLVC,  
2 TXVC,ADC,ADD,AD,DBVC) 
I MPL I C I T REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
IMPL I CIT INTEGER*8 ( I  -N) 
DIMENSION I EL (NELM,8) , ID (1) , I ID (NNODE,5) ,L (1) ,MAXA (1) , LD (1) 
DIMENSION XX(1) ,YY(l) ,ZZ(l) ,DD(l) ,D(1) ,EXLVC(l), 
DLDINC (1) ,VF (NNODE,5) ,TXVC (1) , 
D1 (NNODE,5) ,VFE(NT,l) ,TS(NT,NT) ,P(1) ,EXLD(40), 
A(NEQT,NEQT) ,AM(40,40) ,AINV(l) ,STIFFN(NT,NT) , 





COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALRZ/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ I P l , l ~ 2 , 1 P 3 , ~ ~ 4 , 1 P ~ , I P 6 9 t P ~ , ~ . P 8 , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~  
COMMON /PNTRRL/ 1R1,lR2,lR3,lR4,lR~,lR6,lR7,IR8,lR~,lRlO, 
1 IRll,lR12,IR13,IR14,lRl5,lRl6,lRl7,lRl8, 
2 lR19,IR20,IR21,IR22,IR23,IR24,lR25,IR26, 
3 IR27,lR28, IR29,1R30, IR31, IR32,lR33, IR34, 
4 IR35, IR36, IR37, IR38, IR39, IR40, IR41, IR42, 
5 l R 4 ~ , l R ~ ~ , l R ~ ~ , l R ~ 6 , I R ~ ~ , l R ~ 8 , l R 4 9 , I R ~ 0  
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ lR51,lR52,lR53,lR54,lR55,IR~6,IR57,IR58,lR59 
COMMON /DIRCS/ lR60,lR61,lR62,lR63,IR64,IR6~ 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ 1 PT (1) 
COMMON /CNTRL/ DETMNT 
COMMON /DISCT/ NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /DISVC/ IR66,1R67,IR68,IR69 
COMMON /TIDF/ IDF 
CALL MNU (NT,NT,TS) 
DO 20 I=l,NT 
EXLVC ( I ) =O . 0 
TXVC ( I )  =O.O 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C Calculation in defferent element 
C 
DO 
I 1 =  







C a l c u l a t e  t he  e l e m e n t  s t i f f n e s s .  
CALL CESM(1 I I , I ,  I1 ,12 ,13 ,14 , I~ ,16 , l7 ,18 ,VR(1R21)  , V R ( I R l ) ,  
1 
2 
V R ( I R 2 )  ,VR( IR3)  ,VR( IR14)  ,VR( IR25)  ,EXLD,VR( IR60) ,  
VR ( I  R61)  ,VR ( I  R62) 1 
B u i l d  t h e  g lob le  s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  
DO 1 4 0  J=1,8 
DO 1 4 0  K = l , 5  
JJ=I E L  (I , J) 5:5-5+K 
J 1=Jn5-5+K 
I F (NCONS. EQ. 1) THEN 
END I F  
DO 1 4 0  M=1,8 
TXVC (JJ) =TXVC (JJ) +EXLD'(J 1) 
DO 1 4 0  N = l , 5  
MM=I EL ( I  ,M) 9:5-5+N 
M 1 =M5:5-5+N 
I F  (MM.LE.JJ) THEN 
T S  (JJ,MM)=TS (JJ,MM)+AM(Jl ,M1) 
WRITE (6,143) I E L  ( I  , J) , JJ ,MM, J 1 ,M1 ,TS (JJ ,MM) 
END I F  
1 4 0  CONTINUE 
1 4 3  FORMAT('ST l S i , 5 1 4 , 1 F 1 5 . 3 )  
1 2 0 0  CONTINUE 
J= 1 
J D = l  
DO 1 5 0  I = l , N T  
L (J) = I  
J=J+l 
C 
I F  ( I D  ( I )  .EQ.O) THEN 
END I F  
I F  ( I D ( 1 )  .EQ.2) THEN 
LD (JD) = I  
JD= JD+ 1 
END I F  
1 5 0  CONTINUE 
C 
I DF-J- 1 
JJD=JD- 1 
WRITE (6,fc) ' J J D = '  ,JJD, '  IDF= ' ,  I D F  
C 
C i d f  i s  the n u m b e r  o f  u n k n o w n  d i sp  
C j j d  i s  the n u m b e r  o f  g iven disp.  
C 
C 
2 0 0  CONTINUE 
2 1 0  FORMAT('I,LDINC,LOADT,PLD I S S , 1 I 3 , 3 F 8 . 3 )  
C -
C S h r i n k i n g  the load vector and s t i f f  m a t r i x .  
C 
DO 500 I = l , N T  
DO 500 M=l , IDF  
IF (I .EQ.L (M)) THEN 
D (M) =DLD I NC ( I )  
I F  (NCONS.EQ. 1) THEN 
EXLVC (M) =TXVC ( I )  
C WRITE (6,5:) M, EXLVC I N  ASSMB: ' ,EXLVC (M) 
* END I F  
, DO 510 J= l .NT  
DO 510 N=l , IDF  
23 
IF (J.EQ.L (N)) THEN 
A (M,N) =TS ( I  , J) 
END IF 
IF (NDC.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 505 J= l ,NT  
DO 505 N=l , JJD 
5 1 0  CONTl NUE 
I F (J EQ. LD (N) ) THEN 
END IF 
AD(M,N)=TS(I ,J) 






I F  (NDC.EQ.1) THEN 
DO 600 I = l , N T  
DO 600 M= l , JJD 
I F ( I . EQ . L D (M) ) THEN 
I F (NCONS. EQ. 1) THEN 
DBVC (M) =TXVC ( 1  ) 
C WRITE (6,n) M, EXLVC I N  ASSMB: I ,EXLVC (M) 
END I F  
DO 6 1 0  J = l , N T  
DO 6 1 0  N = l , I D F  
I F  (J.EQ.L(N)) THEN 
ADD (M, N) =TS ( I , J) 
END IF 
6 1 0  CONT I NUE 
DO 605 J= l ,NT  
DO 605 N=I ,JJD 
I F (J. EQ. LD (N) ) THEN 
END IF 
ADC (M, N) =TS ( I , J) 
605 CONT I NUE 
END I F  
600 CONTINUE 




DO 550 I=l,NEQT 
DO 550 J=l ,NEQT 
C K=K+1 
C P(K)=A( I , J )  
S T I  FFN ( I  , J) =A ( I  , J) 
550 CONTINUE 
C 
C Inverse the  s t i f f n e s s  matrix 
C 
I JOB=l 
D D l = l  .O 
C CALL LINV3F(A,BB,IJOB,NEQT,NEQT,DDl,DD2,AINV,lER) 
CALL LINRG(NEQT,A,NEQT,A,NEQT) 
DETMNT=DD 1* (2**DD2) 
IF (IER.EQ.130) THEN 




C WRITE (6,n) 'END ASSEM' 
RETURN 
END 
C (END ASSEMBL) 
C 
24 
Nex; subroutine is used to calculate the nodal force 
5UBROUT;NE INTFRC(III,IEL,XX,YY,ZZ,VF,PD,PDL,PLD) 
i W t l C 1 T  REALa8 (A-H,O-Z) 
I MPL I C I T I NTEGERfc8 ( I  -N) 
fl:ME:JSiOI\: H i Z j , P ( 2 ) , R ( 8 ) , 5 ( 8 ) , X ( 8 ) , Y ( 8 ) , Z ( 8 ) , N D ( 8 ) , I E L ( N E L M , 8 ) ,  
CDMMON ,/SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMOW /PNTRIN/ iPl,IP2,1P3,1P4,iP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,iPg,iPlO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ IR1, IR2, IR3, IR4,lR5,lR6, lR7,lR8, IR9, IRlO, 
1 IRll,lRl2,IRl3,IRl4,lRl~,lRl6,lRl7,lRl8, 
2 IR19,IR20,IR21,IR22,IR23,IR24,lR25,IR26, 
3 IR27, iR28, IR29, IR30, IR3IflR32, IR33, IR34, 
4 I R ~ ~ , l R ~ 6 , l R ~ ~ , l R ~ 8 , I R ~ ~ , l R 4 0 , l R ~ l , l R ~ 2 ,  
5 IR43,1R44,IR45,1R46,IR47,1R48,IR4~,lR50 
513N XX(1) , Y Y  (1) ,ZZ(l) ,VF (NNODE,5) ,PD(l) ,PDL( 
1 VFE (40) 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ lR51, IR52,lR53, IR54, IR55, 1 ~ 5 6 ,  IR57, IR58, IR59 
C3MMON /DIRCS/ lR60,lR61,lR62,1R63,IR64,IR65 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TOELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / 1 NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON /A3/ CLl (8) ,CMl (8) , CN1 (8) ,CL2 (8) ,CM2 (8) ,CN2 (8) , 
1 CL3 (8) , CM3 (8) , CN3 (8) 
DO 30 I=l,NT 
PLD ( I ) =O .O 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 700 I=l,NELM 
I l= I  EL ( I ,  1) 
12- I EL ( I  ,2) 
13=IEL(1,3) 
I4=1 EL ( I  ,4) 
Is=IEL(I ,5) 
16=1 EL ( I  ,6) 
I7=l EL ( I  ,7) 
I8= I EL ( I  ,8) 
C 
C Calculate the nodal force f o r  each element 
C 
CALL UPDATA ( I  I I ,  I ,  I1,12,l3,14,l~,l6,l7,18,VR (IRl) ,VR (IR2) ,VR(IR3) , 
1 VR ( I  R14) , VR ( I  R22) , VR ( I  R28) , VR (I R60) , VR ( I  R6 1) , VR ( I  R62) ) 
C 
C 
DO 700 ~=1,8 
DO 700 ~=1,5 
JJ=I EL ( I  , J) "5-5+K 
Jl=J*5-5+K 
PLD (JJ) =PLD (JJ)+PD (Jl) 






Subroutine CESM is used to calculate the stiffness matrix for 
each element 
SUBROUTINE CESM(1 ll,lL,l1,12,13,14,15,l6, 
I MPL I C IT REAL*8 (A-H ,0-Z) 









H(2) ,P(2) ,R(8) ,S(8) ,X(8) ,Y(8) ,HH(4) ,PP(4) , 
Z (8) ,ND (8) ,VFE (40) ,EXED (40) ,EXLD (40) , 
GCL 1 (NNODE ,3) , GCL2 (NNODE ,3) ,GCL3 (NNODE, 3) 
c 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /A3/ CL 1 (8) , CMl (8) , CNl (8) , CL2 (8) , CM2 (8) , CN2 (8) , 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,lP2,1P3,IP4,IP~, 6,IP7,IP8,IPg,lP10 
COMMOk /PNTRRL/ IRl,lR2,lR3,IR4,IR5, 6,IR7,IR8,lRg,lR10, 
1 IRll,lR12,IR13,IR14,lRl5,lRl6,lRl7,lRl8, 
2 IR19,IR20,IR21,IR22,IR23,iR24,iR25,IR26, 
3 IR27,1~28, IR29, IR30,lR31, IR32, IR33, IR34, 
4 lR~~,1R~6,1R~~,lR~8,IR~9,IR4O,lR4l,lR42, 
5 lR43, lR44,1R45,1R46,rR47,1R48, lR4~, lR50 
1 CL3 (8) , CM3 (8) , CN3 (8) 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ IR51,lR52, IR53, IR54, I R 3 ,  iR56, IR57, IR58, lR59 
COMMON /DIRCS/ lR60,1R61,lR62,lR63,IR64,IR65 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I PT (1) 
C 
C 
ND (1) =I 1 
ND (2) =I 2 
ND (3) = I  3 
ND (4) = I4 
ND(5)-15 
ND ( 6 )  =I 6 
ND (7) = I  7 
ND(8)=18 
CALL MNU (40,40, SM) 
DO 20 1=1,40 
C 
EXLD ( I ) = O . O  
20 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 250 1=1,8 
X ( I )  =XX (ND ( I )  ) 
Y ( I ) =Y Y (ND ( I ) ) 
Z ( I )  =ZZ (ND (I) ) 
C ( Change displacemet field from matrix to vector.) 
C 
DO 250 ~=1,5 






R (2) = 1  
s (2) =- 1 
R (3) =l  
S (3) = 1  
R (4) m- 1 
S (4) -1 
R (5) =O 
S (5) =- 1 
R (6) = 1  
S (6 )  =O 
R (7) =O 
s (7) = I  
R (8) =- 1 
S (8) =O 
C 
C WRITE (6,157) I L 
C 
26 
DO 344 1=1,8 
CL1 ( I ) = G C L l  (ND( 
CM1 ( I ) = G C L l  (ND ( 
CNl  ( I ) = G C L l  (ND ( 
CL2 ( I )  =GCL2 (ND ( 
CM2 ( I )  =GCL2 (ND ( 




















H (1) =1 .O 
H (2) -1 .O 
P (1) =O . 5 7 7 3 5 2 6 9 2  
P (2) =-P (1) 
HH (1) =O .347854845 1 
HH (2) =H (1) 
HH ( 3 ) = 0 . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 5 4 8  
HH (4) =H (3) 
PP ( 1 ) = 0 . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 1 5  
PP (2) =-P (1) 
pp (3) =o * 33998 10435 
PP (4) =-P ( 3 )  
DO 150 1=1,2 
DO 1 5 0  J=1,2 




C a l c u l a t e  t h e  s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  a t  every in tegra t ion  po in t  
CALL C B ( I  I I, IL , I  ,J ,K,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,DETJ,VR(IR25)  , V R ( I R 2 8 ) ,  
1 
3 
4 V R ( I R 5 7 ) )  
V R ( I R 2 9 )  , V R ( I R 3 0 )  , V R ( I R 3 1 )  , V R ( I R 3 2 )  , V R ( I R 3 3 ) ,  
VR (I R39)  ,VR (I R40)  ,VR ( I  R47) , EXED,VR ( I  R53) ,VR (I R56) , 
2 V R ( I R 3 4 )  , V R ( I R 3 5 )  ,VR( IR36)  SVR( IR37)  , V R ( I R 3 8 )  9 
DO 150 M=1,40 
I F (NCONS .EQ. 1) THEN 
EXLD (M) =EXLD (M)+H (I) 9cH (J) fcH (K) *EXED (M) JrDETJ 
END I F  












c 2 0  
1 0  
I - .  
StiBROUTlNE CN ( 
, Y , Z  ( I )  ARE z ’ 1 I3 ,3F 1 0 . 4 )  
FR (1) (Z.OJIR+S) A ( 1  .O-S) /4.0 
FR (2) = (2 .OnR-S) * (1  -0-S) /4.0 
FR (3) = (2 .O*R+S) Jt ( 1  .WS) /4 .O 
FR(4)=(2.0fcR-S)Jc( l  .O+S)/4,0 
FR (7)=;R* (1  .O+S) 
FR (8) =- ( 1  .O-S2) / 2 . 0  
F S  ( 1 )  ( 1  .O-R) Jc (2.0*S+ 
F S (2) = ( 1 . O+R) Jc (2 . Q*S - 
F S (3) = ( 1 . O+R) * (2.O*S+R) /4.0 
FS (4) = (1  .O-R) Jc (2 .OJcS-R) /4 .O 
F S  (5)~- (1 .0 -R2)  / 2 . 0  
F S  (6 )=-  ( 1  .O+R) $4 
F S  (7) (1 .0 -R2)  / 2  .O 





































FORMAT('THE METRIC AT NODE R= ',lF2.0,'S= ' , l F2 .0 ,3F10 .5 )  
CXR IS THE DIRECTION COSINE BETWEEN THE AXES X AND R.THE 







THE CXN..ARE THE DIRECTION COSINES BETWEEN THE U N I T  NORMAL 
AND THE COORD. X,Y,Z. 
CXN= (YRg:ZS-ZRgcYS) /GRSHH 
CZN= (XRg:YS-YR:tXS) /GRSHH 
CY N= (ZRJ:XS - XR f: z s ) G RS H H 
RETURN 
END 
T H I S  I S  A PROCEDURE TO MULTIPLY TWO MATRIX 
SUBROUTINE MMT( I  ,K,J,Al,AZ,A) 
I M P L I C I T  REAL:':8 (A-H,O-Z) 
I MPL I C IT  I NTEGERA8 ( I  -N) 
DIMENSION A1 ( I ,K)  ,A2(K,J) , A ( I , J )  
CALL MNU(I,J,A) 
DO 20 M=l ,  I 
DO 2 0  N = l  ,J 
DO 2 0  L= l ,K  
TEMP=A 1 (M, L) :';A2 (L , N) 
A(M,N)=A (M,N)+TEMP 
CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
T H I S  IS A PROCEDURE TO MAKE NULL MATRIX 
SUBROUTINE MNU(1 ,J,A) 
I MPL I C I T  REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I M P L I C I T  INTEGERf:8(1-N) 
DIMENSION A ( I  ,J) 
DO 30 M=l , i  
DO 30 N = l  ,J 
A (M,N)=O.O 
CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine transp i s  t o  make transpose matr ix .  
SUBROUTINE TRANSP(1 ,J,XI ,XO) 
I MPL I C I T REALJc8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I M P L I C I T  INTEGERn8(1-N) 
DIMENSION X I  (I ,J) ,XO(J, I )  
DO 10 M=l, I 
29 
DO 10 N=l ,J  




















F(k) i s  the  shape f u n c t i o n  evaluated a t  node k. 
F ( 1 ) =  (1 .O-R) * (1 .O-S) Jc (-R-S- 1 .O) /4.0 
F ( 2 )  = ( 1 . O+R) * ( 1 . 0-S) * (R-S- 1 . 0) /4.0 
F (3) ( 1 . O+R) * ( 1 . O+S) fc (R+S - 1 . 0) /4.0 
F (4)= (1  .O-R) * (1 .O+S) Jc (-R+S-l .O) /4.0 
F (5) = ( 1 . 0 -R2) * ( 1 . 0 -S) /2.0 
F (6)=(1 .O+R) J: (1 .O-S2) / 2 . 0  
F (7) ( 1 .O-R2) * ( 1 . O+S) /2.0 
F (8)=(1.0-R)ft( l  . O - S 2 ) / 2 . 0  
FR(k) i s  the  d e r i v e t i v e  w . r . t .  r o f  t he  shape f u n c t i o n  
F R ( 1 ) = (2 . O*R+S) Jc ( 1 . 0- S) /4 . 0 
FR (2) = (2 .O*R-S) Jr (1 .O-S) /4.0 
FR (3) = (2 .O*R+S) Jr (1 .O+S) /4 .O 
FR(4)=(2.O*R-S)Jc(l .O+S)/4.0 
FR(5)=-R*(l .O-S) 
FR (6) = (1.0-52) /2 -0 
FR (7) =-RJc (1 .O+S) 
FR (8) =- (1.0-52) / 2  -0 
FR(k) i s  t h e  d e r i v e t i v e  w. r . t .  s of  the  s f u n c t i o n  
C J  ( l , l )=CJ ( l , l ) + F R ( I ) J r  (X (1)+T 
CJ (1,2) =CJ (1,2) +FR ( I )  * (Y ( I )  +TfcTO*CM3 ( I )  /2 .O) 
30 
C J  (1 , 3) =C J (1 ,3) +FR ( I * (Z ( I +T$cTO*CN3 ( I ) /2.0) 
CJ (2 , l )  =CJ (2, l )  +FS ( I )  9: (X (I )+T*TO*CL3 ( I )  /2 .O) 
CJ (2,2) =CJ (2,2) +FS ( I * (Y ( I  ) +T,':TO*CM3 ( I) /2 .O) 
CJ (2,3) =CJ (2,3) +FS ( 1 )  * (Z (I )+T*TO*CN3 ( I )  /2 .O) 
CJ (3, l )  =F ( I )  f:TO*CL3 (I /2 .O+CJ (3, l)  
C J (3,2) =F ( 1 ) :fTO:KM3 ( I / 2.0+C J (3,2) 
C J (3,3) =F ( I ) f<TO*CN3 ( I ) /2.0+CJ (3 , 3) 
346 CONTINUE 
C 
C D e t j  i s  t h e  de terminate  o f  t h e  Jacob in  m a t r i x .  
C 
DETJ=CJ(l, l )>l(CJ (2 ,2)KJ(3,3)-CJ(3,2)9cCJ(2,3))  


















WR I TE (6 , 347) DETJ 
FORMAT('DETJ ISi,1F12.9) 
RJ i s  t h e  i n v e r s e  o f  t h e  j a c o b i n  m a t r i x .  
RJ (1 9 (CJ (2,2) SCJ (3,3) - C J  (3,2) *CJ  (2,3)) /DETJ 
RJ (1 ,2)=- (CJ (1,2) * C J  (3,3) -CJ (3,2) W J  (1,3)) /DETJ 
RJ (1,3)=(CJ(1,2)sCJ(2,3)-CJ(2,2)nCJ(1,3))/DETJ 
RJ (2,1)*- (CJ (2 , l )  WJ (3,3) -CJ (3,i) *CJ  (2,3)) /DETJ 
RJ (2,2) = (CJ (1 - 1 )  ACJ (3,3) -C J (3, l )  WJ (1 ,3) ) /DETJ 
RJ (2,3) =- (CJ ( 1 , 1 ) *CJ (2,3) -CJ (2 , 1) *CJ ( 1 , 3) ) /DETJ 
RJ (3,1)= (CJ (2,1) *CJ (3,2) - C J  ( 3 , l )  M J  (2,2)) /DETJ 
RJ(3 ,2 )= - (CJ(191) *CJ(3 ,2 ) -CJ(3 ,1 ) *CJ  (1,2))/DETJ 
RJ (3,3)=(CJ (1, l )  WJ (2,2) - C J  (2,l) WJ (1,2))/DETJ 
DO 360 1=1,8 
A (I)=RJ ( 1 , l )  *FR (I)+RJ (1,2) *FS (I) 
B ( I =RJ (2 , l )  *FR ( I ) +RJ (2,2) f:F S ( I ) 
C ( I =RJ (3,l) 9cFR ( I ) +RJ (3 , 2) *F S ( I  ) 
D ( 1 )  =TO,': (A (I) :fT+RJ (1 ,3) *F ( I )  ) /2 .O 
E (I)=TOfc(B ( I )  *T+RJ (2,3) AF (I)) /2.0 
G ( 1 )  =TO$: (C ( I )  f:T+RJ (3,3) n F  (I) ) /2 .O 
CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
S u b r o u t i n e  R o t s m a t r i x  i s  t o  g e t  t h e  r o t a t e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x .  Here 
t h e  i n p u t  i s  r,s,x,y,z. Output i s  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  t l. 
SUBROUTINE ROTMTRX(R,S,X,Y,Z,TL) 
I MPL I C I T  REAL*8 (A-H , 0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGERfc8(1-N) 
DIMENSION X (8) , Y  (8) ,Z (8) ,TL ( 6 , 6 )  
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IP~,IP2,1P3,~P4,~P~,IP6,1P~9~P8,1~~,lP10 






IR27,lR28, IR29, I R 3 0 , l R 3 l Y  lR32,lR33* IR34, 
IR35,lR36, IR37, IR38, IR39, IR40, IR41, IR42, 
IR43, IR44, IR45,IR46, lR47, IR48, IR49,lR50 
C 
C 
C WRITE (6,f~) 'PLl= '  ,PLl, ' PL2=',PL2, ' PL3=' ,PL3 










WRITE (6,*) 'PNl=',PNl,' N2, ' 
TL (1. l)=PL1*9~2 
TL (2.1) =PL2*9<2 




TL (1 ,3) =PN 1 *9~2 
TL (2,3) =PN2**2 
TL (3,3) =PN3*n2 
TL (4,3) =PN 1 *PN29:2 .O 
TL (5,3) =PN2*PN3*2 .O 
TL (6,3) =PN3*PN 1 *2 .O 
TL (1 ,4) =PL 1 *PMl 
TL (2,4) =PL2*PM2 
TL (3,4) =PL3*PM3 
TL (4,4) =PL 1 *PMZ+PLZ*PMl 
TL (5,4) =PL2*PM3+PL3*PM2 
TL (6,4) =PL3*PMl+PLlf:PM3 
TL (1,5)=PMl*PN1 
TL (2,5) =PM2*PN2 
TL (3,5) =PM3*PN3 
TL (4,5) =PMl *PN2+PM2aPN 1 
TL (5,5) =PM2*PN3+PM3f:PN2 
TL (6,5) =PM3*PNl+PMlf<PN3 
TL (1,6)=PNl*PLl 
TL (2,6) =PN2:kPL2 
TL (3,6) =PN3:kPL3 
TL (4,6) =PN 1 *PL2+PN2*PL 1 
TL (5,6) =PN2*PLj+PN3*PL2 
TL (6,6) =PN3*PL l+PN 1 9cPL3 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine nonlm is to get the nonlinear part of  the matrix B. Here 
and the direction 
in last iteration. 
.32 
5 IR43, IR44,1Rb5,1  
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVE C/ I PT (1) 
COMMON /A3/CL 1 (8) , CM1 (8) , CN1 
CL3 (8) , CM3 (8) , CN3 1 
CALL MNU(9,40,Bl )  
DO 
B1 ( 1 ,  I9+4)=A (I) 
B1 (8, l * 5 - 2 ) = B ( I )  
B1 (9, l * 5 - 2 ) = C ( I )  
B1 (1,  lag-1) =-D ( I )  fcCL2 (I) 
B1 (2, I:‘+l)=-E ( I )  W L 2  (I) 
B l  (3, 1 * 5 - 1 ) = - G ( I ) W L 2 ( 1 )  
B 1  (4, l * 5 - 1 ) = - D ( l ) * C M 2 ( 1 )  
B 1 (5, I 5‘5- 1) =-E ( I ) *CM2 ( I ) 
B 1  (6, I $$-1)=-G (I) *CM2 (I) 
B1 (7, I”5-1) =-D ( I )  *CN2 ( I )  
B 1 (8, I 5‘5- 1) =-E ( I ) *CN2 ( I ) 
B1 (9, 1”5-1)=-G (I) *CN2 ( I )  
B1 ( l , l *5 )=D( I ) *CL l  ( I)  
B1 ( 3 , 1 * 5 ) = G ( I ) * C L l  (I) 
B1 ( 4 , 1 : 3 ) = D ( I ) K M l  ( I )  
8 1  (5, In5)=E (1):kCMl (I) 
B1 (6,1*5)=G(I)$:CMl ( I )  
B1 ( 7 , 1 * 5 ) = D ( I ) W N l  ( I )  
B 1  (8, lf+)=E ( I ) * C N l  (I) 
B1 (9, 1 ? 5 ) = G ( I ) W N l  ( I )  
BI (2,  I * ~ ) = E  ( I ) * c L i  (I) 




DO 430 1=1,40 
DO 430 J=l,g 










B 1  ( l , l * 5 ) = D ( l ) * C L l  (I) 
B 1  (2, l V d = ( E  (I) *CL1 ( l ) + D  (I) * 
B 1  ( 3 , 1 * 5 ) = ( G ( l ) * C L l  ( I ) + D ( l ) *  
8 1  (4, I"5) = (E ( I )  * C L l  ( l )+D (I) *CMl (I)) /2.0 
B 1  (5, I*()=E (I) W M l  (I) 
B 1  ( 6 ,  I f 5 ) = ( G ( l ) * C M 1  ( I ) + E ( I ) * C N l  ( l ) ) /2 .0  
B1 ( 7 , 1 9 5 ) = ( G ( l ) * C L l  ( I ) + D ( l )  
B1 (8 ,1*5)=(G( I ) *CMi  ( I ) + E ( I )  
4 1 4  CONTINUE 
C 
DO 432 1=1,40 
DO 4 3 2  J=1,9 
B l T ( I  , J ) = B l  (J, I) 




CALL MMT (40,9,9, BlT,SS,TMPSS) 





C (end nonlm) 
C 
C 




T h i s  Droceoure i s  used to calculate the nodal force in 





ti I MENS 
D I MENS 









T REALJc8 (A-H,O-2) 
T I NTEGERJc8 (I -N) 
ON XX (1) , Y Y  (1) ,ZZ(l) ,VF (NNODE,5) ,PD (1) ,PDL (1) 
ON H(2) ,P(2) ,R(8) ,S(8) ,X(8) 
VFE (40) , GCL 1 (NNODE ,3) , GCL2 (NNODE ,3) , GCL3 (NNODE ,3) , 
HH (4) ,PP (4) 

















COMMON /UNIFBD/ IR51,IR52,IR53, 
COMMON /DlRCS/ lR60,lR61,lR62,lR63,lR64,lR6~ 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON /INTVEC/ lPT(1) 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /A3/ CL 1 (8) , CM1 (8) , CN1 (8) , CL2 (8) , CM2 (8) CN2 (8) , 
1 CL3 (8) , CM3 (8) , CN3 (8) 
ND(11-I 1 
ND(2)=12 






DO 250 1=1,8 
X (I) =XX (ND (I) 1 
Y ( I ) = Y Y  (ND(I)) 
Z (I) =ZZ (ND (I 1) 
WRITE(6,260) I , X ( I )  , Y ( I )  , Z ( I )  ,ND(I) 
DO 250 ~=1,5 
VF E ( I  *5-5+J) =VF (ND ( I  ) , J) 
250 CONTINUE 
260 FORMAT(lX,'THE COORDINATES OF NODE',12,1X,'ARE:',3F12.8,ll2) 
R(l)=-1 
R (2) = l  
s (l)=-1 
s (2) =-1 
R (3) = l  
S (3) = 1  
R (4) =- 1 
s (4) =1 
R (5) =O 
s (5) =- 1 
R (6) = 1  
C 
35 
S (6)  -0 
R (7) =O 
S (7) =l 
R (8) =- 1 
S (8) =O 
DO 344 1=1,8 
CLl (I)=GCLl (ND ( I ) ,  1) 
CN2 (I)=GCL2 (ND [ I )  ,3) 
I) =GCL3 (ND (I) ,1) 
I ) = G  ( 1 )  ,2) 


























H (1) =1 .O 
H (2) =1 .O 
WRITE (6,k) SM(1,I) ,SM(2,2) 
P (1)=0.577352692 
HH (1) -0.347854845 1 
HH (2) =H (1) 
HH (3)=0.6521451548 
HH (4) =H (3) 
PP (11-0.861 13631 15 
PP (2) =-P (1) 
PP (3) =O .33998 10435 
PP (4) =-P (3) 
P(2)=-P(1) , 
DO 150 1=1,2 
DO 150 J=1,2 
DO 150 K=1,2 
U=P ( I ) 
V=P (J) 
W-P (K) 
WRITE (6,157) I L 
CALL CBUPDT(1 I I ,IL,ND,l,J,K,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,VR(lRl4) ,VR(IR28), 
1 DETJ,VR(IR31) ,VR(lR32) , V R ( I  
2 VR(lR37) ,VR(IR38) ,VR(IR36), 
3 VR(iR30) ,VR(IR20), 
4 VR(IR57)) 
DO 150 ~ = i , 4 0  
PD (M) =PD (M) +H (I ) aH (J) nH (K) *PDL (M) *DETJ 
wr i te(6, lO)  m,pdl 6) ,pdl  (m) ,de t j  
WRITE (6 ,* )  'PD (M) ' ,PD (M) 
150 CONT I NUE 
C DO 151 1=1,40 
C WRITE (6 ,SO 'PD (M) I ,PD ( I )  
c 151 CONTINUE 
C 10 format ( '  integ. i ,pdl ( i )  ,pd(i) ,DETJ is :  I ,  1 i3,3f13. 
C 
C WRITE (6,153) DETJ 


































I MPL I C I T  REALjc8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  I NTEGERa8 ( I  -N) 
S u b r o u t i n e  GETDT i s  designed t o  read da ta  f rom da ta  f i l e .  The da ta  
needed are:  
1 XX,YY,ZZ,DDl,DD2) 
nelm: The numberr o f  e lements i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e .  
nnode: The number o f  node o f  t h e  s t r u c t u r e .  
nstep:  The number o f  l oad  s t e p  t o  be taken. 
n c r t r :  The max. i t e r a t i o n s  t o  ba lance t h e  node fo rce .  
x x , y y , z z :  i n i t i a l  c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  nodes 
i e l ( i , j ) :  The node name,here i i s  the  element name 
and j i s  t h e  node sequence i n  the  l o c a l  
co ro rd ina te .  
i d ( ; )  (i=5f:nnode): The t h e  c o n s t r a i n  f o r  d isp lacement  
i i d ( i , j ) :  
d d ( i , j ) :  The load a t  node i corespond t o  the  d i r e c t i o n  j .  
NHBW: the  ha l f -band-wid th  o f  t h e  problem. 
neqt :  The number o f  e q u a t i o n  t o  be solved. 
The boundary c o n s t r a i n  f o r  d isp lacement .  
here ; - -e lement j - - g e n e r a l i z e d  d isp lacement .  
Data c a l c u l a t e d :  
DIMENSION IEL(NELM,8) ,ID(l),IID(NNODE,5),NEQ(NNODE,5), 
MX (1) ,NHLF (1) ,MN (1) ,MEQT(NELM,40) 
D IMENSION XX (1) ,YY (1) ,ZZ( l )  , D D l  (1) ,DD2 (1) 
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALRZ/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ I P l , I P 2 , l P 3 , l P 4 , l P ~ , I P s , I P 7 , I P 8 , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ 0  
COMMON /PNTRRL/ IRl,lR2,IR3,lR4,IR5,IR6,IR7,IR8,lR9,lRlO, 
1 IRll,lR12,IR13,IR14,lRl~,lRl6,lRl7,lRl8, 
2 IRl9,IR20,IR21,IR22,lR2~,IR24,IR2~,lR26, 
3 lR27, IR28, R29,1R301 IR31, IR32, IR33, IR34, 
4 IR35, IR36, R37, rR38, IR39, IR40, IR41, IR42, 
5 IR43,IR44, R45,lR46,lR47,lR48,1R49,lR50 
1 
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I PT (1) 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON / D I S C I /  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
WRITE (6,lO) NELM 
WRITE (6,20) NNODE 
WRITE (6,301 E,EU 
WRlTE(6,*) ' THE THICKNESS OF THE SHELL IS: ',TO 
DO 100 NODE=l,NNODE 
I O  FORMAT(' THE NUMBER OF ELEMENT I S :  ' , l l 3 )  
20 FORMAT(' THE NUMBER OF NODES IS: ' , l l 5 )  
30 FORMAT(' THE MATERIAL CONSTANTS E AND NU ARE: ',2F13.3) 
READ (5,") KK,XX (NODE) ,YY (NODE) ,ZZ (NODE) 
WRITE (6,101) NODE,XX (NODE) ,YY (NODE) ,ZZ (NODE) 
100 CONTINUE 
101 FORMAT('. THE COORDINATES OF NODE ' , l I 2 , '  IS: ',3F12.5) 
r L 
















DO t96 Is1 ,NNOOE 
R i A D ( 5 , * !  K K ,  ( I I D ( l , J )  ,J=1,5) 
WR!TE 4&,l(i7) i , (i I D ( I  , J) , J=l,5) 
WRITE (6,107) I ,  I ID(1 ,1), I I D ( I  ,2), I I D ( I  ,3 ) ,  
? I l D ( l , 4 ) , l l D ( l , 5 )  
cow: 1 NUE 
PD6C=O 
ri:! !08 i=l,NNODE 
DO io8 J=1,5 
F O R M A T I ;  THE CONSTRAIN AT NODE ' , 1 1 3 , 9  i s ' , 5 1 3 )  
I D  (I f5-5+J)=l I D  ( I ,  J) 
1 F ( I D ( I f:5-5+J) . EQ. 2) NDBC=NDBC+l 
CONT I NUE 
NDi=O 
I F (NDBC.NE .O) NDC-1 
WRITE{6,*) 'The f i r s t  group load i s : '  
DO 110 I= l ,NNODE, 
READ(5,*) K K ,  (DO1 (lfc5-5+J) ,J=1,5) 
Kzl"5-5 
WRITE (6,114) I ,OD1 (K+1) ,DDl  (K+2) ,OD1 (K+3) ,DDl  (K+4) ,DD1 (K+5) 
CONT I NUE 
WRITE(6,*) 'THE SECOND GROUP LOAD IS:' 
DO 112 I=l ,NNODE 
READ (5,f:) K K ,  (DO2 (I:k5-5+J) ,J=l,5) 
WRITE (6,114) 
K= I "5-5 
1,002 (K+l) ,DD2 (K+2) ,DD2 (K+3) ,DD2 (K+4) ,002 (K+5) 
CONT I NUE 
FORMAT('THE LOAD CORRESP. TO NODE ',112,' I S :  ',5F8.3) 
DO 122 I=l,NELM 
READ(5,n) KK, (IEL(1,J) ,~=1,8)  
WRITE (6,126) I ,  IEL ( I ,  1) .  IEL (I ,2), I E L ( I  , 3 ) ,  I E L  (1,4), 
IEL(1 ,5), IEL(1 ,6) , I E L ( I  , 7 ) ,  IEL( I ,8)  1 
122 CONTINUE 
C 
C READ (15,f:) NPT,NPV 
C 
C Next p a r t  i s  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  h a l f  band w i d t h  of t h e  s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x .  
C 
126 FORMAT(' THE NODE NUMBER FOR ELEMENT ' , l I 2 , '  IS: ',814) 
C For every  unknown disp. g e t  t h e  correspond e q u t i o n  number: NEL(I,J) 
K= 1 
DO 200 I=l,NNODE 
DO 200 J=1,5 
I F ( I I D ( 1 , J )  .EQ.l)  THEN 
ELSE 
I F ( I I D ( I , J )  .EQ.O) THEN 
NEQ(1 , J ) = O  
NEQ ( I ,  J) =K 
K=K+ 1 
END I F  
END I F  
200 CONTINUE 
NEQTmK- 1 
WRITE (6,400) NEQT 
400 FORMAT('THE NUMBER I S; ' ,116) 
C 
C CALL MNU (NELM,hO,MEQT) 
C 
C Get a l l  t h e  e q u a t i o n  n i :  
C 
C DO 240 I=l,NELM 
C K= 1 
C DO 240 J=1,8 38 
r, DO 240 M=1,5 
c MEQT(I ,K)=NEQ(IEL(I,J) ,M) 
L WRITE (6,500) I ,K,MEQT(l ,K) 
" K=K+ 1 
C 240 CONTINUE 
C 
C DO 600 K=1,40 
I: WRITE (6,515) K,MEQT(l ,K) 
C 600 CONTINUE 
C 515 FORMAT('THE MEQT(1,K) IS:',215) 
C 
C Get the  max and min eq. number i n  an element. The d i f f e r e n c e  i s  the  
C hal f -band-width o f  the s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  i n  the  element 
C 
C DO 280 I=l,NELM 
C MX(I)=O 
C MN (I) =NT 
C I F  (MEQT(I ,K) .GT.MX(I)) THEN 
C MX(I)=MEQT(I ,K) 
C WRITE (6,490) I *K,MEQT(I ,K) ,MX (I) 
C 490 FORMAT('I,K,MEQT(I,K),MX(I) :',415) 
C END I F  
C I F  ((MEQT(I,K) .GT.O) .AND. (MEQT(I,K) .LT.MN(I))) THEN 
C 
C END IF 
C 
C WRITE (6,460) I ,MX(I) ,MN([) ,NHLF ( I)  
C 280 CONTINUE 
C 460 FORMAT('The max,min and h a l f  band w i d t h  i n  e l  (i) i s :  ' ,4 i5)  
C 
C Get the  hal f -band-width o f  the s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  of t h e  s t r u c t u r e  
C 
C NHBW=O 
C DO 320 I= l ,NELM 
C I F  (NHLF (I) .GT.NHBW) NHBW-NHLF ( I )  
C 
C WR I TE (6,440) NHBW 
500 FORMAT('THE EQ. NUMBER I N  ELM(I) (K=1..40) IS :  1,316) 
C DO 300 K=I,~O 
MN ( I ) =MEQT ( I , K) 
c 300 CONTINUE 
NHLF ( I ) =MX ( I ) -MN ( I ) 
c 320 CONTINUE 





SUBROUTINE C R l T R l ( I I , N D , D , F R C I N C , A C T F R C , D D D , V L I M N 9 l C N C 1 , V A L ~ )  
I MPL I C IT  REALn8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  I NTEGERn8 (I -N) 
C 
C Subrout ine CRlTRl i s  t o  b u i l d  an e x i t  c r i t e r i a  f o r  t h e  e q u i l i b r i u m  
C i t e r a t i o n s .  
C input :  
C ii = The i i ' t h  number i t e r a t i o n  
C DLDINC = The load increament 
C DLOADT = Te load l e v e l  a t  t h a t  i t e r a t i o n .  
C PLD = The node f o r c e  i n  l a s t  i t e r a t i o n  
C DVEC = The unknown solved i n  l a s t  i t e r a t i o n  
C VLlNlT = t h e  c r i t e r i a  va lue  c a l c u l a t e d  i n  the  f i r s t  i t e r a t i o n .  
C ICONCL = The conclus ion : E x i t  t 
C 1 = e x i t  
C 0 = Keep i n s i d e  the loop. 
C 
C output : 
DIMENSION D(1) ,FRCINC(l) ,ACTFRC(l) ,DDD(l) 























I F ( I l . E Q . 1 )  THEN 
VLIMN=O.O 
DO 10 I= I ,ND 
I F  (NDC.EQ.0) THEN 
ELSE 
EN0 IF 
TEMP-D ( I  ) *ROOT-FRC I NC ( I ) 
TEMPrDDD (I) JcROOT-FRC I NC (I) 
AINS=AINS+TEMP 
VLIMN=VLIMN+TEMPBTEMP 
I F ( I . LT - 1  1) THEN 
END I F  
W R I T E ( ~ , ~ O )  II,I,D(I)~ROOT,FRCINC(I) ,ACTFRC(I) 
WRITE (6,8O) I I ,  I , p  ( I )  *ROOT,FRClNC.(I) ,TEMP,VAL 
80 FORMAT(' I I, I , D ( I )  ,FRCINC,TEMP: ' ,214,4F12.3)  
10 CONTINUE 
V L  I MN=SQRT (VL I MN) 
VAL-VL I MN 
WRITE (6,$~) 'VAL= '  ,VAL 
ELSE 
DO 2 0  I= l ,ND 
IF (NDC.EQ.0) THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
TEMPzD ( I )  *ROOT-FRC 1 NC (I) 
TEMP=DDD ( I )  *ROOT-FRC I NC (I) 
IF (I .LT.lO) THEN 
, FRC I NC (I) , ACTFRC ( I )  
























SUSROUTINE CRITR3 ( I  I,ND,D,FRCINC,ACTFRC,DDD,VLlMN,ICNCl,VALS) 
I MDL I C IT REALfc8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
: Y?', I C i T I NTEGERn8 ( I  -N) 
Subroutine CRITR3 is to build an e for the equilibrium 
icerations 
input: 
i i  = The ii'th number i 
DLDINC = The load increament 
DLOADT = Te load level at that iteration. 
PLD = The node force in last iteration 
DVEC = The unknown solved in last 
VLlNlT = the criteria value calcul irst iteration. 
output: 
ICONCL = The conclusion : 
1 = exit 
0 = Keep inside the loop. 
DIMENSION D(1) ,FRCINC(l) ,ACTFRC(l) ,DDD(l) 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ I P l , I P 2 , l P 3 , ~ P 4 , l P ~ , I P 6 , I P 7 , I P 8 , I p 9 , 1 p 1 O  






COMMON /UNIFBD/ lR5lSlR52,IR53, 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVEC/ I PT (1) 
COMMON /ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN, 
COMMON /DISCT/ NDC,NDBC 





IF ( I  I .EQ.l) THEN 
VL I MN=O . 0 
DO 10 I=l,ND 
IF (NDC.EQ.0) THEN 











DO 20 I=l,ND 
IF (NDC.EQ.0) THEN 
TEMP=-FRC I NC ( I )  
41 
C 




















END I F  
TEMPsDDD (I) *ROOT-FRC I NC (I)  
F 
CONT 1 NUE 
VAL=SQRT (VAL) 
END I F  
I CNC 1 =O 
VALS-VALKOEFF 
I F  (VLIMN.GT.lO.0) 
IF (NDC.EQ.l.AND.VLIMN.LT.O.005) lCNCl==l 
I F  (VALS.LT.VLtMN0) ICNCl=l 





CMPTl is used to make a initial arangement of 
the real and integer vector. 
The parameters are : 
NElM -- The number of  elements in the shell. 
NNODE -- The number of  nodes i n  the shell. 
NT -- NNODEJc5 
ND -- The number of  unknown displacements. 
NO -- 2nnd 
NSTEP -- Number of load steps. 
I MPL I C IT REALA8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I CIT INTEGERn8 ( I  -N) 
CHARACTER TITLE*80 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /LNGTHI/ L I l , L 1 2 , L 1 3 , L 1 4 , t l ~ , L 1 6 , L 1 7 , L i 8 , L l g , L t ~ o  
COMMON /LNGTHR/ LRl,LT2,LR3,LR4,LR5,LR6,LR7,LR8,LR9,LRlO, 
1 LRll,LR12,LR13,LR14,LRl~,LR16,LRl7,LR18, 
2 LRlg,LR20,LR21,LR22,LR23,LR24,LR25,LR26 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPI,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPlO 







COMMON /DISCT/ NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /CREEP/ ICRP,NBCRP,NBDN,CRPTM,IPON 
42 
COMMON /CRPC/ CRPCl ,CRPC2 
COMMON /TMPEF/ IDO,NTEM,NITR,NANM,CEXPN,TMMIN,TMINC,TMMAX,TMPP 
COMMOtV' /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
READ(5,f:) NELM,NNODE,NSTEP,ITRLM,E,EU,TO,COEFl,COEF2,FACTOR, 
1 NSHOWl,NSHOW2,NSHOW3,INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl,SQQ 
Wfi lTE (6,20) NELM,NNODE 
30 cDRMAT( 'THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS l S : ' , l l 3 , '  THE NUMBER OF NODE IS:' 
I , 114)  
READ&,*) IDO,NTEM,NITR,NANM,CEXPN,TMMIN,TMINC,TMMAX 
R E A D  (5, *) NCONS ,MODEL, ETAA,TDELT 
T I N l T e i D E L T  
READ (5,*) ICRP,NBCRP 
READ (5,*) NPT,NPV 
CRPCl-1 .O 
CRPC2=1 .O 
I F  (NCONS.EQ.O.AND. lCRP.EQ.1)  THEN 
WRITE(6 ,n)  ' E L A S T I C  MODEL CAN NOT BE USED TO CALCULATE CREEP. 
STOP 
END I F  
MODEL=l..BODNER, MODEL=Z..WALKER 
1 STOP ' 
READ(5,fc) DO,ZCO,ZC1,ZC2,ZC3,ZMl,ZM2,CAl,CA2,CRl,CR2,ZNO 
READ (5,*) WK,WB,WN2,WN3,WN4,WN5,WN6,WN8,WNg,WNlO,WNll,WRO 
NE8=NE LMfc8 




L I 1=NE8 












L R4=N D 5  
LR5=ND5 
L R6=N 05 
LR7=NSTEP 
I P l = l  
I P 2 = I P l + L I l  
I P 3 = I P 2 + L 1 2  
I P4=IP3+L I 3  
I P 5 = I P 4 + L 1 4  
I P6= I P5+L 15 
I P 7 = I P 6 + L 1 6  
I P 8 = l P 7 + L 1 7  
I P g = I P 8 + L 1 8  
l P l O = l P g + L l g  
I P l l = I P 1 0 + L 1 1 0  
WRlTE(6,*)  'NUMBER OF I N T E G E R : ' , I P l l  
I R l = l  




























CMPT2 i s  used t o  m a k e  a m a m o r y  a r a n g e m e n t  of 
the r e a l  and integer vector.  
SUBROUTINE CMPT2 
The p a r a m e t e r s  a r e  : 
NELM -- The n u m b e r  of e l e m e n t s  i n  t h e  s h e l l .  
NNODE -- The n u m b e r  of nodes i n  the  s h e l l .  
NT -- NN0de*5 
ND -- The n u m b e r  of u n k n o w n  d i s p l a c e m e n t s .  
NO -- 2 f m d  
NSTEP -- Number  o f  load steps. 
I MPL I C I T 
I MPL I C I T 
REALa8  (A-H,O-Z) 
I NTEGER*8 ( I  -N) 
CHARACTER T I  T L E a 8 0  
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /LNGTHI/  L I  l ,L I2 ,L I3 ,L I4 ,L I5 ,L I6 ,L I7 ,L I~ ,L Ig ,L I  1 0  
COMMON /LNGTHR/ LRl,LT2,LR3,LR4,LR5,LR6,LR7,LR8,LRg,LRlO, 
1 LRll,LR12,LR13,LR14,LR15,LR16,LR17,LR18, 
2 LRlg,LR20,LR21,LR22,LR23,LR24,LR25,LR26 
COMMON /PNTRIN/  IPl,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPlO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ lR1,lR2,lR3,lR4,lR~,IR6,1R7,IR8,lR~,lRlO, 






COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NJVEC/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ l R 5 1 ,  I R 5 2 ,  JR53, I R 5 4 ,  I R 5 5 , l R 5 6 ,  l R 5 7 ,  I R 5 8 , l R 5 9  
COMMON /DIRCS/ l R 6 0 ,  I R 6 1 ,  i R 6 2 ,  I R 6 3 ,  I R 6 4 ,  I R 6 5  
COMMON /D ISCT/  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /DlSVC/ IR66 ,  I R 6 7 , 1 R 6 8 , l R 6 9  






L I )=NE8 
L I2=ND5 
L I 3-NO5 
L I 4=ND5 
L I5=ND5 
L I6=NELM 






LR 1 1 =ND5 
LR 12=ND5 






LR 1 9=ND5S 
LR2O=NE LMf:72 
LR22=40 
L R ~  1 = 1600 
~ ~ 2 3 =  1 
~ ~ 2 5 = 1 6 0 0  
C LR23=NEQTfc (NEQT+l) /2 




























C LR4 1=LR23 
C 2*2fc2f:12=96 FOR BOTH BODNER AND WALKER'S MODEL 
C 64=2*2*2*(6+1) 6=BETA (I ,J) 7=Zi (THE STATE VARIABLE FOR 
C BODNER'S MODEL 









LR6 1 =NNODEfc3 
LR6 2-nn0 D E 9 ~ 3  
LR63=NNODE*3 






LR70=N DB C 
LR7 l=NDBC 
LR7 2=ND B C 
L R 7 3=N D B C 
LR7 4=N DBC 
LR75=NDBC 
I Pl=l 
I P2-I Pl+L 
I P3=I P2+L 
I P4= I P3+L 
I P5= I P4+L 
I P6= I P5+L 
I P7= I P6+L 
I p8=1 P5+L 15 
IPg=IP8+L18 














1 ~ 1 5 =  
1 ~ 1 7 =  
R 1 3+LR 1 3 
R 14+LR14 
R 15+LR 15 
R16+LR16 
R 17+LR 17 
R 18+LR 18 
R 19+LR 19 
R 20+L R20 

























I R47= I R46+LR46 








I R56= I R55+LR55 
i R 5 7 = I R 5 6 + L R 5 6  
IR58=IR57+LR57 
IR59=IR58+LR58 
I R60= I R59+LR59 
I R 6 1 = l R 6 0 + L R 6 0  
IR62=1 R61+LR61 
I R63= I R62+LR62 
IR64=1R63+LR6 
IR65=1R64+LR6 
I R66= I R65+LR65 
I R67= I R66+LR66 
l R 6 8 = l R 6 7 + L R 6 7  
IR69=1R68+LR68 
I R 7 0 = l R 6 9 + L R 6 9  
1 R71= I R7M-LR70 
IR72= lR71+LR71 
IR73= lR72+LR72 
I R74= I R73+LR73 
I R 7 5 = l R 7 4 + L R 7 4  
WRITE (6,fc) ' INTEGER-',  I P 9  
MEMOR=IR75+LR75 
I F (MEMOR. LT.MAXR) THEN 
WRITE (6,:k) 'THE P R E D l F l N E D  MEMORY IS NOT ENOUGH.' 
WR I T E  (6, *) ' MEMORY : , MEMOR 
STOP 
END I F  
WR I T E  (6, *) ' MEMORY : I , MEMOR 
C 






C * * A I R I * : ~ * * f : * * ~ c A A * ~ c * * * * * : ~ ~ c * * * * : ~ : ~ ~ c * ~ : f : ~ : * * * : ~ * * * ~ c * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * ~ * * * * * f : ~ ~ * ~ ~ ; ~ *  
C Subroutine Bolsul is the solution phase using Bodner's constitutive 
C equation. 
C Inputs are: 
C BL used to find the local strain. 
C VFE the displace increament. epsln=bl.vfe 
C S'Sr3D and SVBLD are the data calculated in the processing face. 
C State variable BETA (. .7) (1. .6-di rect ional , 7- i  sotropic) are updated. 
C The derivative of the state variables STVDF and the derivative of the 
C nonlinear strain EPSND are calculated. 
C The stress increament is also calculated. 
C*:~*fk*** t :~*f* f t f : ** fc~:******** fc***~c**f ;**~****** :~*****~~************~;~***** f : f : * ;~**  
C 
C CALL B O D S U L ( I L , I  I , JJ ,KK,VR( IR31)  , V R ( I R 2 9 )  , V R ( I R 5 4 ) ,  





I M P L I C I T  REALfr8 (A-H,O-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  1 NTEGERJc8 (I -N) 
DIMENSION B L  (6,401 ,VFE (1) ,SVT3D (NELM,2,2,2,144) ,TMVEC (24), 
1 SVBLD(NELM,2,2,2,24) ,BETA(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,sD(6,1),  
2 BDSV (NELM, 2,2,2,6) , EM4 (NELM,2,2,2,36) , 
3 DLBET(6) ,TMV( lg )  ,AA(6,1) 
C 
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM, 
COMMON /SCHALRZ/ NEQT, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,IP2,lP3,1P4,1P~,1P6,IP7,IP8,IPg,lP1O 



























COMMON /CREEP/ I 
I PR=O 
I F ( ( I A . E Q . 1 )  .AND. ( I B i E Q . l )  . A N D . ( I C . E Q . l ) )  I 
F O R M A T ( 6 F 1 2 . 4 )  
if (ipr.eq.1) then 
do 220 i = 1 , 1 9  
con t i nue 
end if 
DO 80 l=1,19 
write(6,59) (-svt3d(iaa9ia,ib,i 
TMVEC ( I ) = O . O  
DO 80 J=1,6 
CON? I NUE 
if(ipr.eq.1) write(6,* )  vbld, tmv, tmvec in FACE2: 
DO 60 1 = 1 , 1 9  
TMVEC ( I  ) =TMVEC ( I )  - S V T 3 D  ( I  A A ,  I A ,  I B ,  I C ,  I :k6-6+J) *AA (J, 1) 
TMV ( I  =TMVEC ( I )  
I F  ( I P R . E Q . l )  then 
wr i te ( 6 ,  ") I ,  ' ' , svbld (i aa, i a, i b, i c, i )  , ' 
end if 
CONT I NUE 
DO 100 l=1,6 
T M V E C ( I ) = S V B L D ( I A A ,  I A , I B , I C , l ) + T M V E C ( I )  
,TMV ( I  ) , , tmvec ( i )  
/DT) : ' , S T W F  ( I A A ,  I A ,  I B ,  I C ,  I )  
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!- STVDF(1) i s  t h e  d i r i v a t i v e  o f  the  u n d i r e c t i o n a l  v a r i a b l e .  
BETA(7)  i s  t h e  u n d i r e c t i o n a l  v a r i a b l e .  
RETURN 
END 
L END (BODSOL) 
c 
.+ k*k:':f:?::t3:R?:t*f::t?:J:~~:t*f::tfr:t?;*******3:?::t~:*3:3:*?::~f:~3:J:J~*3:3:3::~***Jc**3:***;~?:*:~**3:;~ 
:: J; Subrout ine Bodner i s  t o  prepare the  s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  and the  9: 
C f: r e s i d u r e  fo rce .  I n p u t  i s  the  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e  and c u r r e n t  s t ress .  J: 
c' :' Output i s  EM2 ( t o  f o r m  s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  by cb),  BDLD 3: 
,: ;': ( t o  form t h e  f o r c e  term by cb) , S V r 3 D  and SVBLD (wi 1 1  be used 3: * 
f:J:J:f:f:f:*Bft?:ft~f:?:J:~:?~?:3:9:~:J:?:~~*~~;t:~?:J:?:?~?:f:;tJ:*~JcJ:J:J:?;f:3:3:?:3:3:3::t~;*Jc~3:?:3:3:3:~3:;~3:*J:J:a~ 






I MPL I C I T  REALf t8  (A-H, 0-Z) 
1 MPL I C I T  I NTEGERn8 ( I  -N) 
DIMENSION S l G ( 3 , 3 )  , Z Z Z ( 1 9 , 1 9 )  ,EM2(6,6) ,S(3,3) ,BETA(NELM,2,2,2,12), 
BDLD (1) ,SVT3D (NELM,2,2,2,144) ,SVBLD (NELM,2,2,2,24) , 
ZZR(19,6)  ,VEC1 (19) ,VCTL(19)  ,GA(19) ,BETAA(7) , A I N V ( l ) ,  
VEPS (6) ,SS (6) ,SECTM(6) ,T3D (19 ,6)  ,VEPSLN (3,3), 
BDSV (NELM, 2,2,2,6) EM4 (NELM, 2,2,2,36) , S I GVC (6) 







COMMON /BOD/ D0,ZC0,ZCl,ZC2,ZC3,ZMl,ZM2,CAl,CA29CRl,CR2,ZN0 
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /UNIFBD/  l R ~ l , l R ~ 2 , l R ~ 3 , I R ~ 4 , I R ~ ~ , I R ~ 6 , I R ~ 7 , I R ~ 8 , l R ~ ~  
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALRZ/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/  IPl,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPlO 




5 l R 4 3 , l R 4 4 , l R 4 5 , l R 4 6 , I R 4 7 , I R 4 8 , I R 4 ~ , l R ~ 0  
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
3 1 ~ 2 7 , 1 ~ 2 8 , 1 ~ 2 9 , 1 ~ 3 0 , 1 ~ 3 1 , 1 ~ 3 2 , 1 ~ 3 3 , 1 ~ 3 4 ,  
C 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVE C/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON / ITESCH/  ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,1PP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /CNTRL/ DETMNT 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /ABDFST/ ISEC 
COMMON /NCTT/ NCT (1 2,2,2,2) 
COMMON /NMBITR/ NUM 
C 
C 
C ZN0,DO a r e  i n p u t  constants  i n  k inemat ica l  equat ion.  
C 
C ACS,ZCl,ZCZ,ZC3,CMl,CM2,CRl,CR2 a r e  constants i n  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e  equat ions.  
C S ( i , j )  i s  t h e  s t r e s s  d e v i a t o r  
C 
C 
C Z V l - Z i  
C 
C VSTV=D (Z) /DT 
C VSTVl=D (ZV1) /DT 
C 
C ET=-ETAfcTDELT where e t a  and d e l t a t  a r e  given. 
DJ2=1/2*S ( I  , J) :tS (I , J) 
SJ2=S I G (I , J) *S I G (I , J) 






















END I F  
DO yo 1=1,3 
DO 90 J=1,3 
I F  ( I  .EQ.J) THEN 
ELSE 
S ( l , J ) 4 I G ( I , J ) - S A V  
S ( I ,  J)=SlG ( 1  J) 









DO 40 1=1,3 
DO 40 J=l,3 
VEPSLN(I ,J)=S(I ,J)J:FACl 
CONT I NUE 
VEPS (l)=VEPSLN (1,l) 
VEPS (2) =VEPSLN (2,2) 
VEPS (3) =VEPSLN (3,3) 
VEPS (4) =VEPSLN (1,2) 
VEPS (5) =VEPSLN (2,3) 
VEPS (6) =VEPSLN (1,3) 
NCT(IAA,IA,IB,IC)=l 
i f  (ipr.eq.1) t h e n  
w r i t e ( l 1 , z )  
end i f  
w r i t e  (1 1,253) (veps ( i )  , i= l ,6 )  
253 FORMAT (6F 1 2 , l O )  
VEPSLN (1,l)  =VEPS (1) 
VEPSLN (2,2) =VEPS (2) 
VEPSLN (3,3) =VEPS (3) 
VEPSLN (1,2) =VEPS (4) 
VEPSLN (1,3) =VEPS (6) 
VEPSLN (2,3) =VEPS (5) 
ss (1) =s (1 y 1) 
ss (2) =s (2,2) 
ss (3) =s (3 Y 3) 
ss (4) =s (1 ,2) 
ss (5) =s (293) 
SS (6) =S (1,3) 
s I GVC (1) =s I G (1 , I )  
S IGVC (2) = S I  G (2,2) 
S I  GVC (3) =S I  G (3.3) 
S I GVC (4) =S I G (1,2) 
S I GVC (5) =SI G (2,3) 
S IGVC (6) =SI  G (1,3) 
F A C  1 =FAC 1 $:ET 
Now -e taJcde l ta t  is i nc luded  i n  the fo rmu la  i n  f i r s t  6*6 m a t r i x .  
FAC2=ZZ2*ZNOg: (ZZ2/DJ2/3 .O) 9:s (ZNO-1 .O) /6.O/DJ2/DJ2-0.5/DJ2 
FAC3=FAClg:FAC2 
FAC4=-FAClg:ZNO* (l/3.O/DJ2) J:f:ZNOJ: (ABS (ZZ) *Jc (Z.O*ZNO-1 .O)) 
I F  (ZZ.GT.O.0) THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
FACh=FACh 
FACk-FACh 
FAC5=FAC4/ (SJ2) Jc*0.5 
CALL MNU (19, lgyZZZ) 
ZZZ (7 , 1 ) =F A C 1 * (2 . O/ 3.0+S ( 1 , 1 ) *S ( 1 , 1 ) * F A C2) 
ZZZ(7,2)=FAClJ~(-l.0/3.0+S(lyl)nS(2,2)nFAC2) 
ZZZ (7,3) =FAC 1 * (- 1 . 0 4  .O+S (1,l) 9 4  (3,3) *FAC2) 
ZZZ (7.4) =FAC3*S (1,l) * S  (1,2) 
ZZZ (7,5) =FAC3*S (1 1) *S (2,3) 
ZZZ (7,6)=FAC3*S (1,l) *S (1,3) 
ZZZ (8,1)=FACI* (-1.0/3.0+S (2,2) *S (1  1) *FAC2) 
ZZZ (8,2)=FAClfc (2.0/3.0+S (2,2) 6 (2,2)WAC2) 
51 
ZZZ (8,3) =FAC 1 5 ~  (- 1.0/3 .O+S (2,2) *S (3,3) *FAC2) 
ZZz(8,4)=FAC3*!5(2,2)*S(1,2) 
ZZZ (8,s) =FAC3*S (2,2) *S (2,3) 
ZZZ (8,6) =FAC3*S (2 , 2) *S (1 ,3) 
ZZZ(g,l)=FACl*(-l,O/3 ) *S (1,l) *FAC2) 
ZZZ(9,2)=FACl*(-l .O/ *FAC2) 
ZZZ (9,3) = F A C l *  (2.0/3 FAC2) 
ZZZ (9.4)=FAC3aS (3,3) 
ZZZ (9,5) =FAC3*S (3,3) 
c 
ZZf (9 , 6 )  =FAC3aS (3 3) 
t 
ZZZ(lO,l)~FAC3*S(l,2)~(S~l,l) 
ZZZ (10,2) =FAC3*S (f,2) +S (2,2) 
ZZZ (10,3) =FAC3*S (1,2) *S (3,3) 
ZZZ (10,4) = F A C l *  (1+S (1,2) *S (1,2) WAC2) 
ZZZ(lO,5)=FAC3~S (1,2)*S (2,3) 
ZZZ ( ? 0 , 6 )  =FAC3*S (1,2) $6 (1,3) 
ZZZ(ll,l)=FAC3*S(2,3)*S(l,l) 
Z Z Z ( 1 1 , 2 ) = F A C 3 * S ( 2 , 3 ) 9 4 ( 2 , 2 )  
ZZZ (1  1,3) =FAC3*S (2,3) *S (3,3) 
ZZZ ( 1  1,4) =FAC3*S (2,3) *S (1,2) 
ZZZ (1 1 , 5 ) = F A C l f (  (1+S (2,3) $6 (2,3) WAC2) 
ZZZ (1 1,6) =FAC3J(S (2,3) J:S (1,3) 
ZZZ (12,l) = F A C 3 K i  (1,3) *S (1 , l )  
ZZZ(12,2)=FAC3f:S(193)W(2,2)  
ZZZ (1 2,3) = F A C 3 $ 6  (1  ,3) $6 (3,3) 
ZZZ (1 2,h) =FAC3*S (1 3) $6 (1,2) 
ZZZ(12,5)=FAC3*5 (1,3)"S(2,3) 
ZZZ ( 1 2,6) =F AC 1 * ( 1 . O+S ( 1 ,3) $6 ( 1 ,3) *F AC2) 
ZZZ(7,7)=1 .o 
ZZZ (8,8) =I .O 
zzz(g,g)=l.o 
ZZZ (10,lO) =1 .o 
zzz (1 1 , l l )  -1 .o 
zzz (12,12)=1 .o 
ZZZ (7,131 =FAC4*S ( 1  , 1 )  
ZZZ (8,131 =FAC4>kS (2,2) 
ZZZ (9 , 13) =F AC4*S (3,3) 
ZZZ(10,13)=FAC4*S(l,2) 
ZZZ (1  1 1 3) =F AC4*S (2,3) 
ZZZ (1 2,131 =FAC4*S (1 , 3) 
ZZZ (7,141 =FAC5*S (1 , l )  *S I  G (1, l)  
ZZZ (8,141 =FAC5*S (2,2) $6 I G (1, l)  
ZZZ (9,14) =FAC5*S (3,3) *S I G (1 , 1) 
ZZZ (1 0,141 =FAC5*S (1 ,2) $4 I G (1 , 1 )  
ZZZ (1  1 ,141 =FAC5*S (2,3) $4 I G (1 , 1) 
ZZZ (1 2,141 =FAC5*S (1,3) *S I G (1 , l )  
ZZZ (7,15) =FAC5*S ( '1 , l )  *S I G (2,2) 





























ZZZ (1 2,16) = F A C 5 S  (1 ,3) *S I G (3.3) 
ZZZ (8,191 =FAC5 
ZZZ(g,lg)=FAC5 
ZZZ (12,lg) =FAC5*S (1,3) * S I  G (1,3) 
Next p a r t  i s  -[G,epslon n] 
PWR=O . 0 
DO 150 1=1,3 
DO 150 ~ = 1 , 3  
PWR=PWR+S I G ( I  , J) WEPSLN (I , J) 
CONT I NUE 
WRITE (6,n) 'PLASTIC WORK I S :  ',PWR 
Row 13 i s  f o r  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e  Z i .  
FAC6=-ZMl* (ZC1-ZVl) 
I F  (IPR.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE (6,*) ' F A C l :  ' , F A C l  
WRITE (6,*) 'FAC2: ' ,FAC2 
WRITE (6,*) ' F A C 3 :  ' , F A C 3  
WRlTE(6,g:) ' F A C 4 :  ' , F A C 4  
WRITE (6,*) ' F A C 5 :  ' , F A C 5  
WRITE (6,f:) ' F A C 6 :  ' , F A C 6  
END I F  
ZZZ (1 3,7) =PAC6*S I G ( 1 ,  
ZZZ ( 1 3.8) =F AC6*S I G (2, 
ZZZ ( 1  3,g) =FAC6*S I G (3,3 
ZZZ (1 3,101 =FAC6*S I G (1 ,2) *O. 5 
ZZZ (1 3 , l l )  =FAC6J;S I G  ( 
ZZZ(13,12)=FAC6f:SIG( 
ZZZ (14,121 =FAC8% I G (1,3) *0.5 
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FAC8=-ZM2* (FAC7 
ZZZ (17,7) =FAC8* 
ZZZ(l7,9)=FAC8*SlG(3,3) 
ZZZ ( 1  7,101 =FAC8*S I G (1 ,2) *O. 5 
ZZZ (1 7.1 1) =FAC8*S I G (2,3) *O. 5 
ZZZ(17,12)=FAC8*SlG(1,3)*0.5 
FAC8s-ZM2fc (FAC7*S I G (2,3) -BETAA (5) ) 
ZZZ(l8,7)=FAC8GlG(l, 1) 
ZZZ(18,8)=FACB*SIG (2,2) 
ZZZ (18,9) =FAC8*S I G (3,3) 
ZZZ (18,101 =FAC8*S I G (1,2) 
ZZZ (1 8,111 =FAC8*S I G (2.3) *O .5 
ZZZ (18,121 =FAC8*S I G (1 ,3 )  *O .5 
FAC8=-ZM2* (FAC7*S I G (1,3) -BETAA (6) ) 
ZZZ (19.71 =FAC8*S I G (1,l) 
zzz ( 1  7,8) =FACS* 















ZZZ (14,14)=FAClOfcBETAA (1) *BETA 
ZZZ (14,151 =FAClO*BETAA (1) 9cBETAA ( 2 )  
Z Z Z  (14,16)=FAClO$cBETAA (1) JcBETAA (3) 
Z Z Z  (1 4,171 =F AC lO*BETAA (1) JcBETAA (4) 
Z Z Z  (1 4,18) =FAC 1 O*BETAA (1) nBETAA (5) 
Z Z Z  (14,19)=FAClO*BETA 
Z Z Z  (1 5,141 =F AC 1 O*BE 
ZZZ (15,18) =FA 
ZZZ(16,14)=FAClO¶kBETAA(3)*BETAA (1) 
Z Z Z  (1 6,151 =F AC 1 OJcBETAA (3) ABETAA (2) 
Z Z Z  (16,16)=FAClO>'cBETAA (3) *BETAA (3)+1. 
Z Z Z  (1 6,17) =FAC 1 O*BETAA (3) *BE 
Z Z Z  (1 6,18) =F AC 1 OaBETAA (3) 9cBETAA (5) 
Z Z Z  (16,lg) =FAClO:%ETAA (3) *BETAA (6) 
ZZZ (17, 14)=FAClO>kBETAA (4) ABETAA (1) 
ZZZ (1 7,151 =F AC 1 OnBETAA ( 4 )  aBETAA ( 2 )  
Z Z Z  (17,16)=FAClO*BETAA (4) *BETAA (3) 
Z Z Z  (17,171 =FAClO*BETAA (4) nBETAA (3)+1 .O+FACg+EPT 
Z Z Z  (1 7,18) =F AC 1 OABETAA (4) fcBETAA (5) 
ZZZ (1 7,191 =F AC 1 OfcBETAA (4) *BETAA (6) 
Z Z Z  (1 8 14) =F AC 1 OfcBETAA (5) *BETAA (1 ) 
Z Z Z  (1 8,151 =FAC 1 OfcBETAA (5) *BETAA ( 2 )  
Z Z Z  (1 8 16) =F AC 1 OfcBETAA (5) 9cBETAA (3) 
Z Z Z  (18,171 =FAClO*BETAA (5 )  nBETAA (4) 
Z Z Z  (18,181 =FAClO*BETAA (5) *BETAA (5)+l .O+FACg+EPT 
Z Z Z  (1 8,191 =FAC 1 O*BETAA (5) nBETAA (6) 
Z Z Z  (1 9,14) =FAC 1 O*BETAA (6) *BETAA (1) 
Z Z Z  (1g9 l5)=FAClOf<BETAA (6) >VBETAA ( 2 )  
Z Z Z  (19,16)=FAClO$cBETAA (6) *BETAA (3) 
Z Z Z  (1 9,17) =F AC 1 OABETAA (6) 2kBETAA (4) 
Z Z Z  (19,18)=FAClO:kBETAA (6) *BETAA (5) 
Z Z Z  (19,lg) =FAClOnBETAA (6) aBETAA (6)+1 .O+FAC9+EPT 
Equation Z i + B E T A ( I  ,J ) *U( I  ,J)=Z in increamental form. 
ZZZ( l4 ,13 )= l .O  
SJR=l  . O / S  J2*9cO. 5 
zzz (1 , l )  =l .o 
zzz(2,2)=1.0 
ZZZ(3,3)=1.0 
DO 333 1=1,6 
DO 333 J=1,6 
C 
C 
C Now the matrix [zzz]  is formed. 
C Next step i s  to find vector part. 
C 
C 55 
V C T t  i:. .6) e difference f .  
DO ZOO 1=1,6 
CONTINUE 
V E C l  ( I+6)=TDELTWEPS 
SE CTM ( I ) =SECTM ( 1 ) +ZZf 
SECTM ( I ) =ESECTM (I) +ZEZ 
CONT I NUE 
IF ( IPR.EQ. l )  
WRITE(6,*) . I  
WRITE (6,2111, ( V E k  ( I )  I=1,6)  
DO 2 1 0  1 4 , 7  
WRITE (6,211)  (ZZZ(I+12,J+6)  ,J=1,6) 
210 CONTINUE 
211  FORMAT(6F13.4) 














2 8 0  
300 
C 
1 9 0  
1 8 0  
C 
1 9 1  
WRITE (6,*) 'PWR=' ,PWR 
END I F  
GA i s  the state variable g. 
GA ( 1 )  =ZMlf; (ZC1 - Z V l )  YCPWR-CA 1 *ZC 1 *ABS ( ( (ZV1 -ZC2) /ZC 1) ) n*CRl  
WRlTE(6 , * )  ' Z M l = ' , Z M l , '  Z C l = ' , Z C l , i  Z V l = ' , Z V l  
WRITE (6,s;) 'ZM2=' ,ZM2, ' ZC3=' ,ZC3 
IF ( IPR.EQ. l )  THEN 
END I F  
DO 2 4 0  1=1,6 
GA ( I+ l )=ZM2*  (ZC3*SIGVC ( I )  /SJ2*fc0.5-BETAA ( I ) )  *PWR+FACg*BETAA ( I )  /ET 
CONT I NUE 
WRiTE (6 ,A)  ' G A  (l)=Zi : ,GA (1) 
VCTL(7 , .13)  i s  the difference between the derivative of the 
DO 2 8 0  1=1,7 
VECl  ( I+12)=TDELT*(GA ( I ) +  
I F  (IPR.EQ.1) WRITE(6,*) , S E C l M ( l )  , GA=' ,GA (I) 
CONT I NUE 
DO 300 i=i ,6 
V E C l  ( l ) = O . O  
CONT I NUE 
.GT. ( z c 3 - 1  .o)) THEN 
0.0 
ZZZ( I+13,1+13)=1 .o 
(1+13)=0.0 
co 
I F  C1-1 .O) .OR.BETAA ( THEN 
V E C l  (13) =O.O 
END I F  
56 
c 
DO 370 i = 1 , 6  
DO 370 J=1,6 












DO 978 1=1,1BOD 
L I NRG (I BOD,ZZZ, I BOD,ZZZ, I BOD) 
V E C C ( I ) = Z Z Z ( I  ,J)f:VECl (J)+VECC 
978 CONTINUE 
DO 9 7 2  I = l , I B O D  
V E C l  ( I ) = V E C C ( I )  
9 7 2  CONTINUE 
C 
C For cyber: 
C CALL LINV3F(ZZZ,VEC1,1JOBjlBOD 
C 
DETMNT=DD 1 >k (29:aDDZ) 
C WRITE(6,fc) 'The determinant o f  bodner matrix is: ',DETMNT 
C 
IF (IER.EQ.130) THEN 
WRITE (6,f:) I INVERSE PROBLEM I N  BODNER MATRIX, STOP.' 
STOP 
END I F  
CALL MMT ( 1  9,19,6,  ZZZ, ZZR,T3D) 
C 
C IF(IPR.EQ.I) THEN 
C write(6,f:) 'element=',iaa 
C write(6,n) ' em2 : '  
C DO 940 1=1,6 
C WRITE (6 970) (EM2 (I , J) , J=1,6) 
C 940 CONTINUE 
C END IF 
C 
DO 360 1=1,6 
DO 360 J=1,6 
EM2 ( I  , J) =-T3D ( I ,  J) 
EM4(1AA, IA ,  IB,IC,1~~6-6+J)=EM2(1,J) 
360 CONTINUE 
C IF (IPR.EQ.1) THEN 
BDLD ( I )= -VECl  ( I )  
BDSV( IAA,  I A ,  18, I C  
C I F  (IPR.EQ.l) WRIT  
C 
C EM2 and BDLD will be back to tine cb for  a 
C 
380 CONTINUE 
DO 400 1=1,19 57 
SVBLD (IAA, IA, IB, IC, I]=VEC1 ( I )  
400 CONTINUE 
c 
C WRITE ( 6 ,  *) 'T3D I N BODNER ' 







C END BODNER 
C 
C Subroutine walsul i s  the solution phase using Walke 
C equation. 
C Input: 
C BL- used to find the local strain.. 
C VFE- the displace increament. epsln=bl.vfe 
C SVT3D and SVBLD are the data calculated in the processing face. 
C State variable BETA(..12) are updated. 
C The derivative of the statevariable STVOF and the derivative of the 
C nonlinear strain EPSND are calculated. 




1 BDSV, EM4, AA) 
C 
I MPL I C I T  REALk8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  I NTEGER*8 (I -N) 
DIMENSION BL(6,40) ,VFE (1) ,SVT3D(NELM,2,2,2,144) ,TMVEC(24), 
SVBLD (NELM,2,2,2,24) ,BETA (NELM,2,2,2,12) ,SD ( 6 , l )  , 
BDSV (NELM,2,2,2,6) , EM4 (NELM,2,2,2,36) , 





COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALRZ/ NEQT,NSTEP, NHBW, COEF 1, COEF2,NSHOWl ,NiHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPI,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPIO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ IR1,lR2,lR3,1R4,lR~,IR6,1R7,IR8,lR~,lRlO, 
1 IRll,lR12,1R13,1R14,1Rl~,lR1691R~~91R18, 
2 lR19,IR2O9IR21,lR22,lR23,IR24,iR25,IR26, 




COMMON /RLVEC/ VR ( I )  
COMMON / I NfVE C/ I PT ( 1 ) 
ROOT,PTLAM,SGN,IPP,TROOT,A 
WNg,WNlO,WNl1,WRO 





C DO 52 i = i , i g  
58 
<- - CCINTjNUi 
5 3  ;OAMA? (6F 12.4) 
59 F3914kT (5F 12.4) 
pi: bc: i = I  ,24 
ThVEC (I)=O.O 
DO $0 J=i,6 
TlitVEC ( I  ) =TMVEC ( I )  -SVT3D ( I  A A, I A, I B, I C, I *6-6+J) JrAA (J, 1) 
$0 CONTINUE 
TKUEC(I)=SVBLD(IAA, IA, 18, IC,I)+TMVEC(I) 
I F  (IPR.EQ.I) THEN 
WRlTE(6,Jr) I , '  TMVEC(I) IN SOLFACE: ',TMVEC(I) 
END IF 
':,2 CL)tdT I NUE 
DO 100 1=1,6 
SD ( I ,  l)=TMVEC ( I )  
DBTkl (I)=TMVEC (1+12) 
DBTA2 (I)=TMVEC(1+18) 
WRITE (6,k) 1 ,  ' D (Zd/DT) : ' ,STVDF (IAA, IA, IS, IC, I) 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 120 l=1,6 
BETA(IAA,IA,IB, IC,I)=BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I)+DBTAl (I) 
BETA ( I  AA, I A, I B, I C, 1+6) =BETA ( I  AA, I A, I B, I C, l+6) +DBTA2 ( I  1 
IF(BETA(iAA,IA,IB,IC,I) .GT.WALl) BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I)=WALl 
I F (BETA ( I  AA, I A, IB, IC, I )  .LT.-WALl) 
I F (BETA ( I  A A  , I A, 18, I C, 1+6) . GT .WAL2) BETA ( I  AA, I A, I B, I C, 1+6) =WAL2 
I F  (BETA(IAA, IA,IB,IC, r+6) .LT.-WALT) BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I+6)=-WAL2 
BETA (IAA, 1 A, IB, IC, I)=-WALl 
C if (ipr.eq.1) then 
C write (6,::) i , ' dtal=' ,dbtal (i)  , ' dbta2=' ,dbta2 (i)  
C WRITE(6,J:) I , '  BAl: ',BETA(IAA,l/i,lB,lC,I) 
C 1 ' ba2=',beta(iaa,ia,ib,ic,i+6) 





C END (WALSOL) 
C 
c f:f:~J:J:;?J:*~?k~~****:~f:*Jrf:;?J:J:~:J:;~~?J~*f:f:f:J:JcJ:J:**J:*~Jr~c*Jr****~**J:Jckf:~:Jr*k*J~****;':J:;? 
C * residure force. Input is the state variable and current stress. f: 




C f: Subroutine WALKER is to prepare the stiffness matrix and the ?: 
C 9: Output is EM2 (to form stiffness matrix by cb), BDLD J( 
C J: in the sulution face) f: 
1 SVT3D,SVBLD,ZZR,BDSV,EM4,AINV) 
C 
I MPL I C IT REAL*8 (A-H 0-Z) 
I MPL I C 1 T I NTEGERJr8 ( I -N) 







BDLD (1) ,SVr3D (NELM,2,2,2,144) ,SVBLD (NELM,2,2,2,24) , 
ZZR(24,6) ,VECl (24) ,VCTL(24) ,GA(24) ,BETAA(6) ,AINV(l) , 
VEPS(6) ,SS(6) ,SECTM(12) ,T3D(24,6) ,VEPSLN(3,3), 
BDSV (NELM, 2,2,2,6) , EM4 (NELM,2, 2,2,36) , S IGVC (6) 
, A A A  (6,6) , BBB (6,6) , CCC (6,6) , DDD (6,6) , BTA 1 (6) , BTA2 (6) 
,DEFW (6) ,SGNW(6) ,VECC (24) 
C 
WN11 ,WRO COMMON /WAL/ WK,WB,WN2,WN3,WN4,WN5,WN69WN8,WNg,WN10 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ l R ~ l , l R ~ 2 , l R ~ ~ , I R ~ 4 , l R ~ ~ , I R ~ 6 , I R ~ ~ ,  
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 




COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,IP2,1P3,1P4,lP~,iP6,iP7,IP8,Ipg,lP1O 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ IRl,lR2,IR3,IRb,lR5,1R 
1 IR11, IR12, IR13, IR14, IR 
2 IRlg,tR20,IR21,IR22,1R 
3 IR27,IR28,IR29, 
4 lR35,lR36, IR37, 
5 I R4 45 9 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR(1 
COMMON /INTVEC/ IPT 
COMMON /ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN, 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /CNTRL/ DETMNT 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /ABDFST/ I SEC 
COMMON /WKLMT/ WAL1,WALZ 
COMMON /NCTT/ NCT(12,2,2,2) 
C ZN0,DO a r e  input constants i n  kinematical equation. 
C ACS,ZCl,ZC2,ZC3,CMl,CM2 are constants i n  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e  equations. 
L CR1,CRZ AS WELL. 
c S ( i , j )  i s  the stress deviator 
C DJ2=1/2*S ( I ,  J) * S  ( I  , J) 
C SJZ=SIG(I ,J)*SIG(l ,J) 
C ZVl=Zi 
C 
C VSTV=D (Z) /DT 
C VSTVl=D (ZV1) /DT 
C 
C ET-ETAatTDELT where e t a  and d e l t a t  are  given. 
C 
I PR=O 
I F  ((IA.EQ.1) .AND. (lB.EQ.1) .AND. (IC.EQ.1)) lPR=l 
DO 20 1=1,6 
P - 
. 
SlGM(6) ---SIG (3,3) . . . . . . . . . . 
BTAl (I)=BETA (IAA, IA, IB, IC, I )  
6TA2 ( I )  =BETA ( I  AA, I A, I B, I C, 1+6) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 30 1=1,6 






SAV= ( S  I G (1,l) +SI  G (2,2)+S I G (3,3) ) /3 .O 
DO 90 1=1,3 
DO go ~ = 1 , 3  
I F  (I .EQ.J) THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  






DO 60 1=1,6 































IF(DEFW(1) .GE.O.O) THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  - 
i f  (ipr.eq.1) t h e n  
write(6,f:) i , '  b t a l = ' , b t a l  (i) , '  b ta2= ' ,b ta2( i )  , '  d e f = ' , d e f w ( i )  
end i f  
CONT I NUE 




DO 80 1=1,6 
I F  (I .LE .3 )  THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
CONT I NUE 
WJ2=WJ2+DEFW (I) *DEFW ( I )  
WJ2=WJ2+2 .O*DEFW (I) nDEFW (I) 
cowl= (2.0j3.0) *no.5 
WJSE= (EXP (RTW/WK) - 1  .o) /WB 
WJSQ=WJ29:*0.5 
RTW=COWl AWJSQ 
w r  i t e (6,") ' i i i i n wa I k ' , i i i 
ISEE=NCT(IAA,IA,IB,IC) 
DO 40 1=1,6 
VEPS ( I )  =DEFW ( I )  f:WJSE/RTW 
E P S N D ( I A A , I A , I B , I C , I ) = V E P S ( I )  
CONT I NUE 
NCT(IAA, I A ,  IB,  l C ) = l  
i f  ((ia.eq.1) .and. (ib.eq.1) .and. ( ic.eq.1))  t h e n  
(veps (i) , i= l ,6 )  
end i f  
w r i t e  (6,fc) 
FACl=3.0;kET$kWJSE/RTW/2 .O 
F AC2= (E XP (RTW/WK) /WB/WK/RTW/RTW-W J S E /RTWg:*3) nET 
BTTN= (BETAA (l)+BETAA (2)+BETAA (3))  /3.0 
i f  (ipr.eq.1) then 
w r  i t e  (6,*) ' s i  g=' , s i g  (2,2) , ' defw=' ,defw (2) 
wr i te (6 , * )  ' r t w = ' , r t w , '  wjse=' ,wjse, '  j 2 = ' , w j 2  
wr i te (6 , * )  ' f a c l = ' , f a c l , '  fac2= ' , fac2  
wr i te (6 , * )  ' d e f w ( l ) = ' , d e f w ( l )  ,' s t = ' , b t t n  
end i f  
Now -e ta>kde l ta t  i s  inc luded i n  t h e  f o r m u l a  i n  f i r s t  6*6 m a t r i x .  
CALL MNU (24,24,ZZZ) 
BTTN=O. 0 
ZZZ(7,l)=FACl~~2.0/3.o+FAC2f~DEFW(l)*(DEFW(l)+BTTN) 
ZZZ (7 ,2 )=-FAC1/3 .O+FAC2fcDEFW(l )  *(DEFW(Z)+BTTN) 
ZZZ (7,3) =- F AC 1 / 3.0+F AC 2 *DE FW ( 1 ) * (DE F W (3) +BTTN) 
ZZZ (7,4)=FAC2*DEFW (1) *DEFW (4) 
ZZZ (7,5) =FACZ*DEFW (1) 9:DEFW (5 )  
ZZZ (7,6) =FAC2*DEFW (1)  *DEFW (6) 
ZZZ (8, ~ ) = - F A C ~ / ~ . O + F A C ~ ~ C D E F W ( ~ ) ~ : ( D E F W ( I ) + B T T N )  
ZZZ (8,2)=FAC1*2.0/3.O+FAC2*DEFW(2)*(DEFW(Z)+BTTN) 
ZZZ (8,3)=-FAC1/3.0+FAC2fcDEFW ( 2 )  n(DEFW (3)+BTTN) 
ZZZ (8,4) =FAC2*DEFW (2) *DEFW (4) 
ZZZ (8,5) =FACZJ:DEFW (2) W E F W  (5) 
ZZZ (8,6) =FAC2nDEFW (2) nDEFW (6) 
61 
ZZZ (12 ,1 )=FAC2*DEF 1 
ZZZ ( 1 2 , 2 ) = F A C 2 n D E F  1 
ZZZ (12 ,3 )=FAC2*DEFW(6)  * (DEFW(3) 1 
ZZZ(12,4)=FAC2*DEFW(6)*D€FW(4) 
ZZZ ( 1  2,5) =FAC2*DEFW (6) JcDEFW (5) 
ZZZ ( 1 2 , 6 )  =FACZJcDEFW (6) f tDEFW(6)+FACl  
C 
C 
Z Z Z ( 7 , 7 ) = 1  .o 
ZZZ (8,8) = I  .O 
zzz (9,9) = 1  .o 
zzz ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) = 1  .o 
zzz (1 1 , 1 1 ) = 1  .o 
zzz (1  2 , 1 2 )  = 1 .o 
C 
FAC3=-FAC1/3 .0 *2 .0  
FACh=-FAC2*2 .0 /3 .0  
ZZZ ( 7 , 1 3 ) = F A C 4 ~ D E F W ( l ) f ; D E F W ( l ) + F A C 3  





DO 1 2 0  1=7,12 
DO 1 2 0  J-1.6 
ZZZ  ( I , J+18) =ZZZ (I , J+12) 
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
C 
c N e x t  p a r t  i s  - [ G , e p s l o n  n] 
C 
PWR=O .O 
DO 1 4 5  1=1,6  
I F  ( I  .LE.3) THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
1 4 5  CONTINUE 
PWR=PWR+VEPS ( I ) W E P S  ( I )  
PWR=PWR+2 .O*VEPS (I) W E P S  ( I )  
C 
C 
C WRITE (6,:t) ' P L A S T I C  WORK IS: ' ,PWR 
C 
PWR- (2 . O*PWR/3.0) f c f c 0 . 5  
I F  (PWR.GT.WR0) THEN 
FAC5= (WRO/PWR) ,'t:tWN5 
FAC7=-2.0kWN5fc (WROJ:J:WN5) Jf (PWRnfc (-WN5-1 .O)) JCWN4/3.0 
FAC5= (PWR/WRO) 3tJ:WN5 
FAC7=2.0:? (PWR?tJc (WN5-1 .O) ) / (WROJ:f:WN5) /3.O>kWN4 
ELSE 






FAC6=2 .O* (WN3+WN4WAC5) /3 .O/PWR+FAC7 
WRITE (6,:k) 'FAC6: ' ,FAC6 
FAC8=2.0*WN9/3.O/PWR 
DO 1 5 0  1 x 1 , ~  
DO 150 J = I , ~  
) *PWR+WN6) *ET 
DO 160 1=1,6 





















S IGVC (6) =SI  G (1,3) 
VCTL(?..6) is the difference of d(epsion)/dt and f ,  
DO 200 1-1,6 
CONT I NUE 
VEC 1 (1+6) =TDELT*VEPS ( I )  
SECTM (i) i s (G, eps 1 onnd (eps 1 on) /dt) 
DO 220 1=1,12 
SECTM ( I ) =O . 0 
DO 220 J=t,6 
ZZZ ( 1+12, J+6) =O .O 
CONT I NUE 
GA i s  the state variable g 
F A C  12=PWR* (WN3+WN4*FAC5) +WN6 
FAC13=WNg*PWR+WNlO 
DO 240 1=1,6 
GA(l)=WN2*VEPS[I)-BTAl (I)*FAC12 
GA (1+6)=WNllWEPS(I)-BTA2 (l)*FAC13 
WRITE (6,*) ' G A  2. .7=Zd: ' ,GA (1+1) 
CONT I NUE 
DO 280 1=1,12 
CONT I NUE 
VEC 1 ( 1+12) =TDELTJcGA ( I  ) 
121-0.0 





Dc? 310 1=1,24 
CSNT i NUE 
W?iTE (6,:':) ' I =  ' ,  I, ' VECl  (I) : ' ,VECl  (I) 
.. 's 1 C* 
ar! 32c 1=1,1g 
S R I T E ( 6 , 3 3 0 )  ( Z Z Z ( I  ,J) ,J=1,12) 
--, -320 ",NT I NUE 
C CC. 340 1=1,19 
C WRITE(6 ,350)  (ZZZ( I , J )  ,J=13,19) 
- 340 CONT I NUE 
f 30 FORMAT (1 2 ~ 6 . 1 )  
350 FORMAT(7F9.2) 
c. For cyber: 
CALL LINV3F(ZZZ,VECl,IJOB,IBOD,IBOD,DD1,DD2,AlNV,lER) 
D) CALL LINRG(IBOD,ZZZ,IBOD,ZZZ,IB 
DO 978 I = l , I B O D  
VECC(I)=O.O 
DO 978 J-1, IBOD 
V E C C ( I ) = Z Z Z ( l  , J ) W E C l  (J)+VECC( 
978 CONTINUE 
DO 972 I = l , I B O D  
V E C l  ( I )=VECC( I )  
9 7 2  CONTINUE 
C 
C 
DETMNT=DD 1* (2*:':DD2) 
C WRlTE(6,:':) 'The determinant of  bodner matrix is: ',DETMNT 
C 
IF ( iER.EQ.130)  THEN 
WRITE(6 ,a)  ' INVERSE PROBLEM I N  BODNER MATRIX, STOP.' 
STOP 
END I F  
CALL MMT (24,24,6,ZZZ,ZZR,T3D) 
C 
C I F  ( IPR.EQ. l )  THEN 
C DO 940 1=1,6 
C WRlTE(6 ,970)  (EM2(1,J) ,J=1,6) 
C 940 CONTINUE 
C END I F  \ 
C 
DO 360 l=1 ,6  
DO 360 J=1,6 
EM2 ( I , J) =-T3D 1 I , J) 
EM4(1AA,IA,IB,IC,l*6-6+J)=EM2(I,J) 
360 CONTINUE 
C I F  (IPR.EQ.1) THEN 
C DO 980 l=1,6 
C WRITE (6,970) (EM2 (I, J) , J-1.6) 
C WRITE (6,970) (-T3D (I, J) ,J=l,6) 
C 980 CONTINUE 
C END IF 
C 
970 FORMAT (6F 12.1) 
DO 380 1=1,6 
BDLD( I )= -VECl  ( I )  
BDSV( IAA,  I A ,  18, IC, I )=VECl  (I) 
C WRITE (6,f:) 'BDLD(1)  :=-ZITA ' ,BDLD( I )  
C 
C EM2 and BDLD w i l l  be back to subroutine cb for assemble. 
C 
380 CONTINUE 





WRITE(6,*) '73D I N  BODNER' 
DO 420 1=1,24 










C (END WALKER) 
C 
C Subrout ine  i s  used to c a l c u l a t e  t h e  m a t e r i a l  c o n s t a h t s  o f  
C Bodner-Partom t y p e  o f  c o n s t i t u t i v e  equat ions.  The m a t e r i a l  
C used i s  B1900+Hf. For d i f f e r e n t  m a t e r i a l ,  t h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  
C shou ld  be  m o d i f i e d .  
C 
SUBROUT I NE BDCNS (TMPP) 
I MPL I C 1 T REALI8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
IMPLl C I T  I NTEGERn8 (I -N) 
COMMON /BOD/ D0,ZC0,ZCl,ZC2,ZC3,ZMlyZM2,CAl,CA2,CRl,CR2yZN0 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
E=198700.0+16.78~TMPP-O.l0~~*TMPP~~TMPP 
















I F  (TMPP.LT.760.0) THEN 
zc0=2700.0 
CAl=O.O 
ZNO= 1 .055 
END I F  
I F  ((TMPP.GE.760.0) .AND. (TMPP.LT.871.0)) THEN 
ZC0~2700.0-(TMPP-760.0)/111.0*300.0 
CAl=(TMPP-760.0) /111 .09~0.0055 
ZNO-1.055- (TMPP-760.0) /111.0Jo0.025 
END IF 
I F  ((TMPP.GE.871 .O) .AND. (TMPP.LT.982.0)) THEN 
ZC0=2400.0- (TMPP-871 .0)/111 .O*5OO.O 
CAl=(TMPP-871 .0) /111.0*0.014~+0.00~~ 
ZNO=l.o3- (TMPP-871 . O ) / l l l  .O*O. 18 
END I F  
I F ( (TMPP .GE .982 .o) .AND. (TMPP. LT. 1093 .O) 1 THEN 
ZCO~lgOO.O-(TMPP-982.O)/lll.O*~OO.O 
CA 1= (TMPP-982 .O) / 1 1 1  .Ofto. 23+0 -02 
ZN0~0.8~-(TMPP-982.0)/111.0*0.1~ 
CA2=CA 1 
z c 2-2 co 
END I F  
C 













WRITE (6,fc) 'ELASTIC MODULUS=',E,' ZO=',ZCO,' A = ' , C A l , I  N=',ZNO 
RETURN 
END 
Subrout ine  i s  used t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  m a t e r i a l  cons tan ts  o f  
Walker t y p e  of c o n s t i t u t i v e  equat ions.  The m a t e r i a l  
used i s  Bl9DO+Hf. For d i f f e r e n t  m a t e r i a l ,  t h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  
shou ld  be m o d i f i e d .  
SUBROUT I NE WKCNS (TMPP) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*8(1-N) 
COMMON /WAL/ WK,WB,WN2,WN3,WN4,WN5,WN6,WN8,WN5,WNlO,WN~l,WRO 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /WKLMT/ WAL1,WALZ 
TEM=TMPP 
WK=12.4 
WB=1.73El l  





W N ~ = O  .o 





E = l . 9 E 5  
I F  ((TEM.GT.-0.01) .AND. (TEM.LT.427.0)) THEN 
STEkTEM/427.0 
EU=0.322+(0.328-0.322) sSTE 
END I F  
I F  ((TEM.GE.427.0) .AND. (TEM.LT.538.0)) THEN 
STE=(TEM-427.0) / (538.0-427.0) 
EU=O. 328+ (0.33 1-0.328) aSTE 
END I F  
I F  ((TEM.GE.538.0) .AND. (TEM.LT.649.0)) THEN 
STE= (TEM-538.0) / (649.0-538.0) 
E = l  .9E5+ (1 . 8 ~ 5 -  1 .9E5) *STE 
EU=O. 331+ (0.334-0.331) *STE 
WB=l .73E11+(3.862ElO-l .73E11) *STE 
WN2=2.41 E6+ (8.27E5-2.4 1 E6) *STE 
WN3=4794.0+(1714.0-4794.0) *STE 
WNg=11.87+ (16.64- 11.87) 2STE 
END I F  
I F  ((TEM.GE.649.0) .AND. (TEM.LT.760.0)) THEN 
STE- (TEM-649.0) / (760.0-649 .O) 
E=l.8E5+ (1.655E5- 1.8E5) *STE 
EU=O. 334+ (0.339-0.334) *STE 
WK=l2.4+ (1 3.8- 12.4) *STE 
WB-3.862~ 10+ (2.55E IO-3.862~ 10) G T E  
WN2=8.27E5 
WN3=17 14 .O+ (1 880 .O- 17 14 .O) 96TE 
WN4=-585.O*STE 
WN9=16.64+ (1 9.83- 16.64) *STE 
WN10=2.44E-3*STE 
END I F  
I F  ((TEM.GE.760.0) .AND. (TEM.LT.871.0)) THEN 
67 
c 
IF ( .871. ~ ~ . 9 8 2 . 0 )  THEN 
STE= (TEfl-87 1 .O 1 .O) 
E=l.438E5+(1.2 5) *STE 
Eu=0.3a4+(0.351-0.324) %TE 
WK=l6.6+ ( I  3.8- 16.6) fcSTE 
W Bm5.5 E 1 2+ (4 .2 E 1 0- 5 .5  E 1 2) nSTE 
WN2=2.36E5+ (9 - 6 5 ~ 4 - 2 . 3 6 ~ 5 )  *STE 
WN3=62 1 .2+ (400 .O-62 1.2) %TE 
WN4-0.0 
WN6=8,73E-4+ (4.29E-4-8.73E-4) *STE 




I F  ((TEM.GE.982.0) .AND. (TEM.LE.1093.0)) THEN 
C 
STE= (TEM-982 .O) / (1093.0-982 .O) 
E=l.249E5+(1.161E5-1.249E5)f:STE 
EU-0 .35 1 
WK=13.8+(9.0-13.8)*STE 
WB=4.2 E 1 O+ (5.5 7 E 9-4 .2 E 1 0) ft ST E 
WN2=9.65~4+ (2.36E4-9.65E4) ASTE 
WN3=400.0+ (278.7 -400.0) *STE 
WN4=0 .O 





I F (TEM.GT. 1093.0) THEN 
C 






WRITE (6 ,* )  ' WLHTl-' ,WALl 





S u b r o u t i n e  THRML i s  for  the  ca l cu la t i ono f  t h e r m a l  e f f e c t s  
L o f  the s t ruc tu re .  N e w t o n - R a p h s o n ’ s  i t e r a t i o n  s c h e m e  i s  used 
C i n  the e q u i l i b r i u m  i t e r a t i o n s .  
c 
SUBROUTINE THRML( INUM, IEL , ID , I ID ,L ,MAXA,LD,XX,YY,ZZ ,DLOADT,  




5 UCL2, UCL3, DD 1) 
I MPL 1 C I T  REAL:k8 (A-H,O-Z) 
I M P L I C I T  INTEGERs8(1-N) 
DIMENSION IEL(NELM,5 ) ,1D( l )  , I ID(NNODE,5)  , L ( l ) , M A X A ( l )  












DLOADT(1) ,DLDINC( l )  ,VTEMP( l )  ,VF (NNODE,5), 
D1 (NNODE,S) ,VFE(NT, l )  ,DDD( l )  ,P(1) ,VRT(4 ) ,  
A(NEQT,NEQT) ,AM(40,40) ,PD( l )  ,TDLD (1) , 
H I S I N C ( 1 )  ,ACMDIS( l )  , F R C I N C ( l )  , X X l  (1) , Y Y l  (1) ,ZZ1 (11, 
DELTA(1)  ,FRCO(l)  ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,ACTFRC( l )  , 
S I GMA (NE LM, 2,2,2,9) , DLT I NC (1 ) , DLTTMP ( 1 ) , COE EQ (5) , 
DEFVRT(4) ,STIFFN(NT,NT) ,ETT(4) ,EXLVC( l )  ,DD1 (l), 
BETA (NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET (NELM,2,2,2,12) ,GCLl  (NNODE,J) , 
GCL2 (NNODE, 3) , GCL3 (NNODE, 3) , U C L l  (NNODE, 3) , 
UCL2 (NNODE, 3) , UCL3 (NNODE ,3) 
C 
COMMON /SCHALRl/  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ I P 1 ,  IP2, I P 3 ,  I P 4 ,  IP5, I P 6 ,  I P 7 ,  I P  




4 lR35, lR36,1R37, lR38, IR39, lR40,  
5 lR43,lR44,lR4~,lR46,lR47,IR48, 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ l R ~ l , l R ~ 2 , 1 R ~ 3 , I R ~ 4 , l R ~ ~ , I R ~ 6 ,  
COMMON /DIRCS/ l R 6 0 , I R 6 1 , I R 6 2 , I R 6 3 ,  I R 6 4 , I R 6 5  
COMMON /DISVC/  I R 6 6 , I R 6 7 , I R 6 8 , l R 6 9  
COMMON / D I S V l /  l R ~ 0 , l R ~ 1 , l R ~ 2 , l R ~ ~ , ~ R ~ ~ , I R ~ ~  
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TOELT,TlNlT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON /I NTVEC/ I PT (1) 
COMMON /ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,IPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /CNTRL/ DETMNT 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /ABDFST/ ISEC 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /NMBITR/ NUM 
COMMON /CNTR/ ICNTR 
COMMON /TMPCO/ ICTMP 
COMMON /TMPEF/ IDO,NTEM,NITR,NANM,CEXPN,TMMIN,TMINC,TMMAX,TMPP 
C 
C 
C (The s w i t c h  t o  the e f f e c t s  o f  the change of  t e m p e r a t u r e  i s  on) 
I CTMP= 1 
ND=NEQT 
I CNTR= I CNTR+l e 
C 
C I n i t i a t e  some var iab les.  
C 
CALL I N I T ( V R ( I R 1 )  ,VR( IR2)  ,VR( IR3)  ,VR( IR43)  ,VR( IR44)  ,VR( IR45) ,  
69 
1 VR( IR60)  ,VR(IR61)  ,VR(IR62)  ,VR(IR63)  ,VR(IR64)  ,VR(1R65), 
7 VR( IR47)  ,VR(IR20) , V R ( I R 5 I )  ,VR( IR58) )  
Begin iteration 
t I i = l  
Form stiffness matrix. 
t. 
CALL ASSMBL(1 I I, I P T ( I P l ) ,  l P T ( I P 2 ) ,  I P T ( t P 3 ) ,  I P T ( l P 4 ) ,  I P T ( I P 5 ) ,  
i I P T ( I P 9 )  , V R ( I R l ) ,  1 ,VR ( 1  ( 1 ~ 8 )  
2 VR ( I  R12) ,VR ( I R14) 
3 V R ( I R 1 5 )  ,VR(IR16)  ,VR( IR19) ,  
4 VR( IR21)  ,VR( IR23)  ,VR(IR24)  , V R ( I R l S )  ,VR(IR41)  ,VR( IR50)  
5 VR( IR52)  ,VR( IR66)  ,VR(IR67)  ,VR{ IR68)  ,VR( IR74) )  
Calculate the equivalent load vector 
CALL I N L D V ( I P T ( I P 1 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR(IR2)  ,VR( IR3) ,  
r 
1 VR (I R14)  ,VR (I R22) ,VR ClR28) ,VR (I R4) ) 
C 
DO 200 I = l , N T  
D L D I N C ( I ) = D D l  (I) 




CALL R E D C ( I P T ( I P 4 )  ,VR( lR8)  , V R ( I R 1 2 ) )  
DO 570 I= l ,ND 
D D l  ( I ) = O . O  
EXLVC ( I )  =D (I) 
c WRITE ( 6 ,  ") I , D ( I ) =' , D ( I )  
C WRITE ( 6 ,  A) I TRLM 





36 FORMAT('TH1S IS THE ITERATION ' , l I 3 )  
5 7 1  CONTINUE 
DO 444 I= l ,ND 
TDLD ( l ) = O . O  
DO 444 J=l,ND 
TDLD ( I )=TDLD ( I ) + A  (I , J) JrD (J) 
444 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 505 I = l , N T  
DO 505 M=l,ND 
IF( I .EQ.L(M))  THEN 
END I F  
505 CONTINUE 
DLOADT (I ) =TDLD (MI 
C 
C rature related displacemen 
DO 506 J=1,5 
VF ( I  , J) =DLOADT ( I  *5-5+J) 
DD ( I  , J) -DD ( I  ,J) +VF ( I  , J) 




e E s i i m a t e  the n e w  coordinates 
TINC-1 .O 
I F  ( I  I I .EQ.NANM) STOP 
Y 
DO 900 I=l,NNODE 
XX ( I > = X X  ( I )+VF ( I ,  1) 
Y Y  ( I ) = Y Y  ( I )+VF ( I  ,2) 
Z Z ( I ) = Z Z ( I ) + V F  ( I  ,3) 
TMP=O . 0 
DO 903 J=l,3 
GCL3(1 , J ) = G C L 3 ( I  ,J )+T lNC*( -GCL2(1  , J ) W F  ( I  , 4 ) + G C  
TMP=TMP+GCL3 ( I , J) J:GCL3 (I , J) 
TMP=TMP**O .5 
903 CONTINUE 
DO 902 ~ - 1 ~ 3  
GCL3 ( I ,  J)=GCL3 (I, J3 /TMP 
902 CONTINUE 
C WRITE ( 6 , n )  ' I = ' ,  I , '  ,VF ( I ,  1 
C WRITE (6,267) I , X X ( l )  ,YY ( I ) ,  
900 CONTINUE 
CALL CNND (VR ( I R60)  , VR ( I R 6  1) , VR ( I R62)  ) 
C 
C C a l c u l a t e  i n te rna l  forces 
C 
CALL INTFRC(1 I I ,  I P T ( I P 1 )  , V R ( I R l )  , V R ( I R 2 )  , V R ( l R 3 ) ,  
1 VR ( I R 1 4) , VR ( I R22)  , VR ( I R28) , VR ( I R9) ) 
C 
C SHRINK THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
C 
C WRITE ( 6 , ~ : )  ' P L D  I ,  I ,  ' I ,PLD ( I )  
DO 500 I = l , N T  
DO 500 M-1,ND 
I F ( I . E Q . L ( M ) )  THEN 
FRC I NC (M) =PLD ( I  1 -FRCO (M) 
ACTFRC (M) =PLD ( I )  
504 FORMAT('THE LOAD COL O,lS:',ll2,' ' , 2F12.5)  
END I F  
500 CONTINUE 
DO 502 l = l , N D  
C WRITE ( 6 , f ~ )  I, ' RD PLD-' ,ACTFRC (I), '  D D l = ' , D D l  ( I )  
502 CONTINUE 
C 
C Check w h e t h e r  
C 
CALL C R l T R 2  ( I  
C 
I F  ( I  I I .EQ.40) 
WR I TE ( 6 ,  :'d 
STOP 
t o  step out the e q u i l i b r i u m  i t e r a t i o n s  
I ,ND,VR(IR8) , V R ( I R 4 2 )  ,VR( IR59)  , V L I N I T ,  ICNC 1 
THEN 




I F  (ISEC.GT.10) ISEC=10 
71 
K =  1 
DO 589 I=l,NNODE 
DO 589 J=l,5 
I F ( I I D ( I , J )  .EQ.O) THEN 
ACMD I S (K) =ACMD I S (K) +DD (I , J) 
D1 ( I  ,J)=ACMDIS (K) 
K=K+ 1 
END I F  
589 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 689 I=l,NNODE 





















Update some of  the var iables  i f  equi l ibr ium i t e r a t i o n  i s  successed. 
CALL UPDT(ITYPE,IPT(IP3) ,VR(IRl) ,VR(IR2) ,VR(IR3) ,VR(IR12), 
VR(IR15) ,VR(IR27) ,VR(IR43) ,VR(IR44) ,VR(IR45), 
VR(IR46) ,VR(IR47) ,VR(IR20) ,VR(IR48) ,VR(IR49), 
VR(IR51) ,VR(IR58) ,VR(IR60) ,VR(iR61) ,VR(IR62), 






CALL OUTPUT (TTLD, VR (I R15) , VR ( I  R75) , VR ( I  R7 1) ,VR ( I R 1) ,VR ( I  R2) , 
1 VR ( I R3) 
I F  (NITR.EQ.NUM) THEN 
Write necessary data for  fur ther  use. 
CALL WTCDT (VR ( I  R27) , VR ( 
1 VR ( I  R45) ,VR ( 
1 VR(lR47) ,VR( 
3 VR(IR61) ,VR( 
END I F  
R20) , VR ( I R43) , VR ( I  R44) , 
R1) ,VR(IR2) ,VR(IR3), 
R10) ,VR(IR51) ,VR(IR58) ,VR(IR60), 
R62) , VR ( 1  R 15) , VR ( I  R7 1) , VR ( I R75) ) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine i s  used t o  ca lcu la te  the equivalent load vector 
caused by the change of temperature. 
SUBROUTINE INLDV(IEL,XX,YY,ZZ, 
I MPL 1 C IT REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C IT I NTEGER*8 (I -N) 
DIMENSION XX(1) ,YY(l) ,ZZ(l) ,VF (NNODE,5) ,PD(l) ,PDL(l) ,PLD(l) 
DIMENSION H ( 2 ) , P ( 2 ) , R ( 8 ) , 5 ( 8 ) , ~ ( 8 ) , Y ( 8 )  ,z(8),ND(8) ,IEL(NELM,8) 
1 VF, PD, PDL, PLD) 
1 VFE (40) 
COMMON /SCHALR 1 / NELM, NNODE, NT 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,iP2,IP3,IP4,iP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPIO 




4 , IR38, IR39, IR40, IR41, IR42, 
5 ,lR46,lR47,lR48,lR4~,lR~0 
, iR54, IR55, lR56,lR57,1~58, IR59 COMMON /UN I FBD/ 
COMMON /DIRCS/ iR60, IR61, iR62,iR63, IR64,lR65 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
72 
COMMON / I NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON /A3/ CL 1 (8) , CMl (8) , CN 1 (8) , CL2 (8) , CM2 (8) , CN2 (8) , 
1 CL3 (8) CM3 (8) , CN3 (8) 
DO 30 I=l,NT 
PLD (l)=O.O 
5C! CONTINUE 
DO 700 I=l,NELM 
I l=IEL ( I ,  1) 
I2=1 EL (I 2) 
13-1 EL ( I ,  3) 
14=IEL(I ,4) 
15=IEL ( I  ,5) 
16=1EL(1,6) 
17=IEL(I ,7) 
I 8- I EL ( I ,8) 
:- 
CALL UPILD~1,11,12,I3,14,15,16,17,18,VR(lR1) ,VR(IR2) ,VR(IR3), 
1 VR ( I  R14) ,VR (I R22) ,VR ( I  R28) ,VR (I R60) ,VR ( I  R61)  ,VR ( I  R62)) 
I '  
DO 700 ~=1,8 
DO 700 K=1,5 
JJ=I EL (I, J) *5-5+K 
J l=Jn5-5+K 















Subroutine UPILD i s  used to evaluate the equivalent load vector 
caused by the change o f  temperature at every element. 
SUBROUTINE U P I L D ( I L , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 , X X , Y Y , Z Z ,  
1 VF , PD, PDL, GCL 1 , GCL2, GCL3) 
1 MPL I C IT REAL:':8 (A-H,O-Z) 
1 MPL I C I T I NTE G ERn8 ( I -N) 
DIMENSION X X  (1) , Y Y  (1) ,ZZ(l) ,VF (NNODE,5) ,PD (1) ,PDL (1) , 
VFE (40) ,GCL 1 (NNODE ,3) , GCL2 (NNODE ,3) , GCL3 (NNODE ,3) , 
HH (4) , PP (4) 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPI,IP2,IP3,1P4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IP10 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ lRl,lR2,lR~,lR4,lR~,lR6,lR~,IR8,lR~ 
1 IRll,lR12,IR13,IR14,lRl~,lRl6,lRl7, 




3 lR27,1~28, IR29, IR30, IR31, IR32, IR33, 
4 IR35, IR36,lR37, IR38,lR39, IR40,lR41, 
5 IR43, IR44, I R 4 5  IR46, IR47, IR48,lR49, 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ l R ~ l , l R 5 2 , l R ~ 3 , 1 R ~ 4 , I R ~ ~ , I R ~ 6 , l R ~ 7 ,  
COMMON /DIRCS/ lR60,lR61,lR62,lR63,lR64,IR65 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
1r10, 
~18, 




R58, I R59 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /A3/ CL 1 (8) , CMl(8) , CN 1 (8) , CL2 (8) , CM2 (8) , CN2 (8) , 
1 CL3 (8) , CM3 (8) , CN3 (8) 
ND (1) = I  1 
ND (2) = I  2 
73 
ND (3) = I  3 
ND(4)=14 
ND (5) =I5 





DO 250 1=1,8 
X ( I )  =XX (ND (I) ) 
Y ( I ) = Y Y ( N D ( I ) )  
2 ( I )  =ZZ (ND (I) ) 
DO 250 J=l,5 
C WRITE (6,260) I ,X(I)  9 Y  ( I )  ,Z  (I) ,ND( I )  
VF E ( I  *5-5+J) =VF (ND ( I ) , J) 
250 CONTINUE 


















R( l )=-1.0 
R (2) -1 .O 
R (3) =1 .O 
S (3) =l .O 
R(4)=-1.0 
S (4) =1 .O 
R (5) =O.O 
s (1) =-1 .o 
s (2) 5 - 1  .o 
s (5)  1-1 .o 
R (6) -1 .o 
S (6) t0.0 
R (7) =O .O 
s (7) -1 .o 
R (8)-1 .O 
S (8) =O .O 
WRITE (6,157) I L  
DO 344 1=1,8 
CLl (I)=GCLl (NO (I) , 1 )  
CHI (I)=GCLl (ND (I) ,2) 
CNl  (I)=GCLl (ND (1) ,3) 
CL2 (I)=GCL2 (ND ( I )  ,1) 
CM2 (I) =GCL2 (ND (I) ,2) 
CN2 ( I  ) =GCL2 (ND ( I ) ,3) 
CL3(1)=GCL3(ND(I) ,1) 
CM3(1)=GCL3(ND (I) , 2 )  
CN3 ( 1  =GCL3 (ND [ I )  ,3) 
CONT I NUE 
DO 348 1=1,40 
PD(I)=O.O 
CONT I NUE 
H (1) =1 .O 
H (2) =1 .O 
P (1) =0.577352692 
P (2) =-P (1) 
HH (1) =O .347854845 1 
HH (2) =H (1) 
HH (3) EO. 652 145 1548 
HH (4) =H (3) 
PP (1)-0.8611363115 
PP (2) =-P (1) 
74 
PD (3) =O. 3399810435 
PP (4) =-P (3) 
DO 150 1=1,2 
DO 150 J=1,2 
DO 150 ~ = i  ,2 
U=P ( I ) 
V=P (J) 
W=P (K) 
CALL I NTF C ( I L , ND , I , J , K , U , V, W, X , Y , Z , VR ( I R 1 4) , VR ( I R28) , 
D ET J , VR ( I R 3  1) , VR ( I R32) , VR ( I R33) , VR ( I R29) , 
VR(IR37) ,VR(IR38) ,VR(IR36) ,VR(IR39) ,VR(IR40), 





DO 150 M = I , ~ O  





i: (END UPILD) 
c 
C caused by t h e  change of temperature at every integeration point. 




1 UPS I G, SVTjD , SVBLD) 
C 
C 
I MPL I C IT REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C IT I NTEGERn8 (I -N) 
DIMENSION X(8) ,Y(8) ,Z(8) ,VF (NNODE,5) ,PDL(l), 
1 BL (6,401 ,TBL (40,6) ,TMPBL (6,401 ,VFE (401, 
2 A (8) ,B (8) ,C (8) ,D (8) ,E (8) ,G (8) ,ND (8) , 
3 TL(6,6) ,TT(6,6) ,TMP(6,6) ,EM(6,6) ,EM2(6,6) , 
4 -  PDLL (40,l) ,SIGMA (NELM,2,2,2,9) ,UPSIG (NELM,2,2,2,9), 
5 slG(3,3) ,GRT(3,3) ,DV(3,3) ,SvT3D(NELM,1,2,2,144) , 
6 S S 1  ( 3 , 3 ) , S S 2 ( 3 , 3 ) , S S 3 ( 3 , 3 ) , A ~ ( 3 , 3 ) , S A ( 6 , 1 ) , S T A ( 6 , 1 ) ,  
7 SD(6,1) ,GAU(3,3) ,DGR(3,3) ,DG2T(3,3) ,EM3(6,6), 
8 GRD(9) ,GR(3,31 ,DW(3,3) ,SVSLD(NELM,2,2,2,24) 
c 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IP1,IP2,lP3,lP4,lPg,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,lP1O 




4 IR35,lR36,lR37, R38, IR39, IR40, IR41, IR42, 
R46,1R47,lR48,lR49,lR5O 
R54, IR55,lR56,lR57,lR58, IR59 
5 IR43,IR44,IR45, 
COMMON /UN I FBD/ I R51, I R52, I R53, 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON /I NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /ABDFST/ ISEC 
TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLM 
COMMON /A3/ CL 1 (8) , CMl(8) , CNl (8) , CL2 (8) , CM2 (8) , CN2 (8) , 
CJ-3 (8) , CM3 (8) , CN3 (8) 
COMMON /TMPEF/ IDO,NTEM,NITR,NANM,CEXPN,TMMIN,TMINC,TMMAX,TMPP 
1 
C 
DO 10 1=1,8 
A ( I ) = O . O  
B ( I ) =O .O 
75 
c ( t 1 =o .o 
D ( I ) 30 .O 
E ( l )=O.O 
G(E)=O.O 
r 
10 C W T t N U t  
CALL GEOM (R + 5, T,TO, X , Y ,z ,bEl'J, A, B , 
c 
5 
a *  
L 
DO 380 1=1,8 . 
C 
BL (4, l"5-3) =A ( I . )  
BL (5, I *5-+c ( r )  
BL (5, I *5-2) =B f f ) 
BL (6, I * 5 - T )  =e& ( I ) 
=-0 ( t )  9CL2 (I) 
=-e GI)*CM2 ( I F  
BL(3, t*5-T)*-G(t>KN2(1) 
BL (4, I "5- 1) *-E ( I ) *CL2 ( V ) -D ( I ) *CM2 ( I )  
BL ( 5 ,  1*5-1)=-6 ( I )  *CM2 ( I )  -E (I) *CN2 (I )  

































DO 720 1=1,6 
DO 80 1=1,40 
CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
( end INFC) 
PDL (I)=PDLL ( I ,  1) 
SUBROUTINE CRITRZ(II,ND,DDI,FRCINC,ACTFRC,VLIMN,ICNCI 
I MPL I C I T  REALfc8 (A-H ,O-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  I NTEGERJc8 ( I  -N) 
Subrout ine  CRlTR2 i s  t o  b u i l d  an e x i t  c r i t e r i a  f o r  t he  e q u i l i b r i u m  
i t e r a t i o n s .  
i npu t :  
i i  = The i i ' t h  number i t e r a t i o n  
DLDINC = The load  increament 
DLOADT = Te load l e v e l  a t  t h a t  i t e r a t i o n .  
PLD = The nodal  f o r c e  i n  l a s t  i t e r a t i o n  
DVEC = The unknown so lved i n  l a s t  i t e r a t i o n  
VLlNlT = t h e  c r i t e r i a  va lue  c a l c u l a t e d  i n  t h e  f i r s t  i t e r a t i o n .  
ou tpu t :  
ICONCL = The c o n c l u s i o n  : E x i t  t h e  l oop  or n o t .  
1 = e x i t  
0 = Keep i n s i d e  the  loop. 
D IMENSION D D l  (1) ,FRCINC(l) ,ACTFRC(l) 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,IPZ,iP3,IP4,IP5,IPQ,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPlO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ I R 1 , I R  
VLIMN=VLIMN+TEMP*TEMP 
I F  (I.LT.6) THEN 
77 
WRITE (6,go) I I ,  I ,DD1 ( I )  ,FRCINC(I) ,TEMP,ACTFRC ( I )  
END I F  
C 
SO FORMAT(' I I ,  I ,D(I) ,FRCINC,TEMP: ',214,4F12.3) 
?O CONTINUE 
VL I MN-SQRT (VL I MN) 
VAL-VL I MN 
ELSE 
DO 20 I-l,ND 
TEMP=-FRC I NC (I) 
VAL=VAL+TEMP*TEMP 
I F  (I.LT.6) THEN 
WRITE(6,gO) ll,l,DDl ( I ) ,FRCINC( I ) ,TEMP,ACTFRC( I )  
END I F  
90 FORMAT(' I I ,  I ,D(I) ,FRCINC,ACTF: ',214,4F12.4) 
20 CONTINUE 
END I F  
VAL=SQRT (VAL) 
1 CNCl=O 
I F  (VLIMN.GT.lO.0) VLIMN=lO.O 
I F  ((VAL*COEFF) .LT.VLIMN) ICNCl=l 
WRITE(6,50) VAL*COEFF,VLIMN,ICNCl 
50 FORMAT('VALl,CRITl,CONCL ARE: ',2F14.3,113) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine RDCDT reads necessary data saved at las t  execution. 




I MPL 1 C IT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
I MPL f CIT I NTEGER*8 (I -N) 
DIMENSION DLOAD(1) ,DD1 (1) ,DD2(1) ,PLD(l) ,ACMDIS(l) ,ANGL(l), 
SIGMA(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,XX(l) , Y Y  (1) ,ZZ(l) ,XX1 (1) ,YYl (l), 
ZZ1 (1) ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,FRCINC(l) ,FRCO(l) , 
BETA (NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,D1 (NNODE,5), 
GCL 1 (NNODE, 3) , GCL2 (NNODE ,3) , GCL3 (NNODE ,3) , 






COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRlbl/ IPI,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPIO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ lRl,lR2,1R3,lR4,lR~,IR6,lR7,IR8,lR~,lRlO, 
1 1R11,lR12,IR13,IR14,lR15,lR16,lR17,lR18, 
2 I R 1 9 , l R 2 0 , I R 2 1 , 1 R 2 2 , I R 2 3 , I R 2 4 , I R 2 ~ , l R 2 6 ,  
3 IR27,IR28,IR29,IR30,IR3l,lR32,IR33,IR34, 
4 lR35,lR36,lR37,lR38,IR3~,lR4O,lR4l,lR42, 
5 IR43 , IR44 , IR45 , IR46 , IR47 , IR48 , lR49 , lR50  
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ lR~1,lR~2,lR~~,lR54,lR55,IR~6,lR57,IR58,lR~~ 
COMMON /DISVl/ IR70, IR71, IR72, IR73,lR74,lR75 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVE C/ I PT ( 1 ) 
COMMON /ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,IPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /SQ/ SQQ 
COMMON /DISCT/ NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
COMMON /CREEP/ ICRP,NBCRP,NBDN,CRPTM,IPON 
COMMON /CNTR/ ICNTR 
COMMON /TMPEF/ IDO,NTEM,NITR,NAN~,CEXPN,TMMIN,TMINC,TMMAX,TMPP 
C 
78 
READ (4,*) ICNTR 
READ (4, *) TROOT 
READ (4,J:) D T L M l  
READ (4, *) SQQ 
READ (4, *) TMPP 
IF(ICRP.EQ.1) THEN 
END I F  
READ (4, ”) NBDN , CRPTM 
DO 689 I=l,NNODE 
READ(4,Jc). X X ( l )  , Y Y ( l )  ,ZZ(l) 
WRITE (2,f:) XX ( I )  ,YY ( I )  ,Zi?(l)  
xx1 ( l ) = X X ( i )  
YY1 ( l )=YY (I) 
zz1 (I)=ZZ(l) 
CONT I NUE 
DO 687 l=l,NNODE 
READ(4,a) ( G C L l  (I,J),J=1,3) 
READ(4,a) (GCLZ(1,J) ,J=1,3) 
READ (4,Jc) (GCL3 ( I  , J) , J=l ,3) 
DO 688 J=l,3 
U C L l  ( I  , J ) -GCLl  (I ,J) 
UCL2 ( I  , J) =GCL2 (I , J) 
UCL3 (I, J)=GCL3 ( I ,  J) 
CONT I NUE 
CONT I NUE 
DO 2 6 9  I= l ,NELM 
DO 2 6 9  J=1,2 
DO 269 K=1,2 
DO 269 M=1,2 
DO 269 N=1,9 
READ(4,JO S l G M A ( I  ,J,K,M,N) 
WRITE (2,Jr) S l G M A ( I  ,J,K,M,N) 
UPS1 G ( I ,  J, K,M,N) =S I GMA ( I ,  J,K,M,N) 
CONTINUE 
DO 669 I=I ,NEQT 
READ(4,:’:) ACMDIS(1) 
WRITE (2,*) ACMDIS ( I )  
CONTINUE 
DO 730 I= l ,NEQT 
READ (4, :k) FRCO ( I  
WRITE (2,*) FRCO( l )  
CONTl NUE 
I F (NCONS. EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 299 I=I ,NELM 
DO 299 J=1,2 
DO 2 9 9  K=1,2 
DO 299 M=1,2 
DO 299 N=1,12 
READ(4,Jc) BETA(I,J,K,M,N) 
WRITE (2,*) B E T A ( I  ,J,K,M,N) 
UPBET ( I  , J , K,M,N) =BETA (I , J , K,M, N) 
CONT I NUE 
END IF 
I F  (NDC-EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 320 I=l,NNODE 
DO 320 J=I ,5 
READ(4,*) D l ( l , J )  
CONT I NUE 
DO 420 I=l,NDBC 
READ (4,*) T L T Y  ( I )  
79 
420 CONTINUE 
IF (NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
DO 620 I=l ,NDBC 





Subroutine WTCDT write necessary data i n  
So the program can resume the execution 
SUBROUTINE WTCDT(ACMDIS,SIGMA,XXl,YYl,ZZl,XX,Y I G ,  
1 FRCO,BETA,UPBET,GCLl,G , ANGL) 
I M P L I C I T  REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
I M P L I C I T  INTEGER*8(1-N) 
DIMENSION DLOAD (1 )  ,DD1 (1) ,002 (1) ,PLD (1) ,ACMDIS (1) ,ANGL (1) , 
1 
2 
3 BETA(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,TLTY (11,  
4 
SlGMA(NELM,2,2,2,9) , X X ( l )  ,YY (1) , Z Z ( l )  , X X l  (1) ,YY1 ( 1 ) ,  
Z Z 1  (1) ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) , F R C I N C ( l )  ,FRCO( l )  , 
G C L l  (NNODE,3) ,GCL2 (NNODE,3) ,GCL3(NNODE,3) ,D1 (NNODE,S) 
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,MHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/  IPI,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPIO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ I R 1 ,  IR2 ,  I R 3 , l R 4 ,  I R 5 ,  I R 6 ,  IR7 ,  IR8 ,  I R 9 ,  I R 1 0 ,  
1 IRll,lR12,IR13,IRl4,lRl5,lRl6,lRl7,lRl8, 
2 IR19,IR20,IR21,IR22,IR23,IR24,lR2~,lR26, 
3 I R 2 7 ,  I R 2 8 ,  IR29 ,  I R 3 0 ,  I R 3 1 ,  I R 3 2 ,  I R 3 3 ,  I R 3 4 ,  
4 l R 3 5 ,  I R 3 6 ,  I R 3 7 ,  I R 3 8 , l R 3 9 ,  I R 4 0 ,  I R 4 1 ,  I R 4 2 ,  
5 I R 4 3 ,  I R 4 4 ,  IR45,  I R 4 6 ,  I R 4 7 ,  IR48,  I R 4 9 ,  IR5O 
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ l R ~ 1 , 1 R ~ 2 , l R ~ 3 , l R ~ 4 , I R ~ ~ , I R ~ 6 , l R ~ 7 , I R ~ 8 , l R ~ ~  
COMMON / D I S V l /  lR70,1R71,1R72,lR73,IR74,IR7~ 
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON / ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,IPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /SQ/ SQQ 
COMMON /D ISCT/  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
COMMON /CREEP/ ICRP,NBCRP,NBDN,CRPTM,IPON 
COMMON /CNTR/ ICNTR 
COMMON /TMPEF/ IDO,NTEM,NITR,NANM,CEXPN,TMMIN,TMINC,TMMAX,TMPP 
WRITE (7,") ICNTR 
WR I T E  (7, *) TROOT 
WRITE (7,*) DTLMl  
WR I T E  (7, *) TMPP 





DO 689 I=l,NNODE 
DO 687 I=l,NNODE 
WR I TE (7,Jr) NBDN, CRPTM 
WRITE (7,") X X ( l )  ,YY ( I )  , Z Z ( l )  
WRITE(7,*) (GCLl  (1,J) ,J=1,3) 
WRITE(7,*) (GCL2(1,J) ,J=1,3) 
689 CONTINUE 
WR 1 T E  (7 *) (GCL3 ( I J) J=l, 3) 
687 CONTINUE 
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DO 730 I =  
WR I TE (7 
730 CONTINUE 
, NEQT 
f:) FRCO (I) 
i F (NCONS-EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 2 9 9  I= l ,NELM 
DO 2 9 9  J=1,2 
DO 2 9 9  K=1,2 
DO 299 M=1,2 
DO 2 9 9  N=1,12 
WRITE (7,;':) BETA(1 ,J,K,M,N) 
2 9 9  CONTINUE 
END I F  
I F  (NDC.EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 3 2 0  I=l ,NNODE 
DO 320 ~ 4 , 5  
WRITE (7,") D1  (I, J) 
3 2 0  CONTINUE 
DO 420 I=l,MDBC 
WRITE (7,") TLTY (I) 
I F  (NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
DO 620 I=l ,NDBC 
WR I TE (7,fc)  ANGL ( I ) 
4 2 0  CONTINUE 
6 2 0  CONTl NUE 
END I F  


















NEXT SUBROUTINE I S  USED TO UPDATA THE DIRECTION 




I M P L I C  






I MPL I C I T  REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
T 1 NTEGER*8 ( I  -N) 
ON G C L l  (NNODE, 3) ,GCL2 (NNODE, 3) ,GCL3 (NNODE , 3) 
/DIRCS/ 1R60,lR61,lR62,lR63,IR64,IR65 
/SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
/RLVEC/ VR (1) 
/ INTVEC/  I P T ( 1 )  
=1 ,NNODE 
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CMD= (GCL3 (I, 1) fiGCL3 (I, l)+GCL3 (I ,3) *GCL3 ( I  ,3)) +*0.5 
G C L l  ( I , l )=GCL3(1 ,3 ) /CMD 
G C L l  (I ,2)=0.0 
GCL 1 ( I  ,3) =-GCLJ (I ,1) /CMD 
T M l  =GCL3 ( I , 1 ) *GCL3 ( I , 1) +GCL3 ( I ,3) *GCL3 ( I ,3) 
TM2-GCL3 (I ,2) * (GCL3 ( I  ,1) +GCL3 (I ,3) ) 
CMD- (TM1 JilMl+TM2frTM2) **0.5 
GCL2 (I, 1) =O .O 
GCL2 (I ,2)=TMl/CMD 






C Subroutine i s  for additional data input. 
C 
SUBROUTINE RDSUP(GCLl,GCL2,GCL3,UCLl,UCL2,UCL3,ANGL) 
I MPL I C I T  REALf i8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
I MPL I C I T  I NTEGERJr8 ( I  -N) 
D I MENS I ON GCL 1 (NNODE ,3) , GCL2 (NNODE ,3) , GCL3 (NNODE, 3) , 
COMMON /DIRCS/ lR60,lR61,lR62,1R63,IR64,IR65 
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I  NTVEC/ I PT (1) 
COMMON /D ISCT/  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
COMMON /RADS/ RR,ZL 
DO 10 I=l,NNODE 
1 U C L l  (NNODE ,3) , UCL2 (NNODE ,3) , UCL3 (NNODE, 3) , ANGL (1) 
C 
READ(5,fO I A ,  (GCL3( I , J )  ,J=1,3) 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL CNND(VR(IR60)  ,VR( IR61)  , V R ( I R 6 2 ) )  
DO 20 I=I,NNODE 
DO 30 J=1 ,3  
U C L l  ( I  , J )=GCL l  (I .J) 
UCL2 (I , J) =GCL2 (I , J) 
UCL3 ( I  , J) =GCL3 (I , J) 
30 CONTINUE 
C WRlTE(6,*)  I, ' U C L l = ' ,  (UCLl  (1,J) ,J=1,3) 
C WRlTE(6,*) I , '  UCL2- ' ,  (UCL2( I , J )  ,J=l,3) 
C WRITE(6,fi) I , '  UCL3=', (UCL3(1,J) ,J=1,3) 
C 
20 CONTINUE 
I F  (NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
DO 50 I= l ,NDBC 
READ (5, *) ANGL ( I ) 
WRITE (6,*) .ANGL ( I )  
50 CONTINUE 
READ (5,*) RR 
END I F  
lF(NPT.EQ.4.OR.NPT.EQ.5.~R.NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
END I F  
RETURN 
END 
READ (5,*) RR,ZL 
L 








I MPL I C I T  REALfc8 (A-H ,0-Z) 
I M P L I C I T  INTEGERf:8(1-N) 
DIMENSION X ( 8 )  , Y ( 8 )  ,Z(8) ,ESM(40,40) ,BN1 (40,40) , B N 2 ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) ,  
BN3(40,40)  ,6L (6,401 .TBL (40,6) ,TMPEM2 (6,4O) ,SS (9,9), 
SS1 (9,9) ,TMP(6,6) ,TL(6 ,6)  ,TT(6,6) ,EM(6,6) ,EM2(6,6), 
A ( 8 )  ,B(8)  , C ( 8 )  ,D@) ,E(8) ,G(8)  , S l G ( 3 , 3 )  , 
UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,EXED (40) ,BDLD (1) , 
BDSV (NELM, 2,2,2,6) ,EM4 (NELM,2,2,2,36) 
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPl,IP2,IP3,IP4,IP5,IP6,IP7,IP8,IPg,IPlO 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ I R 1 ,  I R 2 , l R 3 ,  IR4 ,  I R 5 ,  i R 6 ,  IR7 ,  i R 8 ,  i R g ,  I R l O ,  
1 IRll,lR12,IR13,IR14,lRl~,lRl6,lRl7,lRl8, 
2 IR19,1R2091R21,1R22,1R23,1R24,1R25,1R26, 
3 I R 2 7 , 1 ~ 2 8 ,  IR29 ,  I R 3 0 ,  I R 3 l , l R 3 2 ,  I R 3 3 ,  IR34 ,  
4 l R 3 5 ,  I R 3 6 , l R 3 7 ,  I R 3 8 ,  IR39 ,  I R 4 0 ,  I R 4 1 ,  I R 4 2 ,  
5 I R 4 3 ,  I R 4 4 ,  IR45 ,  I R 4 6 , l R 4 7 ,  IR48 ,  I R 4 9 ,  I R 5 0  
COMMON /UNIFBD/: I R 5 1 ,  I R 5 2 , l R 5 3 ,  I R 5 4 , l R 5 5 ,  IR56 ,  I R 9 ,  i R 5 8 , I R 5 9  
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON / A 3 /  CL 1 (8) , CMl (8) , CN 1 (8) , CL2 (8) , CM2 (8) , CN2 (81 , 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVE C/ 1 P T  (1) 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /ABDFST/ ISEC 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
I PR=O 











C WRITE (6,:'o R, S,T,TO, DETJ 
C 
C 
CALL MNU(6,40 ,VR( IR31) )  
DO 440 l = 1 , 3  
50 440 J=1,3  
S I G  (I, J)=UPS I G (I L, JL,KL,ML, I *3-3+J) 
440 CONTINUE 
C 
C Get the l i n e a r  p a r t  of m a t r i x  [B]. 
C 
DO 380 1=1,8 
B L ( 1 ,  1 ~ ~ 5 - 4 ) = A ( I )  
BL (4, I*5-4) =B (I ) 
BL (6, I*5-4) =C (I 
BL (2, I "5-3) =B (I ) 
B L ( 4 , 1 * 5 - 3 ) = A ( I )  
BL (5, I * 5 - 3 ) 4  ( 1 )  
B L  (3, I*5-2)=C ( I )  
B L  (5, I *5-2) =B ( I ) 
B L ( 6 , 1 * 5 - 2 ) = A ( I )  
BL (1 , I *5- 1) =-D ( I )  ACL2 ( I )  
B L ( 2 ,  1"5- l )=-E ( I ) * C M 2 ( 1 )  
B L ( 3 ,  I * 5 - l ) = - G ( l ) f c C N 2 ( 1 )  
BL (4, I *5-1) =-E (I) a C L 2  ( I )  -D ( I )  W M 2  ( I )  
B L  (5, I fC5-1) =-G (I) W M 2  (I) -E ( I )  *CN2 ( I )  
BL ( 6 ,  I * g - l ) = - D  ( I )  *CN2 ( I )  -G ( 1 )  *CL2 ( I )  
B L ( l , I : k 5 ) = D ( l ) * C L l  (I) 
B L ( 2 , 1 * 5 ) = E ( l ) * C M l  ( I )  
B L ( 3 ,  l >k5 )=6 (1 ) *CN l  (I) 






BL(5 ,1*5)=G( I ) *CMl  ( I ) + E ( l ) * C N l  ( I )  























CALL ROTMTRX (R,S,X,Y,Z,TL) 
Get t h e  r o t a t i o n  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  [T I .  
CALL TRANSP (6,6,TL,tT) 
t t = t transpose. 
CALL MMT (6,6,6, TT , EM, TMP) 
CALL MMT(6,6,6,TMP,TL,EM2) 
I EEC=O 
IF(ISEC.EQ.l,OR.ISEC.EQ.2) lEEC=l  
IF((NCONS.EQ.1) .AND. ((ISEC.NE.1) .OR. ( INSIbT.EQ.1) ) .  
1 AND. ( ( I  I I .EQ.1) .OR, ( ISE6,EQ.ZJ))  THEN 
I F (MODEL. EQ. 1) THEN 
CALL BODNERf l  I I ,  IL,JL,KL,ML,SIG,VR(IR28) ,VR(IR40)  ,VR( IR36) ,  
1 V R ( I R 5 1 )  ,VR( lRS3)  ,VR( IR54)  ,VR(IR55)  I 
2 VR( IR30)  ,VR1lR56)  ,VR( IR57)  ,VR( IR33) )  
ELSE 
CALL WALKER(1 I I ,  IL,JL,KL,ML,SIG,VR(IR28) ,VR( IR40)  , V R ( l R 3 6 ) ,  
1 VR ( IR51)  ,VR ( W 3 )  ,VR ( l R 5 4 )  ,vR ( J R 5 5 )  9 
2 VR ( I  R3O) ,VR ( 1  R56) ,VR ( I  R57) ,Vk ( 1  R339 1 
END IF 
END I F  
CALL TRANSP (6,40, B L  ,TBL) 
CALL TRANSP (6,40, VR ( I R 3  1) , VR ( I R32) ) 
t b l  = b l  transpose. 
CALL MMT(6,6,40,EM2,BL,TMPEM2) 
CALL MMT(40,6,40,TBL,TMPEM2,ESM) 
IF (IPR.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 3 l=1,40 
CONT I NUE 
END I F  
WRITE(6,A) I , '  ' , ' E s M ( l , l ) = i , E S M ( l , r )  
I F (NCONS. EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 350 1=1,40 
EXED (I) =O.O 
DO 349 J=l,6 
WRlTE(6,*) I , J t '  EXED ' , E X E D ( I ) , '  TBL ' ,TBL[ I ,J) , '  ' ,BDLD(J) 
EXED(I )=EXED(I )+TBL ( I  ,J)*BDLD(J) 
349 CONT I NUE 
C IF( IPR.EQ.1)  WRITE(6,*) 'EXED IN CB: ' ,EXEb(I )  
C WRITE (6,*) I, EXED I N  CB*' ,EXED ( I )  
350 CONTINUE 
END IF 
CALL MNU (9,9,SS) 
C 
C 
DO 520 i e 1 . 3  
DO 520 ~ f + 1 , 3  
S S ( l  , J )=S iG ( I  ,J) 
SS (i+3, J+3) =S I G (I , J) 




SS 1 ( I , I *3-2) =S I G (1 , 1 ) 
SS1 ( I ,  1 ~ ~ 3 - l ) = S I G ( 1 , 2 )  
S S l  ( l , l 9 : 3 ) = S l G ( l , 3 )  
SS1 (1+3, I * 3 - 2 ) = S I G ( 2 , 1 )  
SS1 (1+3, I f :3 - l )=S lG (2,2) 





C 1 V R ( I R 2 9 )  , V R ( I R 3 0 )  , V R ( I R 3 1  
C 
C Get the nonlinear part (rotation i 
C 
C DO 4 4 1  1=1,40 
C DO 441 J=1,40  
C ESM ( I ,  J) aESM ( I  , Jj +BN 1 (I, J) -29: 
C WRITE (6,460) I ,J,ESM(I ,J) ,BN1 
4 4 1  CONTINUE 





C Subroutine CBUPDT i s  to calculate the nodal forces at every 




1 UPS I G ,  SVT3D, SVBLD, EM4) 
I M P L l C l T  REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
IMPL I C I T  INTEGER*8 ( I  -N) 




T B L  (40,6) ,TMPBL (6,401 ,VFE (40) , A ( 8 )  ,B(8) ,(I (8), 
D (8) ,E (8) ,G (8) ,ND (8) ,TL (6,6) ,TT (6,6) ,TMP (6,6) , 




,29299)  s s l G ( 3 . 3 )  9GRT(393) ,DV(3,3) 7 
,2,2,114) ,SS1(3,3) ,SS2(3,3) , S 5 3 ( 3 9 3 )  9 
6 
8 EM4 (NELM, 2,2,2,36) 
,3) ,SA(6,1) ,SD(6, l )  ,GAU(3,3) , 
A A A A ( 6 , 1 )  , G R D ( 9 )  ,GR(3,3) ,DW(3,3) 9 
C 
COMMON /SCHALRl/  NELM,NNODE,NT 
85 
COMMON /TMPEF/ IDO,NTEM,NITR,NANM,CEXPN,TMAlt4,TMiNC,TMMAX,TMPP 
I PR-0 
IF(II.EQ.l.AND.JJ.EQ.l.AND.KK.EQ.1) I P R = l  
2 
DO 10 l=1,8 
A (1)pO.O 
B ( l ) = O . O  
D(I)=O.O 
E ( I )=O.O 
G ( I )=O.O 
C(l)=O.O 
1 0  CONTINUE 
7' 
CALL GEOM (R , S , T, TO, X , Y , Z, D E T J  , A, B , C , D , E, G) 
DO 30 1 = r , 8  
c 
L 
DO 30 ~ = i  ,5 
VFE ( I  *5-5+J) =VF (ND ( I )  , Jf 
30 CONTINUE 
r. 
DO 695 I=F,Y 
GRD ( I )=O.O 
695 CONTINUE 
c 
DO 700 1=1,8 
K= I "5 
GRD( l )=GRD( l )+A( I ) *VFE (K-4)+DfI)J:(-CL2(1), 'cVFE (K-1) 
GRD (2)zGRD (2)+B ( I ) W F E  (K-4)+E ( I ) $ :  ( -CL2 ( I ) *VFE (K-1) 
GRD(3)=GRD(3)+C(I)*VFE ( K - 4 ) + G ( I ) * ( - C L 2 ( i ) W F E  (K-1) 
1 +CL 1 ( I )  :WF E (K) ) 
1 + C L l  ( 1 )  W F E  (K)) 
1 +CL1 ( I ) *VFE (K))  
C 
GRD (4) SGRD (4)+A ( I )  *VFE (K-3}+D (I) J: (-CM2 (I) *VFE (K-1) 
GRD (5)=GRD(5)+B(l]*VFE (K-3)+E ( l ) * ( - C M 2  ( I ) *VFE (K-1) 
GRD (6)=GRD(6)+C(I)*VFE (K-3)+G fl)Jc(-CM2 ( I ) * V F E  (K-1) 
1 +CMl ( I ) *VFE (K)) 
1 +CMl ( 1 ) W F E  (K)) 
1 +CMl ( I )  W F E  (K) ) 
C 
GRD(j')=GRD(7)+A(I)*VFE (K-2)+D ( I ) * ( - C N 2 ( l ) * V F E  (K-1) 
GRD (8) =GRD (8) +B ( I )  *VFE (K-2) +E ( 1 )  * (-CN2 (I) *VFE (K- 1) 
GRD (9)sGRD (9)+C ( I )  * W E  {K-2)+G ( I ) *  (-CN2 (I) *VFE (K-1) 
1 +CN1 ( I ) *VFE(K) )  
1 +CNl ( I ) *VFE (K)) 
1 +CNl ( I ) *VFE(K) )  
700 CONTINUE 
C 
COMP=GRD (1) +GRD (5) +OR0 (9) 
CCOMP=l.O-COMP 
C 
DGR ( I ,  J)=GR (I, J)+1 .O 
DGR( I  ,J)=GR(I ,J) 
ELSE 
END I F  
GRT(J, I )=GR( I  ,J) 
DGRT (J , I) =DGR ( I , J) 
720 CONTINUE 
C 
DETG-DGR (1 , 1) *DGR (2,2) *DGR (3,3)+DGR (2,l) 
1 +DGR (3 1) *DGR (1  2) *DCR (2,3) -DGR (391) *DGR (2,2) *DGR (1,3) 
2 1) *DGR (1 3) *DCR (3.3) -DGR (1, l )  *DGR (3,2) *DGR (2,3) -DGR (2 
86 
r WRITE {6,722) DETG 
;22 FORMAT('DETG I S :  i,1~10.6) 
< 
DD 74c 1=1,3 
DO 740 J=1,3 
GRT (I ,J) =GR (J, I) 
DV(1 ,J)=O.5f:(GRT(I, 
DW(l ,J)=0.59r(GRT(I, 
t E (6,741) I ,J,G 
741 FORMAT('I,J,GRT,DV,DW: 
L 
DO 440 1=1,3 
DO 440 J=1,3 
s I G ( I  , J) =UPS I G (I L, I I , JJ, KK, 
440 CONTINUE 
450 FORMAT('SIG(1,J) IS: 
c 
c 
CALL MNU (6,40,BL) 
DO 380 1=1,8 
BL (1 ,  Ia5-4)=A ( I )  
BL (4, I"5-4) =B ( I )  
BL (6, I*5-4) =C ( I  ) 
BL (2, 193-3) =B ( I )  
BL (4, I9c5-3) =A ( I )  
BL(5, 1>\5-3)=C(I) 
BL(3, I*5-2)=C ( I )  
BL (5, Iq-2)=B ( I )  
BL(6,1*5-2)=A(l) 
BL ( 1 , I f:5- 1 ) =-D ( I ) JcCL2 ( I ) 
BL (2, I 9;s- 1) =-E ( I ) :':CM2 ( I )  
B L (3 I "5- 1 ) =-G ( I ) W N 2  ( I ) 
BL (4, I "5- 1 ) =-E ( I ) W L 2  ( I ) -D ( I ) *CM2 ( I ) 
BL (5, l*s-l)=-G ( I )  K M 2  ( I )  -E (I) *CN2 ( I )  





BL (1, I*5) =D ( I )  W L l  ( 
BL (2,I*5) =E ( I )  *CMl ( 
BL (3, I *5)=G ( I )  *CNl ( 
BL(4,1*5)=E (I)*CLl ( 
BL (5,I*5) =G ( I )  JrCMl ( 







)+E (J)*CNl (I )  
)+G(l)*CLl (I )  
CALL ROTMTRX(R,S,X,Y,Z,TL) 
I L 
C Get the rotation transformation matrix [TI. 
C 
CALL TRAMSP (6,6,TL,TT) 
C 
C EQ. 1) WRITE ( 6 , ~ c )  
M.EQ.l.AND.1NSIDT. 
IF((NCONS.EQ.1) .AND.(III 
DO 453 1=1,6 
EM2(1,J)=Eh4(1L,I  t ,JJ,KK,I 
AAAA ( 3 , l ) s A A A A  (3,l) -EXPNS 





C sd will be t h e  stress increament 
C 




IF(NUM.EQ.l.AND.INSlDT.EQ.0) GOT0 875 
I EEC=O 
I F  (lSEC.EQ.l.OR.lSEC.EQ.2) I E E C = l  
1 F (NCONS.EQ. 1 .AND. 1 1  I .EQ.l) THEN 
I F  ( IPR.EQ.l)  THEN 
END I F  
I F  (MODEL.EQ. 1) THEN 
WR I T E  (6, *) ' CALL BODSUL ' 
CALL BODSUL(IL,II,JJ,KK,VR(IR31) ,VR( IR29)  , V R ( I R 5 4 ) ,  
1 V R ( l R 5 5 )  ,VR( IR f i l )  ,SD,VR(IR56) ,VR( IR57)  ,AAAA) 
ELSE 
CALL W A L S U L ( I L , I  I ,JJ,KK,VR(IR31) ,VR R29) , VR ( I  R54) , 




I F (NCONS. EQ. 1) THE 
I F (MODEL. EQ. 1) THE 
C 
88 
G A U  13,l) =SD (6, l )  
G A U  (1,3) =GAU (3,l) 
30 7-58 1=1,3 
DO 758 J=1,3 
A A  (I , J) =GAU (I , J) 
758 CONTINUE 
I- 
DO 760 1=1,3 
DO 760 J=l,3 
UPSIG(IL,i I,JJ,KK,I; 
1 












CONT I NUE 
SA (I,]) =AA (],I) ~ C O M P  
SA (2 , l )  =AA (2,2) WCOMP 
S A  (3, l)  =AA (3,3) 9:CCOMP 
S A  (4, l )  =AA (1,2) W C O M P  
SA (5,l) =AA (2,3) *CCOMP 
S A  (6 , l )  =AA (1  , 3 )  *CCOMP 
CALL MMT(40,6,1,TBL,SA,PDLL) 
DO 80 1=1,40 
CONT I NUE 
FORMAT('HERE PDL(I) IS: ',113,1F12.7) 
CONT I NUE 




C Subrout ine  WALS2 i s  t h e  s o l u t i o n  phase u s i n g  W a l k e r ' s  c o n s t i t u t i v e  
C equat ion .  I t  i s  c a l l e d  a f t e r  t h e  f i r s t  i t e r a t i o n .  
C Input :  
C BL- used t o  f i n d  t h e  l o c a l  s t r a i n .  
C VFE-  t h e  d i s p l a c e  increament. eps ln=b l .v fe  
C SVT3D and SVBLD a r e  t h e  d a t a  c a l c u l a t e d  i n  t h e  p r o c e s s i n g  face. 
C S t a t e  v a r i a b l e  BETA(..12) a r e  updated. 
C The d e r i v a t i v e  of t h e  s t a t e v a r i a b l e  STVDF and t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  of t h e  















3 IR27, I R 2 8 ,  
4 I R 3 5 ,  I R 3 6 ,  
5 IR43 , lR44 ,  
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
) IPR-0 
IF ( ( IA.EQ.1) .AND. (lB.EQ.1) .AND. ( IC.EQ.l))  l P R * l  
DO 60 1=1,24 
TMVEC (1)eO.O 
DO 80 ~ = 1 , 6  




DO 1 0 0  1=1,6 
SD ( I ,  l )=TMVEC (I) 




C WRITE(6,f:) ' D S I G X = ' , S D ( l , l )  ,' DSY=',SD(Z,l) , '  DSi!=',SD(3,1) 
C 
DO 120 1=1,6 
GETA( IAA,  I A ,  18, IC, I )=BETA( IAA,  I A ,  I S ,  IC ,  I )+DBTAl  (I) 
B E T A ( I A A , I A ,  IB ,  IC,1+6)=BETA(IAA, IA,IB,IC,1+6)+DBTA2(I) 
I F ( B E T A ( I A A , I A , I B , I C , I )  .GT.WALl) B E T A ( I A A , I A , I B , I C , I ) e W A L l  
I F ( B E T A ( I A A , I A , I B , I C , I )  .LT.-WALl) B ( IAA,  I A ,  I B ,  IC,  I )=-WALl  
I F ( B E T A ( I A A , I A , I B , I C , 1 + 6 )  .GT.WAL2) A ( I A A , l A , l B , l C , 1 + 6 ) = W A L 2  
IF(BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,1+6) .LT.-WALl) BETA( IAA,  IA,IB,IC91+6)=-WAL2 




C END (WALS2) 
C 
c f:f:~~*~:Af:~:A:~~~**Aft***AB~*************B~~:~~~r*~:******** *t**~t~~********B***** 
C i s  the solution phase er's constitutive 
C called after the first 
C 

































COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON /INTVEC/ IPT(1) 
COMMON /ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,IPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /GEO/ T O  
COMMON /CONTRL/ DETMNT 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /UNICT/ NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ l R ~ 1 , l R ~ 2 , l R ~ ~ , l R ~ 4 , l R ~ ~ , l R ~ 6 , l R ~ ~ , l R ~ 8 , l R ~ ~  
COMMON /BOO/ DO,ZCO,ZCl,ZC2,ZC3,ZMl,ZM2,CA?,CA2,CRl,CR2,ZNO 
COMM6N /CREEP/ I CRP, NBCRP ,NBDN, CRPTM, I PON 
I PR=O 
I F  ((IA.EQ.1) .AND. (IB.EQ.1) .AND. (IC.EQ.1)) IPR-1 
DO 80 1=1,19 
TMV (I  ) =O .O 
TMVEC(I)=O.O 
DO 80 ~=1,6 
TMVEC (I)=TMVEC ( I )  -SVT3D ( I  A A, I A ,  I B, I C, 1 *6-6+J) *AA (J, 1) 
CONTl NUE 
DO 60 1=1,19 
CONT I NUE 
DO 100 1=1,6 
TMV ( I )  =TMVEC ( I )  
SD ( I  , 1 )  =TMVEC ( I  1 
IF(IPR.EQ.1) WRITE(6,:':) 'SD IN BODS2',SD(I,l) 
DLBET ( I )  =TMVEC (l+13) 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 120 1=1,6 
BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I)=BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I)+DLBET(I) 
IF(BETA(IAB,IA,IB,IC,I) .GT.ZC3) BETA(IAA,IA,lB,lC,I)=ZC3 
IF(BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I) .LT.-ZC3) BETA(IAA,IA,IB,IC,I)=-ZC3 
120 CONTINUE 
BETA(IAA, IA,lB,lC,7)=BETA(IAA,IA,IB, IC,7)+TMVEC(13) 
I F  (BETA(IAA, IA, IB, IC,7) .GT.ZCl) BETA(IAA, IA, lB,lC,7)=ZCl 





C END (BODS2) 
C 
C*k**L:';**A*****Z*****:~**~:+****+*~:~:*:'::':~:********~;***~~******~:****:';*:';:':~:+***~::~~~ 
C Subroutine OUTPUT is used to arrange the output data. Here C 
C D1 (i,j) is the displacement matrix, where i and j are the node C 
C calculated as the product of TROOT, load coefficient and the C 
C applied load (given in file dt). C 
C number and displace component number respectively. The coordinates C 




SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (TTLD,Dl ,ANGL,TTLY,XX,YY,ZZ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
91 
I MPL 1 C I T  I NTEGERJr8 ( I  -N) 
COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOIJ1,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / ITESCH/  ROOT,DTLAM,SCN,IPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /D ISCT/  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ I R 1 ,  I R 2 ,  I R 3 ,  IR4 , lR5 ,  IR f r , lR7,  Ik8,1R9, IR10 ,  
, IR13,IR14, IRl5, i R 1 6 ,  I R  







COMMON /PNTR I N/ 
COMMON / I NTVEC/ I P T  (1 )  
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT, NPV 
COMMON /RADS/ RR,ZL 
COMMON /CREEP/ ICRP,NBCRP,NBDN,CRPTM,iPON 
I =NSHOWl 
NPT=l  : STRECH 
NPT=2 : PLATE 
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TIN 
R 4 0 , I R 4 1 , l R 4 2 r  
R48,  IR49,  I R 5 0  
7, I P 8 ,  tPg, I P i O  
T 
NPT=3: PANEL 
NPT=4: C Y L l N D R l C A L  SHELL UNDER A X I A L  COMPRESSION 
NPT=5: CYL INDRICAL SHELL UNDER PRESSURE 
NPT=6: CYL INDRICAL SHELL UNDER TORSION 
I F (NDC.EQ.0) THEN 
55 
1 2  
2 3  
C 
1 
1 3  
C 
I F (NPT. EQ. 1) THEN 
IF(ICRP.EQ.1) THEN 
CRPTM 
WRITE (3,*) D1 (I ,2)/20.0*100.0,  ,TROOT*2.O/T0/20.0, I 
ELSE 
END I F  
WRITE (3,") D l  (I ,2)/20.0*100.0,  I ',TROOT*2.0/T0/20.0 
END I F  
I F  (NPT.EQ.2) THEN 
DDK=3.14159*%2*E*TO**3/12.0 
DDK2=~.1415~**2*1~8~0O.OJtTOJr~~/l2.0 
I F  ( ICRP.EQ.l)  THEN 
WRITE(3,n) D 1  (1,3)/TO,'  ' ,TROOT/6DK2,'  ' , lROOT/TO,' I ,  
CRPTM 
ELSE 
WRITE (3,*) D 1 (I, 31 /TO, I ' ,TROOT/DDK, ' I ,TROOT/DDKZ, ' ' , 
TROOT/TO 
END I F  
DO 55 J=I,NNODE 
CONT I NUE 
FORMAT (1  1 5 3 F 1 2 . 5 )  
FORMAT (7F8.3 , l  F 7.1) 
WRITE (12,121 J, (D1 (J,KK)*lOOO.O,KK=1,3) 
END IF 
I F (NPT. EQ. 3) THEN 
WRITE (3,";) - D l  ( I  ,3)*lOOO.O,' ' ,TROOT*4.6*1000.0 
I F (NPV.EQ, 1) THEN 
WRITE (12,13) Dl (8,3)*lOOO.O,Dl (13 r3 ) *1000 .0 ,  
FORMAT('O.O', '  1,4F10,5,1F11.5) 
D 1 (1 6 3) *lo00 .O, D 1 (2 I 9 3) * 1 OQOr 0, T R 0 0 T t 4  .O*1000 -0 











I F  (NPT.EQ.4) THEN 
I F  (NPV.EQ. 1) THEN 
KKN=g 
KK0=33 
END I F  
I F  (NPV.EQ.2) THEN 
KKN=5 
KKO= 19 
END I F  
1 F (NPV.EQ.3) THEN 
KKN=l6 
K K O = ~ O  
END I F  
I F (NPV. EQ.4) THEN 
KKN=32 
KKO=60 
END I F  
WT=O . 0 
DO 100 I= l ,KKN 
WT=WT+D 1 (I ,2) 
CONT I NUE 
WT=WT/REAL (KKN) 
WOUT=O .O 
DO 200 l=1  ,NNODE 
RDD= (0 1 ( I , 1) *D 1 ( I , 1 ) +D 1 ( I ,3) AD 1 ( I ,3) ) **0.5 
I F ( I . LE. KKN) WOUT=WOUT+RDD 
I F  ( I  .EQ.KKO) DPR=RDD 
WRlTE(11,220) I ,  (D1  (I,J)*lOOO.O,J=l,3),XX(I), 
Y Y  ( I )  , Z Z ( l )  ,RDD~~1000.0 
CONT I NUE 
WR I TE (6, a) ' I N  OUTPUT' 
WOUT=WOUT/REAL (KKN) 
AREA=2.0*3.1415926535*RR*TO 
WRlTE (6,*) I I N  OUTPUT', ' AREA=',AREA 
WR I TE (9, *) WT3:2000.0, I ' , WOUTf: 1000, ' I ,TROOT/AREA 
I F  (lCRP.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE(3,*) WTJ:2.O/ZL,' ',TROOT/AREA,' ',CRPTM 
ELSE 
WRITE (3,") WTJ:Z.O/ZL,' ',TROOT/AREA 
END I F  
FORMAT (1 I5,6F 10.6,l F 12.3) 
WRITE (1 1 ,*) ' * I  
END I F  
I F  (NPT.EQ.5) THEN 
TEMP=O .O 
DO 410 l=1,7 
TEMP=TEMP+D 1 ( I  ,2) 
CONT I NUE 
TEMP=TEMP*1000.0/7.0 
WRITE (9,425) (D1 ( I  ,2) *1000.0, I=1,7) ,TEMP,TROOT, 
TROOT~~RR**3*lO.g2/1987OO.O/TO**3 
WRITE (1 1 ,") TEMP, * ,TROOT,TROOT*RR**3*lO.~2/l~87OO./TO*~:3 
I F  (NPV,EQ. 1 .OR.NPV.EQ.3) THEN 
FORMAT (7F 7.4,l  F 7.4,2 F 1 1 -6) 
WRITE (1 1,427) ( (  (XX ( I )  A*2+ZZ (I) **2) f:*O.s-RR) *1000.0, 1=8,11) 
WRITE(11,426) ( ( ( X X ( I ) * ~ : 2 + Z Z ( l ) * J : 2 ) * * 0 . 5 - R R ) * l O O O ~ O ,  1=12,18) 
WRITE (1 1,427) ( ( ( X X  (I) **2+ZZ ( I )  *9:2) J:*0.5-RR) gr1000.0, 1=19,22) 
WR I TE (1 1 ,426) ( ( (XX (I ) **2+ZZ ( I ) **2) **0.5-RR) *lo00 .O, I =23,29) 
WRITE (1 1,427) ( (  (XX ( I )  **2+ZZ (I) *J:2) ~:~~0.~-RR)*1000.0,1=30,33) 
WRITE (11,426) (((XX(l)**2+ZZ(I -5-RR) *1000.0,1=34,40) 
I F  (NPV.EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE ( 1  1,427) ( ( (XX (I) **2+ZZ *0.5-RR)*1000.0,1=41,44) 
WRITE (11,426) (((XX(l)**2+ZZ(l)**2)**0.5-RR)*lOOO.O, l=45,51) 
WRITE (3,*) - ( ( X X  (48) **2+ZZ (48) **2)  **O.5-RR) *lOOO.O,TROOT, 




I F  (ICRP.EQ.1) THEN 




- ((XX (37)**2+ZZ(37) fc*2) **0.5-RR) f r l  
1 TROOT*RR**3*10.92/198700./T 
END I F  
END I F  
WRITE (1 1 ,*) 
426 FORMAT (7F10.7) 
427 FORMAT (1 F 10.7, 1,1Flo.7,' l , 1 ~ 1 0 . 7 ,  
I I ,  1F10.7) 1 
ELSE 
DO 411 1=1,9 
TEMP=TEMP+D 1 (I ,2) 
TEMP=TEMPJc 1000.0/9.0 
WRITE (9,426) 
WRITE (9,432) TEMP,TROOT, 
41 1 CONT I NUE 
(D1 (I ,2)*1QOO.O, l=l,9) 
1 TROOT*RRf:*3* 10.92/ 1 98700.O/TOfc*3 
429 FORMAT (9F8.4) 
432 FORMAT (3F 12.6) 
WRITE (1 1 ,") TEMP, * ' ,TROOT,TROOTf~RR~f~3~~ lO.~2 / l~87OO. /TOf : f~3  
WRITE (1 1,424) ( ( (XX (I) **2+ZZ ( I )  *f:2) *f<O.5-RR) *1000.0,1=10,14) 
WRITE (1 1,423) ( ( (XX (I) **2+ZZ (I) **2) fch0.5-RR) f~1000.0,1=~15,23) 
WRITE (11,424) ( ( ( X X ( l ) * * 2 + Z Z ( l ) f : * 2 ) * * O e 5 - R R ) ~ ~ 1 0 0 0 . 0 ,  1=24,28) 
WRITE (1 1 ,423) ( ( (XX (I) **2+ZZ ( I )  **2) **0.5-RR) n1000 .O, l=29,37) 
WRITE (11,424) ( ( ( X X ( l ) * * 2 + Z Z ( I ) f ~ ~ ~ 2 ) * f ~ O . ~ - R R ) * l O O O . O ,  1=38,42) 
WRITE (1 1 ,423) ( ( (XX (I) **2+ZZ ( I )  fcfc2) *J:O .5-RR) * 1000 .O, l=b3,51) 
WRITE (1 1 ,*) 
423 FORMAT (9F 8.5) 
424 FORMAT (5F10.7) 
WR I TE (3, ") - ( (XX (47) *fc2+ZZ (47) *f:2) Jc*O .5-RR) * 1000.0, TROOT, 
1 TROOTfcRR*fc3* 10.92/ 1 98700, /TOf:*j 
END I F  
END I F  
I F  (NPT.EQ. 1) THEN 
END I F  
ELSE 
WRITE (3,") I ,D1 ( I  ,2) /20.0*100.0, ' ',TTLD/TO/ZO.O 
I F (NPT.EQ.2) THEN 
DDK=3.14159**2*E*T0**3/l2.0 
WRITE(3,f:) ' ' , D l  (IJ)/TO,' ',TTLD*Z.O/DDK 
END I F  
I F  (NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
TOR-0 . 0 
DO 600 I=l,NDBC,2 
TOR=TOR+RR* (-TTLY ( I )  *SIN (ANGL (I) ) +TTLY (1+1) *COS (ANGL (1+1) ) ) 
600 CONT I NUE 
WRITE (3,") TROOT, ' ,TOR 
DO 400 I=l,NNODE 
WRITE (1 1 ,*) I ,  ' * (XX (I) **2+ZZ (f)**2) **0.5-RR 
400 CONT I NUE 
WRITE (1 1 ,*) I * '  
END I F  




C Subroutine UPDT i s  to update wme variables when the 
C 
C 




! iLtDt 1 t 1 T REALfc8 (A-H ,0-Z) 
: ePL 1 C I T  I NTEGERfc8 (I -N) 
D 1 MENS I ON I I D (NNODE ,5) 
DI,LtEHSION XX(1)  ,YY (1) , Z Z ( l )  ,D1 (NNODE,5) ,ACMDIS( l )  , X X 1  (1 ) ,  
I Y Y l  ( 1 )  ,ZZ1 ( 1 )  ,DELTA( l )  ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9), 
BETA (NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET (NELM,2,2,2,12) , 
GCL 1 (NNODE ,3) , GCL2 (NNODE ,3) , GCL3 (NNODE ,3) , 
U C L l  (NNODE, 3) , UCL2 (NNODE, 3) , UCL3 (NNODE, 3) ,ANGL (1) 





COMMON /SCHALRl /  NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALR2/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ I P ~ , I P 2 , l P ~ , ~ P 4 , ~ P ~ , I P 6 , I P 7 , I P 8 , I P ~ , ~ ~ ~ O  
COMMON /PNTRRL/ lR1,lR2,1R3,1R4,tR~,lR6,lR7,IR8,IR~,lR10, 
1 IRll,IR12,lR13,IR14,lRl~,lRl6,lR17,lRl8, 
2 lR19,IR20,IR21,IR22,IR23,IR24,lR25,IR26, 
4 I R 3 5 ,  I R 3 6 ,  I R 3 7 ,  I R 3 8 ,  I R 3 9 ,  IR40,1R41,  I R 4 2 ,  
5 IR43,IR44,IR45,IR46,IR47,1R48,IR49,IR50 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ I R 5 1 ,  I R 5 2 ,  I R 5 3 ,  I R 5 4 ,  l R 5 5 , l R 5 6 ,  i R 5 7 , l R 5 8 ,  I R 5 9  
COMMON /DIRCS/ 1R60,lR61,lR62,lR63,IR64,IR65 
COMMON /OISCT/  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /UNICT/  NCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVEC/ I P T  (1) 
COMMON / ITESCH/  ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,tPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /GEO/ TO 
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
ND=NEQT 
DO 689 I=l,NNODE 
i NSHOW3,HRZ,ITRLM,FACTOR 
3 1 ~ 2 7 , 1 ~ 2 8 , 1 ~ 2 9 , 1 ~ 3 0 , 1 ~ 3 1 , 1 ~ 3 2 , 1 ~ 3 3 , 1 ~ 3 4 ,  
C 
X X l  ( I ) = X X ( I )  
Y Y l  ( I )=YY (I) 
z z 1  ( I ) = Z Z ( l )  
DO 688 J=1,3 
U C L l  ( l , J ) = G C L l  (I,J) 
UCLZ( I , J )=GCLZ( I , J )  
UCL3 (I , J) =GCL3 (I , J) 
688 CONTINUE 
6 9 1  FORMAT('C0OR: ' ,113 ,3F10.6)  
689 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,691) I , X X l  (I) , Y Y l  (I) ,ZZ1 ( I )  
C 
DO 269 I= l ,NELM 
DO 2 6 9  J=1,2 
DO 269 K=1,2 
DO 269 M=l,2 
DO 269 N=1,9 
S l G M A ( I  ,J,K,M,N)=UPSIG(I ,J,K,M,N) 




I F (NCONS . EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 169 I=l ,NELM 
DO 163 J=1,2 
DO 169 K=1,2 
DO 1 6 9  M=1,2 
DO 1 6 9  N=1,12 
UPBET ( I  , J , K,M,N) =BETA (I , J, K,M, N) 
169 CONTINUE 
END IF 
IF (ITYPE.EQ.2) GOT0 800 
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C 
DO 669 I= l ,ND 
DLTTMP (I) =DELTA (I) 




DO 589 I-1,NNODE 
K=K+ 1 
END I F  
589 CONTINUE 
C 
I F  (NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
DO 620 I= l ,NDBC 
ANGL (I ) =ANGL ( I ) +DTLMl 
6 2 0  CONTINUE 





















S u b r o u t i n e  D I S B N  i s  used t o  c a l c u l a t e  the d i s p l a c e m e n t  i n c r e m e n t  
i n  d i s p l a c e m e n t  boundary va lue p r o b l e m  fo r  c y l i n d r i c a l  s h e l l s .  
SUBROUT I NE D I SBN (ADVC, ANGL) 
I MPL I C I T RE A L k 8  ( A-H ,@-Z) 
I MPL I C I T I NTEG ERn8 ( I -N) 
DIMENSION ADVC(1) ,ANGL( l )  
COMMON /D ISCT/  NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /D lSVC/  I R 6 6 , l R 6 7 , I R 6 8 , l R 6 9  
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVEC/ I PT ( 1 )  
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
COMMON /RADS/ RR,ZL 
NPT-1 : STRECH 
NPT=2 : PLATE 
NPT=3: PANEL 
NPT-4: CYL INDRICAL SHELL UNDER A X I A L  COMPRESSION 
NPT=5: CYL INDRICAL SHELL UNDER PRESSURE 
NPT=6: CYL INDRICAL SHELL UNDER TORSION 
I F  (NPT.EQ.l .OR.NPT.EQ.Z) THEN 
DO 10 I= l ,NDBC 
ADVC ( I )  =l  .O 
CONTl NUE 
END I F  
I F  (NPT.EQ.6) THEN 
WRITE (6,Jc) 'RR=l ,RR 
DO 30 I=I ,NDBC 
WRITE (6,n) I, I ANGLE',ANGL ( I )  
CON7 I NUE 
K= 1 
DO 20 I=l,NDBC,2 
ADVC (K) =-RRJcS I N  (ANGL ( I )  ) 
ADVC (K+1) = R R K O S  ( A W L  ( I ) )  
WRITE (6,fc) 'ADVCl= '  ,ADVC (K) , ' ADVC2=' ,ADVC (K+1) 
K=K+2 
CONT I NUE 
END I F  
RETURN 
END 
S u b r o u t i n e  NTCRP i s  for the ca l cu la t i on  of  creep buckling. 
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T REAL,k8 (A-H,O-Z) 
T I NTEGER*8 (I  -N) 
ON I EL (NELM,8) , I D  (1) , I I D  (NNODE,5) ,L (1) ,MAXA (1) ,LD (1) , 
XX(1) ,YY (1) ,ZZ(l) ,DD(NNODE,5) ,D(l) ,PLD(l) ,DLOADT(l), 
DLDINC(1) ,VTEMP(l) ,VF(NNODE,5) , D 1  (NNODE,5),VFE(NT,l), 
DDD(1) ,VRT(4) ,A(NEQT,NEQT) ,AM(40,40) ,PD(l) ,P1 (l), 
TDLD(1) ,HISINC(l) ,ACMDIS(l) ,FRCINC(l) ,XXl (1) ,YYl (l), 
ZZ1 (1) ,DELTA(l) ,FRCO(l) ,UPSIG(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,ACTFRC(l), 
SIGMA(NELM,2,2,2,9) ,DLTINC (1) ,DLTTMP (1) ,COEEQ(5), 
DEFVRT (4) , ST I FFN (NT, NT) , ETT (4) , EXLVC (1) , DBVC (1) , 
BETA(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET(NELM,2,2,2,12) ,GCLl (NNODE,3), 
GCL2 (NNODE ,3)  , GCL3 (NNODE , 3 )  , UCL 1 (NNODE ,3) , UCL2 (NNODE ,3) , 
UCL3 (NNODE ,3) , ADC (NDBC, NDBC) ,ADD (NDBC ,NEQT) , 
AD(NEQT,NDBC) ,ADVC(l) ,TLTY(l) ,TYl (l),TY2(1) ,ANGL(l) 
COMMON /SCHALRl/ NELM,NNODE,NT 
COMMON /SCHALRZ/ NEQT,NSTEP,NHBW,COEFl,COEF2,NSHOWl,NSHOW2, 
COMMON /RLVEC/ VR (1) 
COMMON / I NTVEC/ I PT (1) 
COMMON /PNTRIN/ IPI,IP2,IP3,IP4,1P5,IP6,iP7,IP8,IPg,IPIO 
1 NSHOW3,HRZ,lTRLM,FACTDR 
COMMON /PNTRRL/ lRl,lR2,lR3,lR4,IR5,IR6,IR7,lR8.lR9 
1 IRll,lR12,lR13,IR14,lRl~,lRl6, 
2 IRlg, IR20, IR21, IR22, IR23, IR24, 
3 IR27,1R28,lR29,IR30,IR3l,lR32, 
4 IR35, IR36, IR37, IR38, IR39, IR40, 
5 lR43,lR44,lR45,lR46,IR47,lR48, 
COMMON /UNIFBD/ IR~l,lR52,lR53,IR54,IR55,lR56, 
COMMON /DIRCS/ lR60,lR61,lR62, IR63, IR64, IR65 
COMMON /DlSVC/ IR66,IR67,IR68,IR69 
COMMON /DISVl/ l R ~ O , l R ~ 1 , 1 R ~ 2 , 1 R ~ ~ , I R ~ ~ , I R ~ ~  
COMMON /DISCT/ NDC,NDBC 
COMMON /UN1CT/ MCONS,MODEL,ETAA,TDELT,TINIT 
COMMON /ITESCH/ ROOT,DTLAM,SGN,IPP,TROOT,ASO,SP 
COMMON /GEO/ T O  
COMMON /CNTRL/ DETMNT 
COMMON /CONTN/ INSIDT,KPDT,DTLMl 
COMMON /ABDFST/ ISEC 
COMMON /MTL/ E,EU 
COMMON /SQ/ SQQ 
COMMON /BRLIM/ LIM 
COMMON /NMBITR/ NUM 
COMMON /OUTVR/ NPT,NPV 
COMMON /CRPC/ CRPC1,CRPCZ 
COMMON /CREEP/ ICRP,NBCRP,NBDN,CRPTM,IPON 
COMMON /CNTR/ ICNTR 










R58 , I R59 
C (The switch to the effects of the change of temperature i s  off) 
ICNTR=ICNTR+l 
RTL=O -0  
L I M=O 
VL s 1 =o . 0 
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VLS2=O .o 
CALL I N I T ( V R ( I R 1 )  ,VR(IR2)  ,VR(IR3)  ,VR 







L B e g i n  i t e r a t i o n  
I 1 1 3 1  
200 CONTINUE 
DO 1 9 5  I= l ,ND 
TDLD(I )=O.O 
H l S l N C  ( I ) = O . O  
1 9 5  CONTINUE 





C Form t h e  global stiffness m a t r i x ,  
C 
CALL ASSMBL(I I I , I P T ( I P l ) , I P T ( I P Z )  , I P T ( I P 3 ) , 1 P T ( I P 4 )  , I P T ( I P 5 ) ,  
1 
2 V R ( l R 1 2 )  , V R ( I R 1 4 ) ,  
3 V R ( l R 1 5 )  ,VR( IR16)  ,VR( IR19) ,  
4 
5 
I P T ( I P 9 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  ,VR(IR3)  ,VR(IR6)  , V R ( I R 8 ) ,  
V R ( I R 2 1 )  ,VR( IR23)  ,VR( IR24)  , V R ( I R l g )  ,VR( IR41)  , V R ( I R 5 0 ) ,  




WRITE (6,f:) 'ASSMBL CALLED' 
I F  (I I I .GT.2) GOT0 577 
IF(NDC.EQ.1) THEN 
CALL D I S B N ( V R ( I R 6 9 )  ,VR( IR75) )  
DO 570 l= l ,ND 
DDD ( I )=O.O 
DO 570 J=l,NDBC 
C WRITE (6,*) I, (AD (I ,K) ,K=l ,NDBC) 
DDD (I ) =DDD (I) +AD ( I  , J) *ADVC (J) 
570 CONTINUE 
533 FORMAT(113,6F9.3) 
DO 572 I= l ,ND 
DDD (I)=D (I) -DDD ( I )  
572 CONTINUE 
END I F  
573 CONTINUE 
END I F  
16 FORMAT('D(1) AND DDD(1) :  ' ,113,2F14.5) 
577 CONTINUE 
C 
I I  
S THE ITERATION ' 
I F  ( I  I I .EQ. ITRLM) THEN 
WRITE(6,Jr) ' I T E R A T I O N  L I M I T  REACHED. STOP.' 
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STOP 
END I F  
I F  (I I I .EQ.l) THEN 
2 
r \ 
DO 755 I= l ,ND 
VTEMP(I)=O.O 
DO 755 J=l ,ND 
( I) =VTEMP ( I) +ST I F FN ( I , J) ATDLD (J) 
C 
ASL=O .O 
DO 857 I=l ,ND 
ASL=ASL+VTEMP(l)fcTDLD (I) 
C WRITE (6,*) I, ' TDLD=' ,TDLD ( I )  
857 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,f:) ' A S L  ' ,ASL 
WRITE (6,s:) 'TDELT=' ,TDELT 
WRITE (6,g:) 'DETMNT=' ,DETMNT 
I F  (ASL.LT.O.0) THEN 
WRITE (6,fc) 'EHANGED S IGN OF FAC' 
END I F  
I F  (DETMNT.LT.O.0) WRITE (6 , f : )  'NEGATIVE DETERMINT' 
DO 550 I= l ,ND 
C 
DLTTMP(I)=O.O 
VTEMP ( I ) = O . O  
DELTA ( I )=o.o  
FRC I NC (I) -0.0 
550 CONTINUE 
END I F  
C 
C 
WRITE (6,:t) ' I 1  I=', I I I 
625 CONTINUE 
DO 635 I = l ,ND 
DLTINC(I)=O.O 
DO 634 J=l ,ND 
DLT I NC ( I ) =DLT I NC ( 1 ) +A ( I , J) aEXLVC (J) 
634 CONTINUE 
I F  ( I  I I .GT .~ )  DLTINC( I )=DLTINC( I ) *CRPC~ 
DELTA ( I ) =DLTTMP ( I ) +DLT I NC ( I ) 
635 CONTINUE 
C 
I F  ( I I I . E Q . l )  THEN 
END I F  
I =NEQT 
WRITE(6,*) ' F I R S T  ITERATION OF STEP ',NUM 
WR I TE (6, *) ' CURRENT ROOT ' ,ROOT 
WRITE (6 ,* )  'TDLD (25) ' ,TOLD (I) 
WRITE (6, *) I , ' ROOT*TDLD ' , ROOT*TDLD (I ) 
WRITE(6,*) I , '  FRCINC ' ,FRCINC( I )  
*) I,' H l S l N C  ' , H I S I N C ( I )  
*) 1 , '  D L T I N C  ' , D L T l N C ( I )  





I F ( I I D ( 1 , J )  .EQ.O) THEN 
VF ( I  ,J)=DLTINC(K) 
DD (I , J) =DLTlNC (K) 
K=K+ 1 
END I F  
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580 CONTINUE 
TMP=O . 0 
DO 903 J=l,3 
GCL3(1,J)=GCL3(1 ,J)+TINC*(-GCLZ(I ,J)*DD 
TMP=TMP+GCL3 (I , J) *GCL3 ( I  , J) 
TMP=TMB**0.5 
903 CONTINUE 
DO 902 ~ = 1 , 3  
GCL3 ( I ,  J) =GCL3 (I , J) /TMP 
902 CONTINUE 
900 CONTINUE 
i WRITE(6,267)  I , X X ( l )  ,YY (I) , Z Z ( l )  
C 
C Calcu late n e w  d i r e c t i o n a l  cosines for  a l l  the nodes of e l e m e n t s .  
C 
C 
C Calcu late i n te rna l  forces 
CALL CNND(VR(IR60) ,VR( IR61)  ,VR( IR62) )  
C 
CALL INTFRC(1 I I, I P T ( I P 1 )  , V R ( I R l )  ,VR( IR2)  ,VR.(IR3), 
1 VR (I R14)  ,VR (I R22) , VR ( I  R28) ,VR (I Rg) ) 
C 
C 
DO 500 I = l ,NT  
DO 500 M=l,ND 
IF( I .EQ.L(M))  THEN 
FRCINC (M)=(PLD (I) -FRCO (M)) 
ACTFRC (M) =PLD (I) 
C WR I TE (6, *) M, ' PLD= , PLD ( I , F CO= , F RCO (M) , F I C= , FRC I NC (M) 
END I F  
500 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 549 I=l,ND 
EXLVC(I )=-FRCINC(1)  
C WRITE(6,*) M,' FCO=',FRCO(I), '  FI 




DO 585 l=l,NNODE 
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DO 585 J=1,5 
IF(IID(I,J) .EQ.O) THEN 



































Check whether eq 
1 
IF (ICNCl.EQ.0) THEN 
IF ( I  I I .EQ.l) VLS1-VALS 
I F  ( I  I I .EQ.2) VLS2=VALS 
I F  ( I  I I .GT.2) THEN 
IF (VkLS.GT.VLS1 .AND.VALS.GT.VLSZ) THEN 
WRITE (6,fc) 
DTLMl=DTLM1/2.0 
L I M=L I M+ 1 
I F  (LIM.EQ.20) THEN 
' BREAK=' , L I M 
WRITE (6,fc) 'Break 1 imi t reached, stop' 
STOP 




L I M=O 
ELSE 
END I F  
END I F  
END I F  




I F ( I I I . G E . l O . A N D . I I I . L T . 1 ~ )  DTLMl=DTLkl/l.2 
I F ( I  I I .GE. 15) OTLMl=DTLMl/l .O 
WRITE(6,:':) 'FIN VAL OF l l i = ' , l l l , '  NDTLMl=',DTLMl 
CRPTM=CRPTM+TDELT 
Write output data 





1 VR(IR15) ,VR( 
2 VR ( I  R46) ,VR ( 
3 VR(IR51) ,VR( 
4 VR(IR63) ,VR( 
.e some variables. 
UPDT(ITYPE,IPT(IP3) ,VR(IRl) ,VR(IR2) ,VR(IR3) ,VR(IR12), 
R27) ,VR(IR43) ,VR(IR44) ,VR(IR4 
R47) ,VR(IR20) ,VR(IR48) ,VR(IR4 
ELSE 
I I I=I I 1 + 1  
ICDD=lCDD+l 
GOTO 577 
END I F  
CONTl N U  
C 
DO 555 I=l,ND 

























DIMENSION XX(1) ,YY(l) ,ZZ(l) ,XX1 (1) ,YYl (1) ,ZZ1 (1), 
1 UPS IG (NELM,2,2,2,9) ,SIGMA (NELM,2,2,2,9) 
2 BETA (NELM,2,2,2,12) ,UPBET(NELM,2,2,2,12), 
3 GCL 1 (NNODE ,3 )  GCL2 (NNODE ,3) , GCL3 (NNODE ,3)  , 
4 UCL 1 (NNODE, 3) , UCL2 (NNODE , 3) , UCL3 (NNODE, 3) 
1 






DO 687 I=l,NNODE 
xx (I)=XXl (I) 
YY (I)=YYl (I) 
zz (I)=ZZl (I) 
DO 686 J-l,3 
GCLl (I,J)=UCLl(I,J) 
GCL2 ( I  ,J)=UCL2 ( I ,  J) 
GCL3 ( I ,  J) =UCL3 ( I ,  J) 
CONT I NUE 
CONT I NUE 
DO 249 I=l,NELM 
DO 249 J=1,2 
DO 249 K=1,2 
DO 249 M=1,2 
DO 249 N=1,9 
CONT I NUE 
DO 164 I=l,NELM 




DO 500 I=l,NT 
DO 500 M=I,IDF 
IF(I.EQ.L(M)) THEN 






C (END REDC) 
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